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1 Introduction 

Disasters – whether caused by nature or human activity – occur all over the 
world. Between 1970 and 2010 natural disasters alone killed 3.3 million people, 
an annual average of 82,500 deaths worldwide in a typical year (World Bank, 
2010, p. 23). When a disaster strikes, the distribution of relief items becomes es-
sential for survivors, if the disaster has destroyed the infrastructure and markets 
that had allowed sellers and buyers to transact supplies (Holguín-Veras et al., 
2013). Humanitarian logistics networks then organize the distribution of relief 
items in the affected areas. The International Federation of Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies (IFRC), for example, provided 255,000 blankets, 34,000 tents, 
and 120,000 plastic sheets to survivors of an earthquake that hit the west coast of 
India in 2001 (van Wassenhove, 2006). The important role of humanitarian logis-
tics was publicly acknowledged in the aftermath of the Asian tsunami in 2004 – 
and Operations Research (OR) was identified as an academic field that can have a 
positive impact on the design and management of humanitarian logistics networks 
(Kovács and Spens, 2007; Nikbakhsh and Zanjirani Farahani, 2011; van Wassen-
hove, 2006). 

Since then, OR for humanitarian logistics has received increasing interest from 
academics and various models have been published in scientific journals. Accord-
ing to a recent review by Anaya-Arenas et al. (2014), the number of contributions 
to this field becomes larger each day and continues to grow. All published contri-
butions should support practitioners to make decisions about the configuration of a 
humanitarian logistics network before and after a disaster strikes. The following 
list presents a selection of publications, published in scientific journals and sorted 
by alphabetical order: 

• “A multi-criteria optimization model for humanitarian aid distribution” (Vitori-
ano et al., 2011) 

• “A two-echelon stochastic facility location model for humanitarian relief logis-
tics” (Döyen et al., 2012) 

• “Emergency logistics planning in natural disasters” (Özdamar et al., 2004) 
• “Facility location in humanitarian relief” (Balcik and Beamon, 2008) 
• “Facility location under demand uncertainty: Response to a large-scale bio-

terror attack” (Murali et al., 2012) 
• “Last mile distribution in humanitarian relief” (Balcik et al., 2008) 
• “Modeling and optimizing the public-health infrastructure for emergency re-

sponse” (Lee et al., 2009a) 
• “Optimizing hurricane disaster relief goods distribution: model development 

and application with respect to planning strategies” (Horner and Downs, 2010) 
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• “Pre-positioning planning for emergency response with service quality con-
straints” (Rawls and Turnquist, 2011) 

However, Kovács and Spens (2007) stated that humanitarian organizations 
have insufficient knowledge about the latest methods and techniques and Altay 
and Green (2006) pointed out that even the best available OR models for disaster 
management (including those for humanitarian logistics) are often not adopted due 
to various reasons including time, limited staff availability, and limited funding. 
More recently, Ortuño et al. (2013) conclude that available OR models for human-
itarian logistics are generally not incorporated into the decision-making processes 
of humanitarian organizations. They mention a gap between academic results and 
practitioner needs. Galindo and Batta (2013b) see a reason for this gap in the lack 
of research developed in conjunction with humanitarian organizations and claim 
that academics have to get closer to humanitarian organizations in order to under-
stand the organizations’ needs, their most urgent problems, and their actual budget 
constraints. A gap between academic results and practitioner needs was also iden-
tified on a panel at the 2013 conference of the Information Systems for Crisis Re-
sponse and Management Association (ISCRAM) in Baden-Baden, Germany 
(Schulenberg, 2014). Consequently, the practitioners’ effort that comes with the 
identification and application of available OR models for humanitarian logistics 
needs to be reduced and the collaboration process between academics as the de-
velopers of OR models and practitioners as the end-user of OR models needs to be 
supported in order to propagate the use of OR in the field of humanitarian logis-
tics. 

 
The present work starts with an overview on disasters and disaster management 

with humanitarian logistics as an essential part of disaster management (chapter 
2). Hereafter, the field of humanitarian logistics is analyzed in detail, i.e. the ac-
tors, the general shape of a humanitarian logistics network, the decisions that 
comprise the setup and running of a humanitarian logistics network, and the per-
formance measures necessary to decide between a good and a bad configuration of 
a humanitarian logistics network. In chapter 3, the general characteristics of an or-
ganizational problem are defined, OR methodologies commonly used in the field 
of disaster management are presented, and an overview is given on available OR 
models for humanitarian logistics. The review builds on available reviews of OR 
models in the field of disaster management (Altay and Green, 2006; Galindo and 
Batta, 2013b) and humanitarian logistics (Anaya-Arenas et al., 2014; Caunhye et 
al., 2012; LaTorre et al., 2012; Özdamar and Alp Ertem, 2015). 

The primary idea of this thesis is to develop an online OR toolkit for humanita-
rian logistics to reduce the effort which comes with the identification and applica-
tion of available OR models as well as to enhance collaboration between acade-
mics and practitioners. Naturally, shaping the toolkit’s structure is a major 
challenge towards a complete, ready-to-use toolkit. The development of the 
toolkit’s structure should be the main contribution of the present work (section 
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3.4). Nine different OR models (those listed on pp. 1f) are arranged and character-
ized according to this structure in chapter 4 in order to show that the proposed 
structure can indeed integrate available OR models that are captured in different 
mathematical formulations with different notations and focus on different classes 
of problems. An exemplary path through the toolkit is presented in chapter 5 in 
order to show how the proposed structure can be used to guide a toolkit-user to a 
suitable OR model and to show how the proposed structure can be used to support 
the application of OR models (thereby supporting the setup and running of a hu-
manitarian logistics network). Chapter 6 presents final conclusions and an outlook. 

It is important to emphasize that the contribution of this thesis is not a com-
plete, ready-to-use online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics. Instead, a possible 
structure of such a toolkit is presented. A ready-to-use toolkit should be a platform 
whereto available models can be assigned and where practitioners can collaborate 
with academics as the model developers – whereby academics could help practi-
tioners to apply their models while practitioners could provide feedback on the 
models’ usefulness for their particular use cases. Such a platform should also help 
academics to identify open research questions and to reduce the risk of redundant 
or useless model building. 

Currently, such an online platform, where academics can share their developed 
OR models for humanitarian logistics does not exist. Even more, such an online 
platform for sharing OR models does not yet exist for any other particular field of 
application. Hence, how the structure of an OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics 
will be derived in the present work could be an example of how structures of fu-
ture OR toolkits for other fields of application could be shaped. There are several 
OR handbooks, such as the “Handbook of healthcare operations management” by 
Denton (2013), the “Handbook of operations research for homeland security” by 
Herrmann (2013), or the “Handbook of OR/MS models in hazardous materials 
transportation” by Batta and Kwon (2013), that do go in the same direction as an 
OR toolkit in the sense of the present work: they are collections of chapters about 
OR models, mostly written by academics, for a certain field of application. How-
ever, the reviewed OR handbooks (Barnhart and Smith, 2012; Batta and Kwon, 
2013; Bookbinder, 2013; Denton, 2013; Herrmann, 2013; Kovacevic et al., 2013) 
generally do not arrange their chapters based on a pre-defined detailed framework. 
Moreover, each chapter has a different internal structure and a chapter’s focus can 
be the presentation of a single OR model or a review of a collection of available 
OR models. Therefore, an online OR toolkit – to which available models are as-
signed, which allows for the updating of the included models, where each included 
OR model is described in a consistent and well-defined form, and which allows 
for the interaction between model developer and model user – could be seen as a 
possible advancement of OR handbooks. This work should be a step forward to-
wards such an online OR toolkit – towards an online OR toolkit with a focus on 
humanitarian logistics.  
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2 Humanitarian logistics 

A disaster, as defined by the IFRC, is a sudden event that seriously disrupts the 
functioning of a community and causes human, material, economic, or environ-
mental losses that exceed a community’s ability to cope using its own resources 
(IFRC, n.d.e). An overview on the short-term effects of disasters is given in a 
handbook of the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO, 2001, pp. 3ff). The 
PAHO distinguishes between deaths, severe injuries, communicable diseases, 
damage to health facilities, damage to water supply systems, lack of food, and 
large population displacements. These short-term effects can have a lasting impact 
on the well-being of individuals; especially on the well-being of elder people, 
women, and children. A temporary lack of food, for example, can permanently 
stunt growth and can lower the cognitive abilities among children younger than 
three (World Bank, 2010, pp. 41ff). 

The risk for a community that a potentially damaging event becomes a disaster 
rises with the vulnerability of that community. A potentially damaging event is al-
so called a “hazard”. Hazards can be differentiated into natural and man-made 
hazards. Man-made hazards are events caused by humans and occur in or close to 
human settlements. These events comprise deliberate conflicts, transport acci-
dents, and industrial accidents. Natural hazards are naturally occurring physical 
phenomena caused either by geophysical, hydrological, climatological, meteoro-
logical, or biological events. Hazardous geophysical events include earthquakes, 
landslides, tsunamis, and volcanic activities; hazardous hydrological events in-
clude avalanches and floods; hazardous climatological events include extreme 
temperatures, droughts, and wildfires; hazardous meteorological events include 
cyclones as well as storms and wave surges; and hazardous biological events in-
clude disease epidemics as well as insect and animal plagues (IFRC, n.d.d). 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the locations of earthquakes above magnitude six on the 
Richter scale for 1950 to 2010, storm tracks for 1975 to 2007, and droughts based 
on a standardized precipitation index. The world’s geophysical hazard hotspots 
tend to cluster along fault boundaries characterized by mountainous terrain. Haz-
ards primarily driven by hydro-meteorological processes strongly affect the east-
ern coastal regions of the major continents as well as some interior regions of 
North and South America, Europe, and Asia (Dilley, 2005, p. 2). For example, in 
November 2013 the tropical storm named “Haiyan” hit the eastern coast of the 
Philippines; over 6,000 people were killed and 14 million people were affected, 
including 4 million people who remained displaced from their homes (reliefweb, 
n.d.b). 
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Figure 2.1. Earthquakes, storms, and droughts on a global scale (adapted from World 
Bank, 2010, p. 33) 
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Table 2.1 outlines the different types of hazards which could cause disasters. 
Detailed profiles of the different types of hazards can be found on the website of 
the IFRC (IFRC, n.d.d). Data is stored in the online Emergency Event Database 
(EM-DAT) about hazards that actually became a disaster. This database contains 
data on more than 18,000 disasters (EM-DAT, n.d.c). A disaster, to be included in 
the EM-DAT, must have one of the following outcomes: 10 or more people re-
ported killed, 100 or more people reported affected, declaration of a state of emer-
gency, and/ or call for international assistance (EM-DAT, n.d.b). 

Table 2.1 Types of hazards (IFRC, n.d.d; Penuel and Statler, 2011, p. 87) 

Category Sub-category Sub-sub-category 

Natural hazards Geophysical hazards Earthquakes 

Landslides 

Tsunami 

Volcanic activity 

 Hydrological hazards Avalanches 

Floods 

 Climatological hazards Extreme temperatures 

Drought 

Wildfires 

 Meteorological hazards Cyclones  

Storms/ wave surges 

 Biological hazards Disease epidemics  

Insect/ animal plagues 

Man-made hazards Technological hazards Transportation accident 

Accident release 

Explosions 

Pollution 

 Sociological hazards Civil disobediences 

Terrorism 

 
Disaster mitigation focuses on reducing the risk that hazards become disasters 

by preventing the occupation of high risk areas, by building barrier constructions, 
and by passing specific building codes. Disaster preparedness focuses on develop-
ing capacities to cope with disasters when they occur. Disaster response comprises 
the evacuation of people out of a disaster area, the provision of physical and medi-
cal health services, the building of emergency shelters, and the distribution of 
food, blankets, etc. among beneficiaries. Disaster recovery refers to those 
measures which help to rebuild a community in the aftermath of a disaster by 
providing material or financial assistance to individuals and governments. In total, 
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disaster management includes four steps, mitigation, preparedness, response, and 
recovery. These four steps comprise the so-called disaster management cycle 
shown in Figure 2.2. The phases can be seen in terms of a cycle that links recovery 
back to mitigation. Thus, ideally, recovery includes a learning element for further 
disasters to come (Altay and Green, 2006; Kovács and Spens, 2009; Tomasini and 
van Wassenhove, 2009, pp. 44ff). 

 
Figure 2.2. Disaster management cycle (adapted from Tomasini and van Wassenhove, 
2009, p. 45) 

The focus of the present work is on the logistical processes that are necessary 
to assist beneficiaries in response to disasters. In the aftermath of the Haiti earth-
quake in 2010, for example, the IFRC provided 172,700 households with emer-
gency shelter materials, 80,000 households with a hygiene kit at least three times, 
195,160 households with food assistance, 317,480 people with daily access to 
drinking water, and 265,400 people with access to sanitation facilities (IFRC, 
2010). After the storm named “Sandy” hit the eastern cost of the US in 2012, the 
American Red Cross, within three months, provided shelter for more than 74,000 
overnight stays, served more than 17.5 million meals and snacks, and distributed 
more than 7 million non-food items (American Red Cross, 2013). 

A catalogue of 2,400 standard relief items, called the “Emergency Items Cata-
logue”, is hosted by the IFRC. Listed relief items are categorized and are specified 
by a description, a shipping weight and volume, a price, and an amount of demand 
one unit is able to cover. Different kinds of relief items are often combined to kits. 
So-called “Emergency Response Units” consist of trained personnel and kits 
(IFRC, n.d.a). The provision with different types of relief items is necessary due to 
the many effects disasters can have (PAHO, 2001, pp. 3ff; Sphere Project, 2011): 

• severe injuries, communicable diseases, and damage to health facilities require 
the provision with health care items; 

• damage to water supply requires the provision with drinking water; 
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• lack of food requires the provision with religiously, culturally, and traditionally 
appropriate food; and 

• the displacement of population requires the provision with shelter, non-food 
items (e.g. clothes and bedding), and sanitation systems. 

Some types of relief items are distributed once at the beginning of the disaster 
response phase (e.g. tents and blankets) while other relief items are handed out 
regularly during the disaster response phase (e.g. food, water, and medicine) 
(Balcik et al., 2008). The provision of beneficiaries with relief items is encom-
passed by the term “post-disaster humanitarian logistics” (Holguín-Veras et al., 
2012), by “humanitarian logistics in disaster relief operations” (Kovács and Spens, 
2007), or more generally by “humanitarian logistics” (IFRC, n.d.c). The term 
“humanitarian logistics” can also comprise the logistics processes that are neces-
sary to distribute relief items as part of a continuous aid work to assist the devel-
opment of a region (Kovács and Spens, 2007). From hereon, the term “humanitar-
ian logistics” will only refer to logistics operations in disaster relief. 

 
Actors that organize and realize relief item flows in humanitarian logistics net-

works can be specialized military and non-military institutions, non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs), United Nations (UN) agencies or private sector companies 
(e.g. freight forwarders and clearing agents). Network coordination is often in the 
hands of local or national disaster response agencies (a list of national disaster 
management authorities can be found on reliefweb, n.d.a) or – when the impact of 
the disaster overwhelms national capacity and a request for humanitarian assis-
tance goes out to the international community – in the hands of UN agencies, in-
ternational organizations, and international NGOs (PAHO, 2001, pp. 21ff). In or-
der to improve partnerships between humanitarian actors during international 
responses to disasters, the UN Emergency Response Coordinator introduced a re-
form in 2005 which, among other measures, included the formation of groups of 
organizations (called “clusters”), organized by sectors, which work together to 
improve the humanitarian response. One of these groups is called the “Logistics 
Cluster” which is headed by the World Food Programme (WFP) and is responsible 
for the inter-organizational coordination of the logistics activities during interna-
tional humanitarian responses (Logistics Cluster, n.d.). 

Governmental and private donors are the primary funders of humanitarian lo-
gistics networks, and each are influenced by different factors. While private dona-
tion levels are strongly impacted by the amount and type of news coverage 
(Wakolbinger and Toyasaki, 2011, p. 37), governmental donation levels can de-
pend on various factors including political, ideological, religious, economic, and 
security factors (Harmer and Cotterrell, 2005). Often, a country’s ministry of for-
eign affairs acts as the coordinating department for external assistance (Harmer 
and Cotterrell, 2005). The size of funds received by an organization determines 
the scope of the humanitarian logistics network the organization is able to set up 
and run – for example, the American Red Cross collected US$308 million follow-
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ing storm “Sandy” in the year 2012 (American Red Cross, 2013). Large amounts 
of donations provide humanitarian organizations with the opportunity to take ad-
vantage of economies of scale and leverage in negotiating with suppliers. Some 
organizations have financial resources which they can use to pre-finance their op-
erations before receiving donations (e.g. the IFRC has a so-called “Disaster Relief 
Emergency Fund”). However, organizations that do not have the financial re-
sources to pre-finance their operations need to wait until they receive the dona-
tions before they can respond. In the case of earmarked funds, donors put condi-
tions on their gifts, selecting what activities to fund within the recipient 
organization. This can reduce the organization’s efficiency since it might be 
forced to allocate too much money and resources to specific disaster areas. Too 
many funds allocated to one area not only take away funds that could be used in 
other areas in need, but they can also lead to increased prices (Wakolbinger and 
Toyasaki, 2011, p. 38). 

2.1 Characteristics of humanitarian logistics 

Commercial and humanitarian logistics operations are both necessary for the 
distribution of goods (Arnold, 2008; Holguín-Veras et al., 2012). However, while 
commercial supply chains are generally permanent structures, large parts of hu-
manitarian logistics networks can only be set up after a disaster strikes. These 
temporary networks have to be interlaced into a region where transport corridors 
may be broken, unsafe, or unsecure, where failed communication systems remove 
the logical links between the actors, and where the locations of beneficiaries are 
dynamic or unknown (Holguín-Veras et al., 2012; Kovács and Spens, 2007; 
Nikbakhsh and Zanjirani Farahani, 2011). The Haiti earthquake in 2010, for ex-
ample, caused serious damages of the airport and port of Port-au-Prince as well as 
of many streets and was followed by frequent power cuts and corresponding 
communication outages (IFRC, 2010). Due to disaster-related disruptions in trans-
portation and communication systems, it is not possible to set up one temporary 
network that realizes all the flows of relief items in a disaster area. Instead, a mul-
titude of poorly coordinated decision-makers set up their own networks. This re-
sults in a multitude of independent supply chains that may overlap and battle for 
scarce resources. For example, professional and volunteer workers are often scarce 
in disaster situations due to fatalities or injuries of their own or of their family 
members. Furthermore, during disaster response the temporary humanitarian lo-
gistics networks are often clogged with inappropriate, unusable material donations 
– a phenomenon which is referred to as “material convergence” and can have ad-
verse effects not only on the actual disaster response but also on the local econo-
my. Humanitarian organizations do not refuse these relief items for fear of upset-
ting donors which could negatively impact future funding (Holguín-Veras et al., 
2012; Gösling and Geldermann, 2014a; Gösling and Geldermann, 2014b). 
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In a typical disaster response, prepositioned relief items together with donations 
and those acquired from local or global private companies arrive in temporary 
warehouses in bigger cities of the affected region. The corresponding transporta-
tion processes between stationary warehouses, donors, or companies on the one 
hand, and the temporary warehouses on the other hand are long-haul operations. 
Obviously, they can be performed by different modes of transportation (road, rail 
air, and/ or water). From temporary warehouses the relief items are distributed to 
the beneficiaries. Beneficiaries can pick up the relief items at designated facilities: 
local distribution centers (LDCs). LDCs are often built into existing public infra-
structure such as schools and are removed once the emergency has passed. In 
camps for displaced people (e.g. evacuations centers, transitional sites, tent cities, 
and spontaneous settlements) LDCs provide relief items in regular cycles. If bene-
ficiaries are supplied with relief items over a longer period of time, replenishment 
orders are initiated within the logistics network. In order to make use of ad-
vantages of different modes of transportation or of cargo consolidations, transpor-
tation processes between donors, companies, stationary warehouses, temporary 
warehouses, and LDCs might be separated by handling points. Transportation pro-
cesses within the disaster area are mostly performed by trucks (sometimes heli-
copters and boats are used instead). In hostile environments, vehicles travel to-
gether as a convoy or are accompanied by armed escorts. In stationary vehicle 
depots, transportation vehicles wait for the next disaster response (Anaya-Arenas 
et al., 2014; Balcik et al., 2010; Horner and Downs, 2010; IFRC, n.d.b; Nikbakhsh 
and Zanjirani Farahani, 2011; PAHO, 2001; PedrazaMartinez et al., 2011). 

In certain cases – such as before the landfall of a hurricane – organizations can 
set up the temporary part of a humanitarian logistics network before the onset of a 
potential disaster (Horner and Downs, 2010; Kovács and Spens, 2009). In most 
cases, however, the characteristics of the temporary part of the humanitarian logis-
tics network depend on the results of an initial rapid assessment conducted after 
the onset of a disaster. In the assessment process, information about the specific 
needs, available resources, and social, cultural, and environmental characteristics 
of the disaster area are collected from secondary data analysis and community lev-
el assessments (IASC, 2012). The gathering of information is conducted by a large 
number of humanitarian actors and the schemas for the data sets are generally not 
standardized across the different actors nor are the mechanisms for sharing the da-
ta. Since 2011, the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs 
(UNOCHA) is undertaking an initiative to build a common data exchange lan-
guage – the Humanitarian Exchange Language – to address this problem 
(UNOCHA, 2011a). Its alpha version was released in October 2014 (HIF, 2014). 
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Figure 2.3. Structure of a humanitarian logistics network  

A simple version of a humanitarian logistics network is shown in Figure 2.3. 
Arcs with a solid black arrow represent the flows of relief items from a stationary 
warehouse, a donor, and a commercial company via handling points and a tempo-
rary warehouse to a LDC or – in the case of non-necessary relief items – to a dis-
posal area. Alternatively, the necessary processes to realize the relief item flows 
from the producers/ donors of relief items to the beneficiaries are illustrated in 
Figure 2.4 as an activity diagram using the Unified Modeling Language (UML). 
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Figure 2.4. UML activity diagram depicting the processes within an humanitarian logistics 
network 
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2.2 Tasks in humanitarian logistics 

Setting up and running a humanitarian logistics network comprises several 
tasks which can either be assigned to the disaster preparedness phase or the disas-
ter response phase of the disaster management cycle (Tomasini and van Wassen-
hove, 2009, p. 44). In contrast, in commercial logistics tasks can be assigned to ei-
ther strategic, tactical, or operational levels (Rushton et al., 2006, p. 21). In the 
disaster preparedness phase, the characteristics of stationary warehouses (loca-
tions, storage spaces, workers, equipment, relief item stocks, and suppliers) and 
vehicle depots (locations, storage spaces, workers, equipment, transportation vehi-
cle stocks, and suppliers) need to be determined. Moreover, facilities are chosen 
that might be used during a future disaster response as a temporary facility (tem-
porary warehouse, handling point, or LDC). Lastly, humanitarian organizations 
can establish agreements with suppliers of relief items during the disaster prepar-
edness phase so that these suppliers hold certain amounts of emergency stocks for 
organizations. After a disaster strikes, the permanent part of the humanitarian lo-
gistics network is extended by a temporary part that has to be interlaced into the 
disaster area. How the network is integrated into the disaster environment depends 
on the results of the assessments conducted by the humanitarian organizations. As 
part of the assessments, decisions about the members, routes, and schedules of the 
responsible assessment teams have to be made. The assessment phase merges with 
the deployment phase. During the deployment phase of the relief mission, deci-
sions have to be made about the characteristics of temporary warehouses, handling 
points, and LDCs (locations, storage spaces, workers, equipment, suppliers, and 
relief item stocks) and about the characteristics of the disposal points for non-
priority donations (locations, storage spaces, workers, and equipment). In the sus-
tainment phase of the relief mission, the transportation activities between the 
opened facilities are determined (modes of transportation, transportation vehicle 
types, relief item loads, routes, schedules, and drivers) together with the suppliers, 
sizes, and schedules of replenishment orders for relief items. The relief mission 
ends with the reconfiguration phase, in which operations are reduced and finally 
terminated (Anaya-Arenas et al., 2014; Balcik and Beamon, 2008; Holguín-Veras 
et al., 2012; Görmez et al., 2010; Gösling and Geldermann, 2014a; Gösling and 
Geldermann, 2014b; IASC, 2012; Nikbakhsh and Zanjirani Farahani, 2011; 
PAHO, 2001; PedrazaMartinez et al., 2011; Rushton et al., 2006, p. 21). 

Table 2.2 gives an overview on the tasks in the field of humanitarian logistics. 
Choices can be made by a single actor or – if communication systems are still in-
tact – by several actors in a coordinated way (Tomasini and van Wassenhove, 
2009, pp. 65ff). Moreover, decision-makers must choose when to make operation-
al decisions in the disaster response phase, since postponing a decision may result 
in additional information about a problem’s characteristics (Pauwels et al., 2000). 
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Table 2.2. Tasks in humanitarian logistics (adapted from Gösling and Geldermann, 2014a) 

Tasks in the disaster preparedness phase Tasks in the disaster response phase 

Specification of… Specification of… 

• stationary warehouses (locations, stor-
age spaces, equipment, workers, sup-
pliers, and relief item stocks)  

• guaranteed relief item stocks (suppliers 
and amounts) 

• vehicle depots (locations, storage 
spaces, suppliers, workers, equipment, 
and vehicle stocks) 

• facilities that can be used temporarily 
during disaster response (locations) 

• community level assessment teams 
(members, routes, and schedules) 

• temporary warehouses, handling 
points, and LDCs (locations, storage 
spaces, equipment, workers, suppliers, 
and relief item stocks) 

• staging areas for non-priority dona-
tions (locations, storage spaces, 
equipment, and workers) 

• transportation activities (modes of 
transportation, vehicle types, loads, 
routes, schedules, and drivers) 

• replenishment orders for relief items 
(suppliers, sizes, and schedules) 

2.3 Humanitarian logistics performance 

Making decisions in the field of humanitarian logistics results in a specific con-
figuration of the permanent and temporary parts of a humanitarian logistics net-
work. Much like in commercial logistics, each network configuration requires a 
case-specific amount of inputs and produces both desired and non-desired outputs. 
In the following, inputs of a humanitarian logistics network are broken down into 
the necessary logistics resources and the acquired relief items; and the outputs of a 
humanitarian logistics network are broken down into the network’s effects on the 
beneficiaries, on the society, on the ecosystem, and on the responsible organiza-
tion’s finance and workforce (Beamon and Balcik, 2008; Gösling and Gelder-
mann, 2014a; Gösling and Geldermann, 2014b; Tomasini and van Wassenhove, 
2009, pp. 9ff; Rushton et al., 2006, pp. 481ff). For an organization responsible for 
setting up and running a humanitarian logistics network, the inputs and outputs 
can be used to evaluate and compare alternative configurations – hence, these in-
puts and outputs can be defined as the “key dimensions” for measuring a specific 
network’s performance (Neely et al., 1995). 

The procured types of relief items can be characterized by their quantity and 
quality. Resources (i.e. facilities, men, and machines) needed to build up and run a 
humanitarian logistics network can be differentiated into those necessary for 
warehousing, transportating, handling, distributing, and coordinating. Regardless 
of their function, resources can be specified by a capacity, i.e. the potential to real-
ize specific processes in a well-defined time-interval (e.g. given in distributed re-
lief items per hour) and a storage space where specific items can wait to be pro-
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cessed (e.g. given in m² or m³). Broadly speaking, warehousing resources have a 
storage space for relief items and a capacity to place and remove items from this 
storage space; distribution resources have a capacity to hand over relief items to 
beneficiaries; transportation resources have a capacity to realize the flow of relief 
items between facilities; handling resources have a capacity to change relief items 
from one transportation resource to another; and coordination resources have a ca-
pacity to orchestrate all these warehousing, distribution, transportation, and han-
dling resources (Arnold, 2008, p. 58; Gösling and Geldermann, 2014b; PAHO, 
2001; Rushton et al., 2006, pp. 255ff). 

The setup and running of a humanitarian logistics network have several effects. 
The effect on beneficiaries can be defined as a network’s delivery service. The de-
livery service can be broken down to the delivered relief item quantity, the deliv-
ered relief item quality, the delivery time, the delivery service information1, and 
the quality of the LDCs where beneficiaries pick up relief items. The quality of a 
LDC can be further differentiated into the distance between a LDC and the settle-
ment of beneficiaries, the number of beneficiaries assigned to a LDC, and a 
LDC’s convenience, safety, and security for beneficiaries (Beamon and Balcik, 
2008; IFRC, 2008, p. 106; Gösling and Geldermann, 2014b; Tomasini and van 
Wassenhove, 2009, pp. 9ff). 

General social effects of a logistics network are related to accidents, workforce 
satisfaction, workforce safety and security, workforce diversity, and supplier di-
versity (Carter and Jennings, 2002). A social effect, unique to a humanitarian lo-
gistics network, is caused by the beneficiaries’ participation in the distribution ac-
tivities since this contributes to their psychological and social well-being (Sphere 
Project, 2011, p. 56). Ecological effects of a logistics network can be differentiat-
ed into waste, noise pollution, water pollution, air pollution, and nature conserva-
tion (Rushton et al., 2006, pp. 577f). Finally, financial effects of a logistics net-
work on the responsible humanitarian organization depend on the satisfaction of 
the donors with the network’s output and on the acquisition of new donors due to 
media attention, sometimes known as the “CNN-effect” (Olsen et al., 2003). The 
CNN-effect can lead an organization to choose a response to enhance organiza-
tional reputation rather than the situation of beneficiaries (Maxwell et al., 2012). 
However, humanitarian organizations generally attach the greatest weight to their 
delivery service. This perspective is known as the “Rule of Rescue”; individuals 
identified as being in immediate danger are provided with relief items even if do-
ing so requires a disproportionately large amount of logistical resources (Holguín-
Veras et al., 2013). 

                                                           
1 Delivery service information is crucial during a humanitarian response because people need ac-
curate and updated information about actions taken on their behalf (e.g. where and when relief 
items are distributed). Common ways of sharing information include noticeboards, public meet-
ings, newspapers, and radio broadcasts (Sphere Project (2011, p. 57)). 
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Table 2.3. Critical dimensions and metrics in humanitarian logistics (adapted from Gösling 
and Geldermann, 2014a) 

Dimension Sub-dimension Sub-sub-dimension Metrics 

Inputs 

Relief items 
Relief item quantity 

Relief item quality 

Utilization 

Efficiency 
Flexibility 

Logistics 
resources 

Coordination 

Warehousing 

Transportation 

Handling 

Distribution 

Outputs 

Delivery  
service 

Distributed relief item 
quantity  

Distributed relief item 
quality 

Delivery time 

Beneficiaries’ distance to 
LDC 

Beneficiaries assigned to 
LDC 

LDC safety & security 

LDC convenience 

Delivery service  
information Effectiveness  

Impartiality 
Non-discrimination 

Social  
effects 

Workforce satisfaction 

Workforce safety &  
security  

Workforce diversity 

Supplier diversity 

Beneficiaries  
participation 

Accidents 

Ecological  
effects 

Waste  

Pollution 

Nature conservation 

Financial 
effects 

Donor satisfaction 

Media attention 

 
The performance of a particular humanitarian logistics network in the critical 

dimensions can be measured using metrics (Beamon and Balcik, 2008; Caplice 
and Sheffi, 1994; Neely et al., 1995; Nikbakhsh and Zanjirani Farahani, 2011; 
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Schulz and Heigh, 2009). In the following, six types of metrics are differentiated: 
utilization metrics, effectiveness metrics, impartiality metrics, non-discrimination 
metrics, efficiency metrics, and flexibility metrics (Gösling and Geldermann, 
2014a; Gösling and Geldermann, 2014b). 

Utilization metrics measure the usage of inputs, either reported as an absolute 
value (e.g. inventories, costs, capacity) or as a ratio between an actual amount of 
inputs and a norm value (Beamon and Balcik, 2008; Caplice and Sheffi, 1994). Ef-
fectiveness metrics measure the output quality, either reported as an absolute value 
or as a ratio between an actual amount of outputs and a norm value (Beamon and 
Balcik, 2008; Caplice and Sheffi, 1994). Norm values for measuring the effective-
ness of a configuration’s delivery service are presented in the Sphere Project 
handbook (Sphere Project, 2011) and the handbook of the Norwegian Refugee 
Council (NRC, 2008). In the Sphere Project handbook, minimum relief item quan-
tities are specified for water supply and sanitation, food, shelter and non-food 
items, and medical supplies. For example, the minimum requirements for water 
supply and nutrition are defined as 15 liters of water and 2,100 kcal per day and 
person (Sphere Project, 2011, p. 181). In the NRC handbook, norm values are 
specified to measure a LDC’s characteristics. For example, the maximum walking 
distance between beneficiaries and a LDC is defined to be 5 km and the maximum 
number of people per LDC is defined to be 20,000 (NRC, 2008, p. 396). Addi-
tionally, the NRC proposes that, for convenience reasons, LDCs are not too close 
to congested areas such as open markets, clinics, or religious buildings and should 
have enough shelter for queuing during delays or rain. Furthermore, for security 
reasons, the NRC proposes that no military and police checkpoints lie between the 
beneficiaries’ settlements and LDCs (NRC, 2008, p. 396). 

A humanitarian assistance has to follow the principles of non-discrimination 
and impartiality. Impartiality metrics measure if assistance is provided solely on 
the basis of need. Non-discrimination metrics measure if no one is discriminated 
against on any grounds of status, including age, gender, race, colour, ethnicity, 
sexual orientation, language, religion, disability, health status, political or other 
opinion, national or social origin (Sphere Project, 2011, p. 22; Tomasini and van 
Wassenhove, 2009, p. 22). Humanitarian assistance can be corrupted in several 
ways: by elites that bribe those conducting the need assessments in order to inflate 
needs to favor specific groups; by powerful individuals within the community that 
manipulate the beneficiary lists; by suppliers that bribe an organization to accept 
sub-standard goods; or by an organization’s staff urging beneficiaries to bribe 
them in order to maintain their place in a distribution line or receive goods (Max-
well et al., 2012). In conflict situations, those who control the distribution of relief 
items tend to provide them to victims who support them, victims who could be 
won over to their side, or those expected to remain neutral (World Bank, 2010, 
pp. 49f). 

Efficiency metrics measure the ratio of actual outputs to actual inputs (Beamon 
and Balcik, 2008; Caplice and Sheffi, 1994). Finally, flexibility metrics measure 
the transformational efficiency of a configuration over time, reported as the quan-
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tity of additional inputs necessary to adapt to changes in the disaster environment 
or as the number of different disaster environments a network can serve without 
additional inputs (Beamon and Balcik, 2008). 

In Table 2.3 (p. 16) those critical dimensions and metrics are outlined which 
could be used in the field of humanitarian logistics. Objectives describe the de-
sired outcome for a metric (Ackoff, 1978, p. 19); hence, if a metric is to be mini-
mized (“negative objective”) or if a metric is to be maximized (“positive objec-
tive”). The term “norm” refers to any value selected by a humanitarian 
organization to be used in comparison against an actual value. Norm values can be 
expected targets or fixed requirements and can be determined based on standards, 
historical values, or values from related organizations (Caplice and Sheffi, 1994). 

 
The overarching goal of this thesis is to build a structure of an online OR 

toolkit for humanitarian logistics wherein available OR models are arranged and 
characterized. Structuring and characterizing these models requires a thorough un-
derstanding of humanitarian logistics, especially of the central components of hu-
manitarian logistics networks, the tasks that are necessary to build and run such a 
network, and the critical dimensions/ metrics to evaluate a certain network’s per-
formance. The aim of this chapter was to provide for this understanding of the 
field of humanitarian logistics. 
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3 OR for humanitarian logistics 

Structuring and characterizing OR models for humanitarian logistics requires a 
deeper understanding, not only of the field of humanitarian logistics (see chapter 
2), but also of the field of OR. Therefore, this chapter starts with general descrip-
tions of OR models, of the components of organizational problems, and of com-
monly used OR methodologies for capturing and solving problems in the field of 
disaster management. Following this, a review is given on the available OR mod-
els, published in scientific journals, for tasks in the field of humanitarian logistics. 
In the final section of this chapter, the concept of an online OR toolkit for humani-
tarian logistics is presented and a structure for such a toolkit is developed. Based 
on this structure, nine available OR models for humanitarian logistics are arranged 
and characterized in section 4. 

 
An OR model is a conceptual representation of an organization’s real or pro-

posed decision problem. It is developed through a modeling phase in which the 
properties of a problem are converted into mathematical representations. Several 
techniques exist to transform a problem into a mathematical representation and to 
support a decision-maker in finding an advantageous solution (Hillier and Lieber-
man, 2010, pp. 2f; Law and Kelton, 1982, pp. 1f; Williams, 2013, pp. 3f; Zim-
mermann, 2005, pp. 1f). However, even if a decision-maker has already decided 
what to do, an OR model still provides several benefits: the psychological comfort 
of having a formal analysis to corroborate unaided intuition, to help the communi-
cation process, to justify conclusions to others, or to convince others of the rea-
sonableness of the proposed solution. Moreover, there is always the possibility 
that an OR model will broaden a decision-maker’s vision and uncover new in-
sights that result in a different solution to the one preferred by the decision-maker 
beforehand (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993, p. 9). 

Whether an OR model incorporates all relevant characteristics of a problem is 
determined in the model validation phase. An OR model is transformed into a 
computerized model during the implementation phase. Solutions for the problem 
are obtained by applying the computerized model in the experimentation phase 
(Sargent, 2005). The transformation into a computerized model and the conduct of 
experiments are supported by software tools called “modeling environments” (e.g. 
Microsoft Excel, CPLEX Optimization Studio). A model management system 
(MMS) is a software tool that facilitates not only the development and experimen-
tation of new computerized models but also the storage, selection, adaption, com-
bination, and updating of available computerized models (Muhanna and Pick, 
1994). Computerized model verification is defined as assuring that the model’s 
implementation correctly represents the mathematical model. Operational valida-
tion is defined as determining whether the computerized model’s solution is appli-
cable for the intended problem and has a sufficient accuracy. Data validation is de-
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fined as ensuring that the data necessary for model building, model evaluation and 
testing, and conducting experiments is adequate and correct (Sargent, 2005). 

Organizational Problem

Computerized
Model OR Model

Experimentation Modeling

Implementation

Conceptual
 Model

 Validation

Computerized
 Model

 Verification

Operational
Validation

 

Figure 3.1. Model development process (adapted from Sargent, 2005) 

Figure 3.1 gives an overview on the processes necessary to find a solution for a 
problem using an OR model. As shown in Figure 3.1, it is not implied that the 
steps are conducted in a specific order, or that one step must be completed before 
another is begun. As it is pointed out by Ackoff (1956), there is usually a continu-
ous interplay between these steps during the research; that is, there is usually con-
siderable recycling of each step through the preceding step. 

3.1 Structure of a problem 

As a conceptual representation of an organization’s problem, an OR model at-
tempts to capture all the problem components. Simon and Newell (1958) define a 
problem that can be captured by an OR model as a “well-structured problem”. In 
the present section, the different components of a problem are identified by going 
through the definitions of several authors. This results into an original characteri-
zation framework for organizational problems. Based on this framework, OR 
models with a focus on different types of organizational problems and developed 
with different OR methodologies can be characterized in a consistent way. This 
framework can therefore be of use in the online OR toolkit for humanitarian logis-
tics for a consistent characterization of the included models. 
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Greeno (1976) defines the main components of a problem as: an environment 
wherein the problem occurs, a set of rules for combining the elements in the envi-
ronment, a set of available resources which can transform the elements in the envi-
ronment, and a target or a requirement. Ackoff (1978, p. 17) determines the main 
components of a problem as: a decision-maker’s objectives, the possible courses 
of action using available resources, an environment wherein the problem takes 
place, and interactions between objectives, resources, and the environment. 
Checkland and Poulter (2010, pp. 202ff) state the main components of a problem-
atic situation as a system and its elements, a changing environment, possible ac-
tions of the system’s elements to adapt to the changing environment, communica-
tion channels between the system and the environment, and metrics to evaluate the 
actions. Russell et al. (2010, pp. 40ff) define the main properties of a task as an 
environment in which the task takes place, metrics to evaluate the tasks perfor-
mance, available resources to perform actions, and available sources of infor-
mation to characterize the environment. 

Duncan (1972) distinguishes between two types of environments from an or-
ganizational point of view. The internal environment consists of the physical and 
social factors within the boundaries of the organization that are taken directly into 
consideration in the decision-making process; that is, the organization’s personnel, 
its technical resources, and interdependences of organizational units in carrying 
out their activities. In contrast, the external environment consists of physical and 
social factors outside the boundaries of the organization that are taken directly into 
consideration in the decision-making process; that is, its customers, suppliers, and 
competitors as well as social-political and technological aspects. 

Table 3.1. Components of an organizational problem 

Category Sub-category (with properties) 

Environment Elements in environment 
- Static vs. dynamic 
- Deterministic vs. stochastic 

Organization Available resources of the organization 
- Static vs. dynamic 
- Deterministic vs. stochastic 
- Single vs. discrete vs. continuous 
Use and interaction of resources and environment 
Critical dimensions, metrics, objectives, targets, and requirements 

 
The scheme in Table 3.1 is built on the problem characterizations of Ackoff 

(1978), Checkland and Poulter (2010), Greeno (1976), and Russell et al. (2010), as 
well as the distinction between internal and external environments of Duncan 
(1972). The scheme can be of use to (1) specify the properties of an organizational 
problem before starting the modeling phase and to (2) specify an organizational 
problem that has already been transformed into an OR model by making conclu-
sions from the mathematical representation to the properties of the problem. In 
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that case, another column should be introduced in the framework to indicate the 
mathematical representations of an OR model which capture certain aspects of a 
problem. In an OR model the elements, attributes, and attributes’ values can be 
stated explicitly or implicitly. “Implicitly” means that they are postulated in terms 
of other elements, attributes, or attributes’ values (Geoffrion, 1987). 

According to Table 3.1, an organizational problem can be characterized by the 
specific environment in which it takes place. External environments can be com-
prised of several elements (e.g. other humanitarian organizations, beneficiaries, 
suppliers, transport infrastructure, society, ecosystem etc.). Complex external en-
vironments have a large number of elements and a high degree of sophistication of 
these elements (Sharfman and Dean, 1991). In the special case of an environment 
that hosts more than one decision-making entity (e.g. two humanitarian organiza-
tions that operate either in competition or in collaboration with each other), the 
corresponding environment can be called “multi-organizational”. Limited availa-
bility of resources leads to competitiveness or even hostility in a multi-
organizational environment (Sharfman and Dean, 1991). According to Russell et 
al. (2010, pp. 41ff), it is possible to characterize the elements in a task environ-
ment in more detail. A first distinction can be made between static and dynamic 
elements. If an element’s attribute can change while the organization is deliberat-
ing about the actions it can be called “dynamic” (e.g. the location of beneficiaries 
during the disaster response); otherwise, it can be called “static” (e.g. the distance 
of a road). A second distinction can be made between deterministic and stochastic 
elements. If the next state of an element is completely determined by the current 
state and the actions executed by the organization, it can be called “deterministic”; 
otherwise, it is “stochastic”. Elements in an environment appear to be stochastic if 
the environment is only partly observable – that is, if an organization’s infor-
mation sources are not able to cover all the elements’ actual states. 

A problem can also be characterized by an organization’s available personnel 
and technical resources (internal environment); by the allowed interactions be-
tween resources and elements in the environment; and by an organization’s critical 
dimensions (e.g. time and quality), metrics to capture these dimensions as well as 
objectives, targets, and requirements for these dimensions respectively for these 
metrics. Just as the elements in the environment, the resources of an organization 
can be characterized as being dynamic or static as well as deterministic or stochas-
tic. Moreover, an organization’s resources can be characterized by the number of 
states they are able to adopt. Indeed, the determination of the states of all or some 
of an organization’s resources is the ultimate problem captured in an OR model. 
The problem can be called a discrete problem, if the resources can adopt a finite 
number of different states; otherwise, it is referred to as a continuous problem 
(Russell et al., 2010, p. 44). 
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3.2 OR methodologies 

A possible way to structure an online OR toolkit is by sorting inserted OR 
models according to their underlying methodology. Different methodologies have 
been developed in order to transform problems with a discrete or continuous num-
ber of alternative solutions into an OR model (Bradley et al., 1977, pp. 3ff; Hillier 
and Lieberman, 2010). Three OR methodologies that are often used in the field of 
disaster management are (Galindo and Batta, 2013b): 

• mathematical programming, a methodology that provides approaches to model 
a problem with a continuous and/ or a discrete number of possible alternative 
solutions and to select the most advantageous alternative; 

• decision analysis, a methodology that provides approaches to model a problem 
with a discrete number of possible alternative solutions and to select the most 
advantageous alternative; and 

• simulation, a methodology that provides approaches to model and evaluate one 
or more possible solutions to a problem. 

A mathematical program is able to capture a problem with a continuous and/ or 
a discrete number of alternative solutions in terms of mathematical symbols and 
expressions. It consists of variables, parameters, and functions. A decision varia-
ble represents the value of a certain attribute of an organizational resource (e.g. the 
number of aid workers at a LDC). Decision variables are the values to be deter-
mined by the program while parameters are the values which have already been 
determined. A parameter represents the value of a certain attribute of an organiza-
tion’s resource (e.g. maximum velocity of a transportation vehicle) or the value of 
a certain attribute of an environmental element (e.g. condition of a roadway). The 
allowed use of resources and their allowed interaction with each other and the en-
vironment are captured by the functions of a mathematical program. However, 
functions can also be used to determine the consequences of the use and interac-
tion of resources on the organization’s performance (e.g. on the transportation 
costs). One of the program’s functions – the objective function – is optimized, i.e. 
minimized or maximized. Constraints are functions that are restricted to specific 
values (“right-hand sides”). Depending on the type of environment in which the 
organization operates and depending on the type of resources the organization has 
at hand, the corresponding mathematical program can include dynamic and/ or 
stochastic parameters. The corresponding programs are called “dynamic pro-
grams” and “stochastic programs”, respectively. In the case of competitive multi-
organizational environments, mathematical programs can make use of certain 
game theory concepts (Hillier and Lieberman, 2010, p. 11; Williams, 2013, 
pp. 5ff). 

The use of a linear program (LP) requires that the objective function and the 
constraints involve only linear expressions. An integer program (IP) contains inte-
ger decision variables; and if it solely consists of integer decision variables it is a 
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pure integer program and if there are both, continuous together with integer varia-
bles it is said to be a mixed integer program. The class of mixed integer linear 
programs (MILP) contains integer variables and involves only linear expressions. 
Non-linearities in the objective function or constraints result in a non-linear pro-
gram (NLP) (Williams, 2013, pp. 5ff). A set of mathematical rules for solving a 
particular class of mathematical programs (i.e. finding values for the decision var-
iables so that the objective function is optimized while considering the constraints) 
is known as an algorithm. The algorithms typically in use for solving LP models 
are based on the revised simplex algorithm; those for solving IP models are often 
based on branch and bound, implicit enumeration, and cutting plane algorithms; 
and those for solving NLP models are often based on separable programming, lin-
ear approximation, quadratic programming, unconstraint minimization and maxi-
mization, and one-dimensional optimization algorithms (Bradley et al., 1977; Wil-
liams, 2013, p. 11). Table 3.2 lists some available modeling environments which 
support the computerization and experimentation of mathematical programs. 
Some of these modeling environments are fixed to specific packages of solvers 
(e.g. CPLEX Optimization Studio) while others are not (e.g. GAMS). Solvers are 
algorithms that are programmed into a set of computer routines for solving the 
corresponding type of mathematical program assuming the program is presented 
in a specific format (Williams, 2013, p. 11). 

Table 3.2. Available modeling environments for mathematical programming 

Name URL State 

AIMMS www.aimms.com commercial 

CPLEX Studio www.ilog.com commercial 

GAMS www.gams.com commercial 

 
A decision analysis model is able to capture a decision problem with a discrete 

number of alternative solutions in terms of a pay-off table. For each possible deci-
sion (e.g. a certain configuration of the humanitarian organization’s temporary 
warehouses within the disaster area) the corresponding impacts on the environ-
ment and on the organization itself are entered into the table. The pay-off table 
must be adapted in the case of certain characteristics of the decision problem, e.g. 
in the case of competitive or stochastic environments. An algorithm in the field of 
decision analysis is a set of mathematical rules for determining the best solution 
based on the values given in the pay-off table (Hillier and Lieberman, 2010, 
p. 674). Table 3.3 lists some available modeling environments which support the 
computerization and experimentation of decision analysis models. 

 
 
 

http://www.aimms.com/
http://www.ilog.com/
http://www.gams.com/
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Table 3.3. Available modeling environments for decision analysis 

Name URL State 

D-Sight www.d-sight.com commercial 

Visual PROMETHEE  www.promethee-gaia.net commercial 

WebHipre hipre.aalto.fi/ free 

 
A simulation model captures and evaluates one possible solution to a problem 

in terms of mathematical symbols and expressions. The solution under considera-
tion corresponds to an already fixed configuration of the controlled variables (i.e. 
the values of certain attributes of an organization’s resources). The allowed use of 
an organization’s resources, the interaction with each other, as well as the interac-
tion with the environment are captured by mathematical functions. Consequences 
on the environment and the organization itself (i.e. on the performance metrics) 
are also captured by mathematical functions. Depending on the characteristics of 
the environment and the organization’s resources, the corresponding simulation 
model can include dynamic and/ or stochastic parameters. If the simulation model 
includes dynamic parameters that change their values only at discrete events, it is 
called a discrete-event simulation. In continuous simulation models, the values of 
dynamic parameters change continuously. Simulations in stochastic and static en-
vironments are called “Monte-Carlo-Simulations” (Law and Kelton, 1982, 
pp. 2ff). Table 3.4 lists some available modeling environments which support the 
computerization and experimentation of simulation models. 

Table 3.4. Available modeling environments for simulation 

Name URL State 

Arena www.arenasimulation.com commercial 

ExtendSim www.extendsim.com commercial 

Simulink www.mathworks.com/products/simulink commercial 

3.3 OR models for humanitarian logistics 

An online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics would naturally build on exist-
ing OR models for this particular field of application. Reviews on OR methodolo-
gies that were used in disaster management were published by Altay and Green 
(2006), Galindo and Batta (2013b) and Ortuño et al. (2013). Additionally, four re-
views have been found that give an overview on available mathematical programs 
supporting the setup and running of a humanitarian logistics network: Anaya-
Arenas et al. (2014), Caunhye et al. (2012), LaTorre et al. (2012), and Özdamar 
and Alp Ertem (2015). All four reviews include mathematical programs support-
ing decisions about the routing of transportation vehicles during disaster response. 

http://www.d-sight.com/
http://www.promethee-gaia.net/
http://www.arenasimulation.com/
http://www.extendsim.com/
http://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink
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Furthermore, Caunhye et al. (2012) list mathematical programs that can support 
the specification of stationary warehouses. In the review of Anaya-Arenas et al. 
(2014) mathematical programs are classified into those for stationary and tempo-
rary facility planning, for transportation and rescue activities, for both locating and 
routing, and for so-called “other important topics”. Reviews on OR models for 
humanitarian logistics based on simulation or decision analysis have not been 
found. Moreover, only one article (Roh et al., 2015) containing a decision analysis 
model with an explicit focus on humanitarian logistics has been found when going 
through the existing reviews on OR models for disaster management (Altay and 
Green, 2006; Galindo and Batta, 2013b; Ortuño et al., 2011) and additionally 
searching the scientific databases Google Scholar, Science Direct, and Web of 
Science (as of February 2015).2 Again, only one simulation model (Mulyono and 
Ishida, 2014) with an explicit focus on humanitarian logistics has been found 
when going through the existing reviews and additionally searching the scientific 
databases Google Scholar, Science Direct, and Web of Science (as of February 
2015).3 Two articles mention that simulation models were used to evaluate the 
performance of particular humanitarian logistics networks in Thailand (Tatham et 
al., 2010) and South Sudan (Beamon and Kotleba, 2006). However, these publica-
tions lack the necessary information to reproduce the simulation models. 

In the following, a review of existing mathematical programs for humanitarian 
logistics will be presented, building on the available reviews of Altay and Green 
(2006), Anaya-Arenas et al. (2014), Caunhye et al. (2012), Galindo and Batta 
(2013b), LaTorre et al. (2012), Ortuño et al. (2013), and Özdamar and Alp Ertem 
(2015), as well as on an additional literature search in relevant scientific databases. 
Only models published in peer-reviewed academic journals were included. Hence, 
conference papers, dissertations, governmental reports, NGO reports, and practi-
tioner reports were excluded from the review. The result of the review is shown in 
Table 3.5. In it, mathematical programs are assigned to the tasks they support. The 
different tasks were identified based on the framework outlined in Table 2.2 (p. 
14). Some parts of Table 3.5 cannot be filled – in other words, there were no pro-
grams found in peer-reviewed scientific journals for certain problems in the field 
of humanitarian logistics. 

 
 
 

                                                           
2 The search terms used were “decision analysis”, “humanitarian”, and “logistics”. All hits were 
scanned found by the search engines of Science Direct and Web of Science. The first 100 hits 
found by the search engine Google Scholar were scanned. 
3 The search terms used were “simulation”, “humanitarian”, and “logistics”. All hits were 
scanned found by the search engines of Science Direct and Web of Science. The first 100 hits 
found by the search engine Google Scholar were scanned. 
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Table 3.5. Review of mathematical programs for humanitarian logistics 

Phase Problem Models 

Disaster 
preparedness 
phase 

Specification of stationary warehouses Balcik and Beamon (2008) 
Barzinpour and Esmaeili (2014) 
Bozorgi-Amiri et al. (2013) 
Campbell and Jones (2011) 
Chang et al. (2007) 
Davis et al. (2013) 
Döyen et al. (2012) 
Görmez et al. (2010) 
Jia et al. (2007a) 
Li et al. (2011) 
Mete and Zabinsky (2010) 
Rawls and Turnquist (2011) 
Rawls and Turnquist (2012) 
Salmerón and Apte (2010) 
Yang et al. (2014) 
Yushimito et al. (2012) 

 Specification of guaranteed stocks at 
suppliers 

- 

 Specification of vehicle depots - 

 Specification of facilities that can be 
used during disaster response 

- 

Disaster 
response 
phase 

Specification of community level as-
sessment activities 

- 

Specification of temporary warehouses 
and handling points 

Afshar and Haghani (2012) 
Galindo and Batta (2013a) 
Lin et al. (2012) 
Rath and Gutjahr (2014) 
Rottkemper et al. (2011) 
Tzeng et al. (2007) 
Wang et al. (2014) 

 Specification of LDCs Horner and Downs (2010) 
Jia et al. (2007b) 
Lee et al. (2009a) 
Lee et al. (2009b) 
Murali et al. (2012) 

 Specification of staging areas for non-
priority donations 

- 

 Specification of replenishment orders for 
relief items 

Alp Ertem and Buyurgan (2011) 
Beamon and Kotleba (2006) 
Consuelos Salas et al. (2012) 
Das and Hanaoka (2014) 
Falasca and Zobel (2011) 
McCoy and Brandeau (2011) 

 Specification of transportation activities Adıvar and Mert (2010) 
Afshar and Haghani (2012) 
Angelis et al. (2007) 
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Balcik et al. (2008) 
Barbarosoğlu et al. (2002) 
Barbarosoǧlu and Arda (2004) 
Berkoune et al. (2012) 
Camacho-Vallejo et al. (2014) 
Campbell et al. (2008) 
Gu (2011) 
Haghani and Oh (1996) 
Hu (2011) 
Huang et al. (2012) 
Huang et al. (2015) 
Lin et al. (2011) 
Lin et al. (2012) 
Najafi et al. (2013) 
Naji-Azimi et al. (2012) 
Nolz et al. (2011) 
Ortuño et al. (2011) 
Özdamar (2011) 
Özdamar and Demir (2012) 
Özdamar et al. (2004) 
Rath and Gutjahr (2014) 
Shen et al. (2009) 
Suzuki (2012) 
Vitoriano et al. (2009) 
Vitoriano et al. (2011) 
Wang et al. (2014) 
Wohlgemuth et al. (2012) 
Yan and Shih (2009) 
Ye and Liu (2014) 
Yi and Özdamar (2007) 

 
Regarding the disaster preparedness phase, only mathematical programs for the 

planning of stationary warehouses were identified; namely the programs published 
by Balcik and Beamon (2008), Barzinpour and Esmaeili (2014), Bozorgi-Amiri et 
al. (2013), Campbell and Jones (2011), Chang et al. (2007), Davis et al. (2013), 
Döyen et al. (2012), Görmez et al. (2010), Jia et al. (2007a), Li et al. (2011), Mete 
and Zabinsky (2010), Rawls and Turnquist (2011), Rawls and Turnquist (2012), 
Salmerón and Apte (2010), Yang et al. (2014), and Yushimito et al. (2012). All 
mathematical programs belong to the functional class of facility location models. 
A classification scheme for facility location models in general was presented by 
Klose and Drexl (2005). Classification schemes for facility location models focus-
ing on humanitarian logistics can be found in the reviews of Anaya-Arenas et al. 
(2014) and Caunhye et al. (2012). 

Several mathematical programs were identified for decision problems in the 
disaster response phase. The specification of temporary warehouses and/ or han-
dling points was targeted by the programs of Afshar and Haghani (2012), Galindo 
and Batta (2013a), Lin et al. (2012), Rath and Gutjahr (2014), Rottkemper et al. 
(2011), Tzeng et al. (2007), and Wang et al. (2014) and the specification of LDCs 
was targeted by the programs of Horner and Downs (2010), Jia et al. (2007b), Lee 
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et al. (2009a), Lee et al. (2009b), and Murali et al. (2012). Again, all of the math-
ematical programs belong to the class of facility location models. 

Choices about the suppliers, sizes, and dates of replenishment orders during the 
relief operations are supported by the models of Alp Ertem and Buyurgan (2011), 
Beamon and Kotleba (2006), Consuelos Salas et al. (2012), Das and Hanaoka 
(2014), Falasca and Zobel (2011), and McCoy and Brandeau (2011). These mod-
els belong to the functional class of inventory models and can be seen as rather 
special applications of mathematical programming (or other OR methodologies) 
where the formulation can be exploited to simplify computations or to characterize 
the form of the optimal inventory policy (Veinott, 1966). A classification scheme 
for inventory models in general was developed by Silver (1981). More specific 
classification schemes that can be used for inventory models with a focus on hu-
manitarian logistics have not been found. 

Mathematical programs supporting the specification of transportation vehicle 
operations during a disaster response were developed by Adıvar and Mert (2010), 
Afshar and Haghani (2012)*, Angelis et al. (2007), Balcik et al. (2008), Barba-
rosoğlu et al. (2002), Barbarosoǧlu and Arda (2004), Berkoune et al. (2012), 
Camacho-Vallejo et al. (2014), Campbell et al. (2008), Gu (2011), Haghani and 
Oh (1996), Hu (2011), Huang et al. (2012), Huang et al. (2015), Lin et al. (2011), 
Lin et al. (2012)*, Najafi et al. (2013), Naji-Azimi et al. (2012), Nolz et al. (2011), 
Ortuño et al. (2011), Özdamar (2011), Özdamar and Demir (2012), Özdamar et al. 
(2004), Rath and Gutjahr (2014)*, Shen et al. (2009), Suzuki (2012), Vitoriano et 
al. (2009), Vitoriano et al. (2011), Wang et al. (2014)*, Wohlgemuth et al. (2012), 
Yan and Shih (2009), Ye and Liu (2014), and Yi and Özdamar (2007).4 These 
programs belong to the functional class of transportation models. These models 
can be further differentiated into those focusing on long-haul transportation and 
those focusing on pre-haul and end-haul transportation. Long-haul (intercity) 
transportations are transportation operations which are mainly concerned with the 
movement of goods over relatively long distances, between terminals or cities. 
Goods may be moved by rail, truck, ship, or any combination of modes. Mathe-
matical programs capturing these long-haul transportation problems are known as 
“network flow planning models” if they only support the decisions on the move-
ments of loads; and “service network design models” if they also support the deci-
sions on the modes and types of transportation vehicles used for the movements of 
loads. Supplementary to long-haul transportations are pre-haul and end-haul trans-
portations, i.e. the local movements between terminals and customers respectively 
beneficiaries. Vehicle routes usually start and end at the same depot and are com-
posed of several pickup and delivery operations or a combination of both. Vehicle 
routing models capture these pre- and end-haul transportations (Crainic, 1998; 
Crainic and Laporte, 1997; SteadieSeifi et al., 2014). A classification scheme for 
vehicle routing and scheduling models was developed by Bodin and Golden 

                                                           
4 The programs marked with a star (*) also support the specification of some sort of facility with-
in the humanitarian logistics network. 
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(1981). Classification schemes for transportation models with a focus on humani-
tarian logistics can be found in the reviews of Anaya-Arenas et al. (2014), 
Caunhye et al. (2012), LaTorre et al. (2012), and Özdamar and Alp Ertem (2015). 

Table 3.6. Available classification schemes for characterizing problems captured in math-
ematical programs (for humanitarian logistics) 

Classifications scheme Categories+ 

Anaya-Arenas et al. (2014)  
for facility location models  

Type of parameters, number of sources, number of different 
items, capacity limits, resource allocation, number of objec-
tives, types of objectives 

Anaya-Arenas et al. (2014)  
for transportation models 

Type of parameters, number of vehicle depots, number of 
transportation modes, fleet composition, number of different 
items, capacity limits, number of objectives, types of objectives 

Bodin and Golden (1981)  
for vehicle routing models 

Type of demand, type of network, location of demands, type of 
service times, vehicle route-times, number of vehicle depots, 
number of vehicles, fleet composition, capacity limits, vehicle 
operations, other constraints, type of costs, type of objective 

Caunhye et al. (2012)  
for facility location models 

Type of parameters, number of stages, capacity limits, other 
constraints, other decisions, number of objectives, types of ob-
jectives, requirements 

Caunhye et al. (2012)  
for transportation models 

Type of parameters, number of stages, capacity limits, other 
constraints, other decisions, number of objectives, types of ob-
jectives, requirements 

Klose and Drexl (2005) 
for facility location models 

Type of parameters, type of topography, number of stages, 
number of different items, capacity limits, demand elasticity, 
type of item delivery, type of objective 

LaTorre et al. (2012) 
for transportation models 

Type of demand, type of supply, type of travel time, number of 
vehicle depots, fleet composition, number of different items, 
types of objectives 

Özdamar and Alp Ertem (2015) 
for transportation models 

Type of model, types of constraints, types of objectives 

Silver (1981) 
for inventory models 

Type of demand, type of supply, number of stocking points, 
number of different items, shelf-life considerations, discounts, 
stock-out consequences, types of constraints, type of costs, 
types of objectives 

+The labelling and orders of the presented categories can, for the sake of clarity, vary from the 
original labelling and orders in the publications. 

 
Table 3.6 gives an overview of the classification schemes developed by Bodin 

and Golden (1981), Klose and Drexl (2005), and Silver (1981) as well as of the 
used categories in the reviews of Anaya-Arenas et al. (2014), Caunhye et al. 
(2012), LaTorre et al. (2012), and Özdamar and Alp Ertem (2015). Clearly, these 
classification schemes can only be useful for characterizing certain types of math-
ematical programs that are included in the online OR toolkit for humanitarian lo-
gistics. 
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3.4 Online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics 

As it is outlined in Table 3.5 (pp. 27f), there are several OR models available 
for the support of problems occurring in the field of humanitarian logistics during 
the disaster preparedness and disaster response phases. The aim of this work is to 
develop a structure for a so-called “online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics”. 
The online toolkit should help academics store their OR models, allow practition-
ers to find, adapt, apply, and combine available OR models, allow practitioners to 
make contact with academics (as the OR model developers) in order to give feed-
back on a model’s usefulness for a specific use case, and help academics update or 
remove their OR models in response to practitioners’ comments. In this sense, a 
complete online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics could be regarded as a soft-
ware tool that comprises several functions of a model management system 
(MMS). As noted before, a MMS can support the development of new computer-
ized models as well as the storage, selection, adaption, application, combination, 
and update of available computerized models. The online OR toolkit can also be 
regarded as a web-based electronic marketplace for decision technologies as envi-
sioned by Bhargava et al. (1997). Customer operations on this kind of market 
could range from searching and gathering information about available OR models 
(similar to yellow pages) to executing available OR models directly through their 
web browsers. Provider operations on this market comprise the registration, up-
date, and withdrawal of OR models (Bhargava et al., 1997). 

Before describing the proposed structure of an online OR toolkit for humanitar-
ian logistics, some remarks are made about the general usefulness of OR models 
for decisions in the field of humanitarian logistics. According to some authors, ap-
plying analytical tools to support decision-making can help reduce stress by man-
aging information flow and enhancing the decision-maker’s cognitive process 
(Dai et al., 1994; Wallace and Balogh, 1985). Since humanitarian practitioners are 
under pressure after the onset of a disaster to demonstrate their effectiveness – al-
so due to 24-hour media scrutiny (ELRHA, n.d., pp. 7f) – it could be concluded 
that OR models are generally useful for humanitarian logistics practitioners. How-
ever, in his review on the impact of stress on disaster response, Paton (2003) states 
that naturalistic decision-making, where the decision-maker recognizes the type of 
situation encountered and from previous experiences selects an appropriate course 
of action, has a greater stress resilience than an analytical approach. Indeed, this 
naturalistic decision-making ability can only be developed through experiences. 
High staff turnover in humanitarian organizations (Tomasini and van Wassenhove, 
2009, p. 129) and the relative infrequency of disasters (Altay and Green, 2006; 
Wallace and Balogh, 1985) can impede practitioners in the field of humanitarian 
logistics from accumulating experiences. Therefore, an OR model could at least be 
seen as a tool for rather inexperienced practitioners in the field of humanitarian 
logistics. 
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Furthermore, the dependency on computer technology can be seen as a limita-
tion for the use of OR models because disasters are often associated with power 
outages. Therefore, if a decision-maker wants to use OR models during a disaster 
response, the field office should be equipped with reliable back-up capacities for 
power supply (e.g. generators, solar panels, batteries). However, guides of human-
itarian organizations, e.g. the field guide of the WFP (WFP, 2002, p. 281), require 
field offices to have reliable power supplies which should allow decision-makers 
to make use of computer technology and thereby of OR models also during a dis-
aster response. 

OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics

Task in 
humanitarian logistics

Computerized
Model OR Model

Experimentation Modeling

Implementation

Conceptual
 Model

 Validation

Computerized
 Model

 Verification

Operational
Validation

Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3 Tool n...

 

Figure 3.2. Functions of a tool in the online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics 

Other than electricity, there are further – more general – requirements for the 
use of OR models by a humanitarian logistics practitioner or a team of practition-
ers. The practitioner (or the team) must come across a decision-making approach 
that has not proven to be reasonably productive in the past, must work in a climate 
favorable to innovation, must be convinced of the usefulness of OR models for 
decision problems in humanitarian logistics, and is willing to be challenged by an 
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OR model in the decision-making process (Harvey, 1970). Even if these require-
ments are met, practitioners need access to scientific databases and have to find, 
comprehend, and apply articles published by academics in scholarly journals – and 
this is a challenging, time-consuming task for practitioners to do (Altay and 
Green, 2006; Shapiro et al., 2007). Therefore, one paramount goal of the online 
OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics is to instruct practitioners on how to make 
use of available OR models that were published in academic journals. More exact-
ly, the online toolkit should help practitioners to: 

1. find, adapt, and combine available OR models for their specific problem(s), 
thereby reducing the practitioners’ own modeling effort; 

2. convert an OR model into a computerized model, thereby reducing the practi-
tioners’ own implementation effort; and 

3. build a database for faster experimentations of the computerized models in the 
online toolkit. 

As highlighted in Figure 3.2, the three main sub-processes of the general model 
development process should be supported by the OR toolkit. Such an OR toolkit 
should be made available online in order to virtually bring together academics and 
practitioners so as to increase the utilization of research findings in practice 
(Galindo and Batta, 2013b; Shapiro et al., 2007). More precisely, the online toolkit 
should help: 

4. practitioners catch up with academics as the OR model developers, whereby 
academics help practitioners adapt and apply their models while practitioners 
provide feedback on the OR models’ assumptions (conceptual model valida-
tion) and usefulness for their use cases (operational validation) while the feed-
back can again be used by the academics to update their OR models; and 

5. academics to analyze available OR models whereby identifying open research 
questions and reducing the risk of redundant or useless OR model building. 

Surely, initiating contacts and doing so with the right contact partner are the 
first steps of every collaboration process between an academic institution (i.e. a 
university, private research institute, or think tank) and a humanitarian organiza-
tion. In the end, the relationships established through an online OR toolkit could 
grow into something more institutional such as consultancies or partnership 
agreements (ELRHA, n.d., p. 17). 

 
An online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics should be implemented as a 

website. Six major stages form the overall process of developing a website: site 
definition and planning, planning of the site’s information architecture, site de-
sign, site construction, site marketing as well as the site’s tracking, evaluation, and 
maintenance. During the site definition and planning stage, the website production 
team is composed and the budget is defined. During the information architecture 
stage, the website’s content is structured (Lynch and Horton, n.d.b). Again, there 
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are several steps in building a website’s information architecture (Lynch and Hor-
ton, n.d.a):  

a) building a content inventory; 
b) establishing a hierarchical outline of the content; 
c) presenting the content in a consistent modular structure; 
d) developing diagrams that show the site structure; and 
e) testing the site’s proposed system with real users. 

Disaster 
preparedness

Disaster 
response

Stationary 
warehouse 

specification

Guaranteed 
stock 

specification
...

Decision 
analysis 
models

Simulation 
models

Mathematical 
programs

OR toolkit 
homepage

Problem 
component A

Problem 
component B ...

 
Figure 3.3. Excerpt of the hierarchical outline of the toolkit’s structure 

Table 3.5 (p. 27 f) can be interpreted as the online OR toolkit’s content inven-
tory: a collection of available mathematical programs for humanitarian logistics. 
Moreover, Table 3.5 can partly be viewed as a hierarchical outline of the content 
with disaster preparedness and disaster response as the most general concepts, 
each representing a submenu in the online toolkit. To each of these submenus, the 
corresponding logistical tasks are assigned. Each task is introduced by giving ex-
amples of implemented real-world solutions to a problem. To each task, the avail-
able mathematical programming models, decision analysis models, and simulation 
models are assigned. In a MMS, such a hierarchical outline of the content would 
be called its “model selection component” (Muhanna and Pick, 1994). An excerpt 
of the hierarchy of the online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics is shown in 
Figure 3.3. There are also other ways to organize content apart from a categoriza-
tion: for example, it may be organized by timeline, by geographic location, by al-
phabetical order, or by some sort of metric such as price, score, size, or weight. 
Generally, organizing by category is particularly useful when the elements being 
organized are of equal or unpredictable importance (Lynch and Horton, n.d.a). 
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In accordance with step c) of the content organizing process, each OR model 

should be characterized consistently. In the online toolkit, each OR model should 
be characterized by its mathematical formulation, the structure of the underlying 
problem, and one or more possible translations into program code (Gösling and 
Geldermann, 2014c). It is important that the overall structure should be filled with 
so-called “chunks” of information instead of long passages of text. Chunking in-
formation can help to organize content in a modular layout that is the same 
throughout the online toolkit. A consistent layout can help toolkit-users apply past 
experience with an OR model to future explorations of other OR models. Moreo-
ver, chunks of information are better suited to the computer screen which provides 
a limited view of long documents; long web pages tend to disorient readers 
(Lynch and Horton, n.d.a). 

Firstly, the mathematical formulation of an OR model is reproduced using a 
consistent notation for the sets, parameters, and variables. By inserting the math-
ematical formulation, the OR toolkit allows the model developers to express them-
selves in their preferred modeling language, i.e. using their preferred OR method-
ology. Secondly, a translation of the mathematical formulation into language and 
ideas is given. This translation allows practitioners to better understand the under-
lying problem as managers think and work for most of their lives with language 
and ideas rather than numbers and mathematical symbols (Eden, 1988; Daft and 
Wiginton, 1979). Thirdly, a translation of the mathematical formulation into pro-
gram code is presented, as not releasing such code raises needless roadblocks to 
reproducibility (Ince et al., 2012). Code should be expressed in the model devel-
oper’s preferred programming language. To allow only for a single programming 
language is not possible given the variety of available programming languages to 
formulate OR models, especially to transform mathematical programs into pro-
gram code: AIMMS, AMPL, CAMPS, GAMS, LINGO, LPL, MPL, OPL, and 
UIMP (Valente and Mitra, 2007). A similar structure – consisting of problem 
statement, mathematical formulation, and program code – is used on the NEOS 
website to present selected case studies which have been targeted by the NEOS 
server.5 However, the problem statements are inconsistent because they are not 
based on a pre-defined structure. 

In this work, the problem structuring scheme outlined in Table 3.1 (p. 21) is 
used for a consitent, language-based characterization of OR models for humanitar-
ian logistics. The problem structuring scheme is adapted to narrow its focus on de-
cision problems in the field of humanitarian logistics. Clearly, the environment 
wherein these problems take place can be further specified as a disaster environ-
ment. Different elements can be found in such an environment: humanitarian or-
ganizations, locations for stationary and temporary facilities, arcs that link differ-
ent locations, settlements, beneficiaries, companies, donors, the society, and the 

                                                           
5 The NEOS server is a free web-based service for solving mathematical programs (NEOS 
(n.d.)). 
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eco-system. The organization that intends to set up and run a humanitarian logis-
tics network within this environment, and that faces a decision problem may has 
several logistical resources at hand: facilities, transportation vehicles, technical 
equipment, and workers. These logistics resources realize the flow of relief items 
from suppliers to beneficiaries. If possible, the logistical facilities defined in an 
OR model are further broken down based on the structure of a humanitarian logis-
tics network shown in Figure 2.3 (p. 11). If no direct counterpart exists in Figure 
2.3 for a facility as defined in a model, the following procedure is used for its clas-
sification: a facility in a model that can not be identified as anything other than the 
source of a humanitarian logistics network is a “supply facility”, a facility that can 
only be identified as the sink of a humanitarian logistics network is a “demand fa-
cility”, and a facility that can only be identified as a facility between a source and 
a sink is a “transshipment facility”. Vehicles, equipment, and (aid) workers de-
fined in a model are differentiated into those for warehousing, transportation, han-
dling, distribution, and coordination. Critical dimensions and metrics of a humani-
tarian organization as well as the corresponding objectives, targets, and 
requirements are specified based on the framework outlined in Table 2.3 (p. 16). 

Table 3.7. Problem structuring scheme for humanitarian logistics 

Category Sub-category Representation 

Disaster  
environment 

Disasters, humanitarian organizations, locations for  
facilities, arcs, beneficiaries, companies, donors, society, 
eco-system 

Mathematical 
expressions in 
OR model 

Humanitarian  
organization 

Available logistics facilities, vehicles, equipment, workers, 
and relief items 

Mathematical 
expressions in 
OR model 

Use and interaction of logistics resources, relief items, and 
environment 

Mathematical 
expressions in 
OR model 

Critical dimensions, metrics, objectives, targets, require-
ments 

Mathematical 
expressions in 
OR model 

 
Table 3.7 shows the adapted problem structuring scheme that will be used in 

the following to completely characterize the underlying problems of available OR 
models for humanitarian logistics. It ensures a consistent OR model characteriza-
tion across models based on different OR methodologies and across models with 
different functional focuses. Moreover, the scheme includes a column to indicate 
which mathematical representation in an OR model captures a certain component 
of a problem. Clearly, differences in models belonging to the same class (e.g. to 
those for the planning of stationary warehouses) can be identified based on the 
filled out schemes. The identified differences allow for additional categorizations 
of OR models belonging to the same functional class within the hierarchical out-
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line of the toolkit’s content – i.e. for categorizations based on certain problem 
components (see Figure 3.3, p. 34). 

In contrast to the structuring scheme in Table 3.7, the classification schemes 
presented in the articles of Bodin and Golden (1981), Klose and Drexl (2005), and 
Silver (1981) as well as in the reviews of Anaya-Arenas et al. (2014), Caunhye et 
al. (2012), LaTorre et al. (2012), and Özdamar and Alp Ertem (2015) only allow 
for the characterization of a specific type of mathematical program (Table 3.6, p. 
30). Furthermore, none of these classification schemes differentiate between the 
assumptions regarding the external environment, the organizational resources, the 
allowed interactions between available resources of the organization and the ex-
ternal environment, and the organization’s crucial dimensions, metrics, objectives, 
targets, and requirements – even though these components can be identified as the 
central components of any organizational problem (see section 3.1). However, the 
categories used in the mentioned classification schemes have intersections with 
those used in the problem structuring scheme presented in Table 3.7. Exemplarily, 
the intersections between the classification schemes in Anaya-Arenas et al. (2014) 
and the scheme used in the present work are shown in Table 3.8. 

Table 3.8. Intersections of the problem structuring scheme for humanitarian logistics with 
the classification schemes used in Anaya-Arenas et al. (2014)  

Category in the present 
work 

Categories in Anaya-
Arenas et al. (2014) for 
location models 

Categories in Anaya-
Arenas et al. (2014) for 
transportation models 

Elements in disaster en-
vironment  

Type of parameters, 
number of sources 

Type of parameters 

Available logistics re-
sources and relief items 
of the humanitarian or-
ganization 

Type of parameters, 
number of sources, 
number of different 
items, capacity limits 

Type of parameters, 
number of vehicle de-
pots, number of trans-
portation modes, fleet 
composition, capacity 
limits 

Use and interaction of 
logistics resources, relief 
items, and environment 

Resource allocation  

Critical dimensions, 
metrics, objectives, tar-
gets, and requirements 

Number of objectives, 
types of objectives 
(costs objective/ cover-
ing objective/ time ob-
jective, fairness objec-
tive/ other objective) 

Number of objectives, 
types of objectives 
(costs objective/ cover-
ing objective/ time ob-
jective, fairness objec-
tive/ other objective) 

 
The goal of this work is not to present a complete online OR toolkit for human-

itarian logistics by inserting any OR model identified in section 3.3 and listed in 
Table 3.5. Instead, it should be demonstrated in section 4 that the proposed toolkit 
structure (i.e. the proposed information architecture of the corresponding website) 
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can indeed serve the toolkit functions 1 to 5 as identified at the beginning of this 
section. This is done by inserting nine mathematical programs into the structure. 
Three models are included for the specification of stationary warehouses, three 
models are included for the specification of LDCs, and three models are included 
for the specification of transportation activities. By inserting these types of OR 
models into the structure, it is ensured that – while presenting a complete toolkit 
lies beyond the scope of this study – the shortened paper version presented in 
chapter 4 can still be used to specify the cornerstones of every humanitarian logis-
tics network (Anaya-Arenas et al., 2014): stationary warehouses as the network’s 
sources, LDCs as its sinks, and transportation vehicles to perform the interactions 
between sources and sinks. 

Stationary 
warehouse 

specification

Decision 
analysis 
models

Simulation 
models

Mathematical 
programs

Mathematical program of 
Balcik and Beamon (2008)

Mathematical program of 
Döyen et al. (2012)

Problem 
component B

Problem 
component A

Mathematical program of 
Rawls and Turnquist (2011)

Problem component A
Problem component B

Problem structuring 
scheme

 
Figure 3.4. Procedure to determine additional levels in the hierarchical outline of the 
toolkit based on filled out problem structuring schemes 

Those parts of the toolkit that are filled with tools (i.e. OR models) are marked 
in Table 3.9 and will be described in chapter 4. Each of the three sub-toolkits will 
be introduced via examples of real-world solutions and by guidelines for the selec-
tion of OR models assigned to a sub-toolkit. Exemplarily, guidance will be based 
on two problem components: (1) resource attributes to be specified in an OR mod-
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el and (2) critical dimensions, objectives, targets, and requirements used to specify 
the resources’ attributes in an OR model. Before guidance can be given based on 
problem components, the OR models’ underlying problems need to be character-
ized using the proposed problem structuring scheme. Figure 3.4 shows the proce-
dure to determine the problem components that can be used for guiding toolkit-
users within the stationary warehouse specification toolkit. 

Within each sub-toolkit, the included OR models will be ordered alphabetically 
by authors. If there are more than three models available for a problem class, the 
need for a selection arises. Firstly, only models published before 2014 were se-
lected. Secondly, publications that have a primary focus on solution algorithms for 
OR models were excluded. This is because the proposed OR toolkit for practition-
ers only includes descriptions of problems that are captured in OR models and not 
descriptions of solution algorithms to solve these problems. Accordingly, publica-
tions such as “A Voronoi-based heuristic algorithm for locating distribution cen-
ters in disasters” by Yushimito et al. (2012), “Solution approaches for facility lo-
cation of medical supplies for large-scale emergencies” by Jia et al. (2007b), and 
“A hierarchical clustering and routing procedure for large scale disaster relief lo-
gistics planning” by Özdamar and Demir (2012) were excluded. Thirdly, an OR 
model was chosen based on the citation level using Google Scholar. The model of 
Balcik and Beamon (2008) was therefore chosen as one model for the stationary 
warehouse specification toolkit6, the model of Lee et al. (2009a) was chosen as 
one model for the LDC specification toolkit7, and the model of Özdamar et al. 
(2004) was chosen as one model for the transport specification toolkit8. Based on 
this selection, the second and the third model were picked so that differences with 
respect to the chosen model could be expected in the results of the problem struc-
turing process. 

                                                           
6 According to Google Scholar as of January/Februrary 2015, Balcik and Beamon (2008) is cited 
284 times, Bozorgi-Amiri et al. (2013) 32 times, Campbell and Jones (2011) 51 times, Chang et 
al. (2007) 241 times, Davis et al. (2013) 8 times, Döyen et al. (2012) 22 times, Görmez et al. 
(2010) 29 times, Jia et al. (2007a) 196 times, Li et al. (2011) 15 times, Mete and Zabinsky (2010) 
179 times, Rawls and Turnquist (2011) 31 times, Rawls and Turnquist (2012) 29 times, and 
Salmerón and Apte (2010) 101 times, and 17 times. 
7 According to Google Scholar as of January/Februrary 2015, Horner and Downs (2010) is cited 
39 times, Lee et al. (2009a) 50 times, Lee et al. (2009b) 23 times, and Murali et al. (2012) 38 
times. 
8 According to Google Scholar as of January/Februrary 2015, Adıvar and Mert (2010) is cited 8 
times, Afshar and Haghani  (2012) 41 times, Angelis et al. (2007) 60 times, Balcik et al. (2008) 
175 times, Barbarosoğlu et al. (2002) 253 times, Barbarosoǧlu and Arda (2004) 397 times, 
Berkoune et al. (2012) 32 times, Campbell et al. (2008) 138 times, Gu (2011) 8 times, Haghani 
and Oh (1996) 338 times, Hu  (2011) 38 times, Huang et al. (2012) 39 times, Lin et al. (2011) 64 
times, Lin et al. (2012) 11 times, Najafi et al. (2013) 22 times, Naji-Azimi et al.  (2012) 10 times, 
Nolz et al. (2011) 27 times, Özdamar et al.  (2004) 600 times, Özdamar (2011) 22 times, Shen et 
al. (2009) 34 times, Suzuki  (2012) 3 times, Vitoriano et al. (2009) 22 times, Vitoriano et al. 
(2011) 55 times, Wohlgemuth et al. (2012) 10 times, and Yi and Özdamar (2007) 411 times. 
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Table 3.9. Parts of the toolkit for which content is specified in chapter 4 

Problem Model developer Model profile 

Specification of stationary 
warehouses 

Mathematical program of 
Balcik and Beamon (2008) 

Mathematical formulation 
Problem structure  
Program code 

 Mathematical program of 
Döyen et al. (2012) 

Mathematical formulation 
Problem structure 
Program code 

 Mathematical program of 
Rawls and Turnquist (2011) 

Mathematical formulation 
Problem structure 
Program code 

Specification of guaranteed 
stocks at suppliers 

- - 

Specification of vehicle depots - - 

Specification of facilities that 
can be used during disaster re-
sponse 

- - 

Specification of community lev-
el assessment activities 

- - 

Specification of temporary 
warehouses and handling points 

- - 

Specification of LDCs Mathematical program of 
Horner and Downs (2010) 

Mathematical formulation 
Problem structure 
Program code 

 Mathematical program of 
Lee et al. (2009a) 

Mathematical formulation 
Problem structure 
Program code 

 Mathematical program of 
Murali et al. (2012) 

Mathematical formulation 
Problem structure 
Program code 

Specification of staging areas 
for non-priority donations 

- - 

Specification of replenishment 
orders for relief items 

- - 

Specification of transportation 
activities 

Mathematical program of 
Balcik et al. (2008) 

Mathematical formulation 
Problem structure 
Program code 

 Mathematical program of 
Özdamar et al. (2004) 

Mathematical formulation 
Problem structure 
Program code 

 Mathematical program of 
Vitoriano et al. (2011) 

Mathematical formulation 
Problem structure 
Program code 
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4 Content of the online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics 

In this chapter, three parts of the proposed online toolkit are described in detail: 
the stationary warehouse specification toolkit, the local distribution center (LDC) 
specification toolkit, and the transport specification toolkit. As such, the two cor-
nerstones of every humanitarian logistics network – stationary warehouses and 
LDCs – can be specified together with the interactions in-between. In accordance 
with the proposed structure in section 3.4, each of the three sub-toolkits is briefly 
introduced and guidance is given on how to make use of the three assigned mod-
els. Due to the nature of the present work, the content of the online OR toolkit is 
largely presented in text passages instead of information chunks as would be nec-
essary for a website. Moreover, the problem descriptions have a common internal 
structure and are made of similar text modules in order to help toolkit-users apply 
past experience with a problem description to future explorations of other problem 
descriptions. Figure 4.1 shows the interrelations between this chapter’s sections 
(4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and the proposed hierarchical outline of the online OR toolkit 
for humanitarian logistics. 

Disaster 
preparedness

Disaster 
response

Stationary 
warehouse 

specification

(Section 4.1)

Local 
distribution 

center 
specification
(Section 4.2)

OR toolkit 
homepage

Transport 
specification

(Section 4.3)

 
Figure 4.1. Parts of the online OR toolkit for which content is specified in section 4.1, 4.2, 
and 4.3 

Before describing the content of the toolkit, some additional remarks are made 
concerning the process of choosing OR models out of the multitude of available 
models to include them to the present, static version of the toolkit; more exactly, 
to assign them to the present versions of the stationary warehouse specification 
toolkit, the LDC specification toolkit, and the transport specification toolkit. 

The OR models available for the planning of stationary warehouses are almost 
solely based on mathematical programming (see section 3.3). As noted before in 
section 3.4, OR models published in 2014 onwards were excluded – this is true for 
the OR models of Barzinpour and Esmaeili (2014), Roh et al. (2015) which is a 
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decision analysis model, and Yang et al. (2014). Of those published before 2014, 
the models of Balcik and Beamon (2008), Döyen et al. (2012), and Rawls and 
Turnquist (2011) were included. Balcik and Beamon (2008) was included as it has 
the highest number of citations according to Google Scholar. The other two mod-
els were selected to show whether and how OR models with different features can 
be captured by the problem structuring scheme. In fact, the OR model of Döyen et 
al. (2012) was included to show that facility location models with more than one 
echelon can be captured by the problem structuring scheme and the OR model of 
Rawls and Turnquist (2011) was included to show that facility location models 
with bidirectional arcs can be captured by the problem structuring scheme. 

OR models available for the planning of LDCs are only based on mathematical 
programming (see section 3.3), namely the mathematical programs of Horner and 
Downs (2010), Jia et al. (2007b), Lee et al. (2009a), Lee et al. (2009b), and Murali 
et al. (2012). Even though the OR model of Jia et al. (2007b) has the highest num-
ber of citations based on Google Scholar, it was not included in this toolkit version 
because its main focus is on solution approaches. However, the OR model of Lee 
et al. (2009a) was included as it has the second-highest number of citations based 
on Google Scholar while Lee et al. (2009b) was excluded because it describes an 
identical OR model as the one of Lee et al. (2009a). Hence, the OR models of 
Horner and Downs (2010), Lee et al. (2009a), and Murali et al. (2012) were se-
lected for illustrative purpose. 

OR models available for the planning of transportation activities are only based 
on mathematical programming (see section 3.3). Özdamar et al. (2004) was in-
cluded as it has the highest number of citations based on Google Scholar. The oth-
er two models were selected to show whether and how OR models with features 
different to that of Özdamar et al. (2004) can be captured by the problem structur-
ing scheme. Balcik et al. (2008) was included to show that models belonging to 
the class of route enumeration models can be captured by the problem structuring 
scheme. Vitoriano et al. (2011) was included in order to prove whether programs 
based on the Goal Programming approach can be captured by the problem struc-
turing scheme. 

4.1 Stationary warehouse specification toolkit 

Humanitarian organizations preposition relief items during the disaster prepar-
edness phase in stationary warehouses. During the disaster response phase, the 
temporary facilities within the disaster area procure relief items from private com-
panies, donors, or the stationary warehouses (see Figure 4.2). Each stationary 
warehouse is characterized by a location, a storage space, equipment and workers 
to put relief items in storage and to remove them from storage, suppliers of relief 
items, and relief item stocks. 
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Stationary 
humanitarian 

logistics
 network

Temporary 
humanitarian 

logistics 
network
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Handling point

Company/ donor

Stationary 
warehouse

Handling point

Temporary 
warehouse

Disposal
area

Relief item flowLegend:

Settlement

 

Figure 4.2. Stationary warehouse as a crucial part of a humanitarian logistics network 

The United Nations Humanitarian Response Depot (UNHRD), for example, is 
a system that consists of several stationary warehouses for relief items. In five 
warehouses, located in Panama City (Panama), Brindisi (Italy), Accra (Ghana), 
Dubai (UAE), and Subang (Malaysia), different types of non-food relief items are 
stored. The stationary warehouse in Panama City consists of a covered area of 
1,600 m². In Brindisi, two stationary warehouses are located within the borders of 
a military airport, partly using a former aircraft hangar. Together they provide a 
covered area of 10,250 m² and an open area of 5,900 m². The stationary ware-
house in Accra is located within the city’s international airport and has a covered 
storage area of 5,000 m². In Dubai, the stationary warehouse is located in the vi-
cinity of the city’s seaport and airport and has a covered storage area of 10,000 m². 
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Finally, the stationary warehouse in Subang has a covered area of 5,000 m² and an 
open area of 10,000 m² (UNHRD, n.d.). A second example of a system of station-
ary warehouses is the Strategic National Stockpile system in the USA. The sta-
tionary warehouses stock health care items (e.g. antibiotics and vaccines) which 
can be made available to respond to public-health threats such as pandemics or 
terrorist attacks using dirty bombs, anthrax, or smallpox (Jia et al., 2007a). 

Table 4.1. Guide for the stationary warehouse specification toolkit  

OR model 

Attributes 
 of stationary  
warehouses 

Key dimensions, objectives, and  
requirements 
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Balcik and Beamon 
(2008) 

■  ■ R, R, 
R 

O O O 

Döyen et al. (2012) 
 

■  ■ O, R, 
R, R 

O O R 

Rawls and Turnquist 
(2011) 

■ ■ ■ O O, R O, R R 

■: to be specified, O: objective, R: requirement 

 
Table 4.1 gives guidance for choosing a suitable OR model: either based on the 

attributes of stationary warehouses the user wants to specify (left part of Table 
4.1) or based on the used key dimensions, objectives, and requirements to identify 
the most advantageous configuration of warehouses (right part). For example, the 
model of Balcik and Beamon (2008) supports decisions to be made regarding lo-
cations and relief item stocks so that the delivered relief item quantity and quality 
are maximized while the delivery times are minimized and the inputs for setting 
up and running a humanitarian logistics network are limited. Inputs are limited by 
a budget for the disaster preparedness phase, by a budget for the possible disaster 
responses, and by fixing the maximum amount of relief items that can be distrib-
uted during the possible disaster responses. 

4.1.1 Mathematical program of Balcik and Beamon (2008) for supporting 
decisions about the locations and stocks of stationary warehouses 

In their paper “Facility location in humanitarian relief”, Balcik and Beamon 
(2008) present a mathematical program supporting the planning of stationary 
warehouses. On a functional base, the program can be characterized as a facility 
location model. The program can also be defined as a MILP because of the use of 
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real-valued flow variables together with binary location variables. Moreover, it 
can be defined as a two-stage stochastic program. Two-stage stochastic programs 
are characterized by the use of two types of variables: design and control variables 
(Mulvey et al., 1995). In the case of the program of Balcik and Beamon (2008), 
design variables are used to describe the locations and relief item stocks of sta-
tionary warehouses. These decisions are made in the first stage, i.e. in the disaster 
preparedness phase. Depending on the values assigned to the design variables, the 
program calculates – in the second stage – the values of the control variables for 
each possible disaster. In the model of Balcik and Beamon (2008), control varia-
bles are used to describe the values of the relief item flows between stationary 
warehouses and the demand location for each disaster scenario. 

This section begins with a description of the mathematical formulation of the 
program. Names of sets, parameters, and variables in the present notation differ 
from the original notation in order to achieve a consistent notation within the 
toolkit. Afterwards, the underlying problem is analyzed.9 Finally, a possible trans-
lation of the mathematical formulation into a program code is given. Balcik and 
Beamon (2008) present no unique solution algorithm; instead they refer to availa-
ble commercial solvers for the solution of their program. 

Mathematical formulation 

The program’s objective function (4.1) maximizes the coverage of possible 
demands for relief items. More exactly, the objective function maximizes the per-
centage of fulfilled demands for relief items over all disaster scenarios. A disaster 
scenario is described by a demand for certain types of relief items at one location 
and the probability of occurrence of a disaster at this location. Each delivered re-
lief item contributes to the value of the objective function depending on the prob-
ability of the scenarios in which it is used to satisfy a demand, a factor represent-
ing the relief item’s general importance for the beneficiaries, and a factor 
representing the importance of the coverage level. Several coverage levels can be 
defined for each relief item type. Each coverage level for a relief item type is de-
fined by an upper and lower time limit. Constraint set (4.2) limits the number of 
relief items which can be distributed from a stationary warehouse during a possi-
ble disaster response to the number of relief items prepositioned in this stationary 
warehouse during the preparedness phase. Constraint set (4.3) ensures that only 
opened warehouses can stock relief items; and that opened warehouses can only 
stock relief items up to a location-dependent maximum storage space. Constraint 
(4.4) limits the budget in the preparedness phase which covers relief item pro-
curement costs, relief item holding costs and warehouse setup costs while con-
straint set (4.5) limits the budgets for the disaster responses, i.e. the budgets to 
cover the costs for the transportation activities between opened stationary ware-

                                                           
9 A similar but less holistic/ detailed characterization of Balcik and Beamon (2008) can be found 
in Gösling and Geldermann (2014a). 
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houses and the demand location during the possible disasters. Constraint set (4.6) 
prohibits over-fulfillment of relief item demands in each possible scenario. Final-
ly, constraint sets (4.7) and (4.8) ensure the non-negativity of the continuous vari-
ables and the binary of the location variables, respectively. 

Sets: 

I  Set of locations where stationary warehouses can be erected 

R  Set of relief item types 

S  Set of scenarios 

rA  Set of coverage levels for relief item type r 

ra sI  Set of locations providing coverage of level ar for the demand location 

 in scenario s 

Parameters: 

Pbgt  Budget in the disaster preparedness (P) phase  

Rbgt  Budget in the disaster response (R) phase  

ah
irc  Costs for the acquisition and holding (ah) of a unit of relief item  

 type r at location i 

t
irsc  Costs for the transportation (t) of a unit of relief item type r from  

 location i to the demand location in scenario s 

s
iC  Costs for setting up (s) a stationary warehouse at location i 

rsdmd  Units of relief item type r demanded in scenario s  

sprb  Probability of occurrence of scenario s 

iSpcW  Storage space available to store relief items at location i where  
 a stationary warehouse can be erected 
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rspcW  Storage space used by a unit of relief item type r 

sf
irst  Time for satisfying (sf) demand for relief item type r at demand  

 location in scenario s from location i 

ratMn  Lower time limit defining coverage level ar  

ratMx  Upper time limit defining coverage level ar 

rω  Importance factor of relief item type r 

raω  Importance factor of coverage level ar  

Variables: 

p
irx  Relief items of type r prepositioned (p) in stationary warehouse  

 at location i 

iy  1 if a stationary warehouse is located at location i, 0 otherwise 

irsα  Percentage of demand for relief item type r satisfied from  
 the stationary warehouse at location i in scenario s 

MILP: 

(4.1) Maximize 

r
r r a sr

s rs r a irs
s S r R a A i I

prb dmd ω ω α
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
∑∑ ∑ ∑  

s.t. (4.2) p
irs rs irdmd xα ≤   , ,i I r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.3) p
r ir i i

r R
spcW x SpcW y

∈

≤∑   i I∀ ∈  

(4.4) s ah p P( )i i ir ir
i I r R

C y c x bgt
∈ ∈

+ ≤∑ ∑   
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(4.5) t R
rs irs irs

i I r R
dmd c bgtα

∈ ∈

≤∑∑   s S∀ ∈  

(4.6) 1irs
i I
α

∈

≤∑   ,r R s S∀ ∈ ∈  

(4.7) p, 0irs irxα ≥   , ,i I r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.8) { }0,1iy ∈   i I∀ ∈  

Problem structure 

In this sub-section, the problem that is captured in the OR model of Balcik and 
Beamon (2008) is described based on the problem structuring scheme outlined in 
section 3.4. In the first step, the environment is characterized; and in the second 
step, the assumed organization that operates the whole humanitarian logistics net-
work in this environment is specified. The results of the structuring process are 
outlined in Table 4.2 (pp. 53ff). 

Firstly, the environment is described in which the humanitarian logistics net-
work has to be interlaced. This environment is single-organizational and is charac-
terized by the locations to which stationary warehouses and demand facilities can 
be assigned and by the unidirectional arcs between. Locations for stationary ware-
houses are characterized by coordinates and potential storage spaces. Locations 
for demand facilities are characterized by coordinates and demands for certain 
types of relief items. Each arc is characterized by the two locations it connects, a 
distance, a direction, and speed limitations. The environment is probably affected 
by disasters which may happen in the future and it is assumed that demands for 
certain types of relief items occur at a dedicated location only in the event of a 
disaster. The humanitarian organization has information about the occurrence of 
several possible disasters that might take place in the environment. It is assumed 
that the humanitarian organization has enough information available to quantify 
the uncertainty of a possible disaster in terms of probabilities. A scenario’s proba-
bility of occurrence is represented by a parameter in the mathematical program. 
Available information about one possible disaster outcome also comprises the ex-
pected demands for relief items triggered at a specific location. Furthermore, the 
humanitarian organization has information about the coordinates of the locations 
for stationary warehouses, about the potential storage spaces at these locations, 
about the coordinates of the locations where demands might occur, about the dis-
tances and directions of the arcs between locations, and about speed limitations on 
arcs. Attributes of environmental elements are explicitly or implicitly represented 
by parameters in the mathematical program. Implicitly represented attributes are 
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coordinates of locations as well as distances and speed limitations between loca-
tions. They are represented by the parameters which describe the times necessary 
to satisfy relief item demands at specific locations. The program’s parameters 
which describe certain attributes of environmental elements are outlined in Table 
4.2. 

Stationary 
warehouse

Demand facility

Vehicle flow Relief item flowLegend:

 
Figure 4.3. Simple example of the humanitarian logistics network in the OR model of 
Balcik and Beamon (2008) 

Secondly, the assumed inputs of the humanitarian organization are character-
ized: stationary warehouses, demand facilities, transportation vehicles, and relief 
items. In Figure 4.3, a simple example of the humanitarian logistics network is 
presented, consisting of one stationary warehouse and one demand facility. De-
mand facilities can have different counterparts in a real-world humanitarian logis-
tics network; in fact, a demand facility could represent a handling point, a tempo-
rary warehouse, or a LDC within the disaster-affected area. In any case, a demand 
facility is located downstream from a stationary warehouse. Possible counterparts 
for a demand facility are highlighted in Figure 4.4 using the reference structure for 
humanitarian logistics networks, which was described in section 2.1. A stationary 
warehouse, as defined in the OR model of Balcik and Beamon (2008), has an ex-
act counterpart in this reference structure. 

Each relief item type is characterized by a volume and weight. Each transporta-
tion vehicle type is characterized by the maximum speed of travel, the maximum 
transport volume and weight per vehicle, the number of available vehicles on arcs, 
and the transferred loads of relief items on specific arcs in case of a disaster. Each 
stationary warehouse is characterized by the location it is assigned to and its 
stocks of relief items. Each demand facility is characterized by the location it is 
assigned to and the amounts of certain types of relief items distributed at the facili-
ty in case of a disaster. The volume and weight of a certain type of relief item as 
well as the travel speed, transport volume and weight, and number of available 
vehicles of a certain transportation vehicle type on certain arcs are assumed to be 
already known by the humanitarian organization. The location of each demand fa-
cility is also assumed to be already known by the humanitarian organization: a 
demand facility is located at each location where demand for relief items can oc-
cur in order to cope with these demands in case of a disaster. The values of the al-
ready known attributes are – explicitly or implicitly – represented by parameters in 
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the mathematical program. Locations of demand facilities, weights of relief items, 
travel speeds of transportation vehicles, maximum transport volumes and weights 
of vehicles, and the numbers of available transportation vehicles on arcs are im-
plicitly represented by the parameters which describe the necessary times to satis-
fy relief item demands at demand facilities in case of disasters (obviously, these 
values have to be known in order to calculate the necessary times to satisfy de-
mands at demand facilities). 

Stationary 
humanitarian 

logistics
 network

Temporary 
humanitarian 

logistics 
network

Local distribution 
center

Handling point

Company/ donor

Stationary 
warehouse

Handling point

Temporary 
warehouse

Disposal
area

Relief item flow

Legend:

Settlement

Possible counterparts of a demand facility in Balcik and Beamon (2008)

Counterpart of a stationary warehouse in Balcik and Beamon (2008)

 
Figure 4.4. Counterparts of the facilities defined in Balcik and Beamon (2008) in the refer-
ence structure for humanitarian logistics networks  
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Furthermore, locations and relief item stocks of stationary warehouses as well 
as the relief item flows (i.e. the relief item loads of the transportation vehicles) on 
arcs for each possible disaster, and the amounts of relief items distributed at de-
mand facilities for each possible disaster are the values to be determined by the 
humanitarian organization. These values are implicitly or explicitly represented by 
decision variables in the mathematical program. Relief item loads of transporta-
tion vehicles and the numbers of relief items distributed at demand facilities are 
implicitly represented; they can be deduced from the variables describing the per-
centages of relief item demands satisfied by certain stationary warehouses in case 
of a disaster. Balcik and Beamon (2008) assume that the locations of stationary 
warehouses can be chosen out of a discrete set of alternative locations whereas the 
values of stocked, transferred, and distributed relief items are positive real num-
bers. Because the values of warehouse stocks and relief item flows are positive re-
al numbers, the number of solutions to the problem captured in the OR model of 
Balcik and Beamon (2008) is continuous. The parameters and decision variables 
which describe the attributes of logistics resources and relief items are outlined in 
Table 4.2. 

The assumed humanitarian organization has to adhere to certain rules when us-
ing the logistics resources and relief items as well as when interacting with the en-
vironment. The following two rules are known to the humanitarian organization: 

• The maximum number of relief items stocked in a stationary warehouse de-
pends on the storage space given by a specific location and the necessary vol-
ume to stock a unit of a certain relief item type. 

• During a possible disaster response, the stocked relief items at the stationary 
warehouses limit the number of relief items that can be sent to the one demand 
facility that is opened in the case of a disaster. 

In the mathematical program, the allowed use and interaction between re-
sources, relief items, and elements in the environment are represented by con-
straints. The constraints which represent certain relationships are outlined in Table 
4.2. 

When setting up a humanitarian logistics network, the assumed humanitarian 
organization takes into account several critical dimensions in order to identify the 
most advantageous network configuration. On the one hand, the configuration’s 
inputs – the relief items and the resources for warehousing and transportation – 
represent critical dimensions. Warehouse setup costs, transportation costs, pro-
curement costs, and holding costs are utilization metrics used to quantify the in-
puts. On the other hand, the configuration’s outputs – the delivered relief item 
quantity, the delivered relief item quality, and the corresponding delivery times – 
are critical dimensions. The percentage of fulfilled demand for a specific type of 
relief item at a demand facility is an effectiveness metric that is used to capture the 
dimension relief item quantity. The importance weight of the delivered relief items 
for beneficiaries is an effectiveness metric that is used to capture the dimension 
relief item quality. The dimension delivery time is captured by the values of the 
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achieved coverage levels for demand facilities. These values can be assigned to 
the class of effectiveness metrics. The mathematical program’s expressions for 
these metrics are outlined in Table 4.2. The following factors and bounds have to 
be known in order to determine the values of these metrics: transportation costs 
between two locations per relief item type unit, procurement and holding costs per 
relief item type unit, warehouse setup costs per location, upper and lower time 
limits of a coverage level, weights that describe the importances of coverage lev-
els for beneficiaries, weights that describe the importances of relief item types for 
beneficiaries, the budget for the disaster preparedness phase, and the budget for 
the disaster response phase. The program’s parameters that describe the values of 
factors and bounds are outlined in Table 4.2. 

The humanitarian organization intends to maximize the percentages of fulfilled 
demands, to maximize the amounts of important relief items among the delivered 
relief items, and to maximize the coverage levels of the demand facilities while to 
limit the amounts of inputs used during the preparedness phase as well as to limit 
the amounts of inputs used during the possible disaster responses. In other words, 
the humanitarian organization is about to maximize the system’s overall outputs 
and to limit its overall inputs. The program’s parts which represent these objec-
tives and requirements are outlined in Table 4.2. Generally speaking, generating a 
maximum efficiency of a humanitarian logistics network is the overarching objec-
tive of the problem captured in the OR model of Balcik and Beamon (2008). 
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Table 4.2. Problem structuring scheme for Balcik and Beamon (2008)  

Category Properties (DV: discrete variable, CV: continuous variable) Mathematical representation 

Disaster 
environment 

 Humanitarian  
organization 

  

  Disasters Probability of occurrence Parameter
sprb  

  Locations for sta-
tionary ware-
houses  

Coordinates 

Storage space 

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter iSpcW  

  Locations for de-
mand facilities 

Coordinates  

Relief item demand in disasters 

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter rsdmd  

  Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Speed limitations 

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Humanitarian  
organization 

Logistics  
resources and 
relief items 

Stationary  
warehouses 

Stationary warehouse location (DV) 

Relief items stocked (CV) 

Variable iy  

Variable p
irx  

 Demand  
facilities 

Demand facility location 

Relief items distributed in disasters (CV) 

Parameter sf
irst  

Variable irsα  

  Transportation  
vehicle types 

Speed of travel 

Transport volume 

Transport weight 

Vehicles on arcs 

Relief items transferred on arcs in disasters (CV) 

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Variable irsα  
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  Relief item types Volume Parameter rspcW  

   Weight Parameter sf
irst  

 Use and inter-
action of logis-
tics resources, 
relief items, 
and elements in 
environment 

Location-dependent available storage space and the necessary storage 
space per unit of a relief item type limit the number of relief items that 
can be stocked at a stationary warehouse 

Constraint set 4.3 

 Relief items stocked during the disaster preparedness phase limit the 
number of relief items that can be distributed during a possible disaster 
response 

Constraint set 4.2 

 Key dimen-
sions, metrics, 
objectives, and 
requirements 

Inputs Warehousing resources: warehouse setup costs 
and relief item holding costs 

Expressions s
i ii I

C y
∈∑ , p ah

ir iri I r R
x c

∈ ∈∑ ∑  

 Transportation resources: transportation costs in 
disasters 

Expression t
rs irs irsr R i I

dmd c α
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

 Relief items: procurement costs Expression p ah
ir iri I r R

x c
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

 Outputs Delivered relief item quantity: percentage of ful-
filled demand at demand facility in disasters 

Expression
rs irsr R i I

dmd α
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

  Delivered relief item quality: weighted percent-
age of fulfilled demand at demand facility in dis-
asters 

Expression
rs r irsr R i I

dmd ω α
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

   Delivery time: demand facility coverage level in 
disasters 

Expression 

rr r a sr
rs a irsr R a A i I

dmd ω α
∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

  Objectives and  
requirements  

Limiting inputs Constraint 4.4, constraint sets 4.5, 4.6 

  Maximizing delivered relief item quantity Objective function 4.1 

  Maximizing delivered relief item quality Objective function 4.1 

   Minimizing delivery times Objective function 4.1 
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  Factors and 
bounds  

Setup costs per location for stationary ware-
houses 

Parameter s
iC  

  Transportation costs between two locations per 
relief item type unit 

Parameter t
irsc  

  Procurement and holding costs per relief item 
type unit and location for stationary warehouses 

Parameter ah
irc  

   Upper time limit per coverage level Parameter
ratMx  

   Lower time limit per coverage level Parameter
ratMn  

   Importance factor per coverage level Parameter
raω  

   Importance factor per relief item type 

Budget in the disaster preparedness phase 

Budget in the disaster response phase 

Parameter rω  

Parameter Pbgt  

Parameter Rbgt  
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Program code 

Below is a possible translation of the mathematical formulation into a program 
code, using the OPL language. This language is frequently used to code a MILP 
such as the one of Balcik and Beamon (2008). A MILP coded in this language can 
be automatically solved with the commercial CPLEX solver. Before the MILP is 
solved, for each location at which a demand facility can be erected, several sets 
must be created. Each set comprises all those locations for stationary warehouses 
which can supply a demand location with a certain type of relief item within the 
lower and upper time limits of a specific coverage level. Therefore the number of 
sets per demand location depends on the number of coverage levels. These sets are 
built by the execute function in the OPL formulation. 

/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Henning Gösling based on Balcik and Beamon (2008) 
 * Creation Date: 15.01.2015 at 13:06:07 
 *********************************************/ 
{string} LocationsForStationaryWarehouses = ...; 
{string} ReliefItemTypes = ...; 
{string} Scenarios = ...; 
{string} CoverageLevels = ...; 
{string} LocationsForStationaryWarehousesProvidingCoverageLevels 
[CoverageLevels,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]; 
float BudgetPreparedness = ...; 
float BudgetResponse = ...; 
float CostForAquiringAndHolding  
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float CostForTransferring 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios] = ...; 
float Demand[ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios] = ...; 
float CostSetupWarehouseAt[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses] = ...; 
float Probability[Scenarios] = ...; 
float SpaceAvailable[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses] = ...; 
float SpaceNecessary[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float TimeSatisfyingDemand 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios] = ...; 
float LowerTimeLimit[CoverageLevels,ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float UpperTimeLimit[CoverageLevels,ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float ImportanceFactorReliefItemType[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float ImportanceFactorCoverageLevelReliefItemType 
[CoverageLevels,ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
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execute { 
for (var s in Scenarios) { 
 for (var i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses) { 
  for (var a in CoverageLevels) { 
   for (var r in ReliefItemTypes) { 
    if (TimeSatisfyingDemand[i][r][s] >= LowerTimeLimit[a][r] &&  
        TimeSatisfyingDemand[i][r][s] <= UpperTimeLimit[a][r]) { 
 LocationsForStationaryWarehousesProvidingCoverageLevels 
 [a][r][s].add(i); 
     } 
    }       
   }    
  }           
 }       
}  
 
dvar float+ PercentageDemandSatisfied 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]; 
dvar float+ Prepositoned 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes]; 
dvar boolean Open[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses]; 
 
maximize  
 
sum (s in Scenarios, r in ReliefItemTypes, a in CoverageLevels, i in Loca-
tionsForStationaryWarehousesProvidingCoverageLevels[a,r,s]) 
Probability[s] * Demand[r,s] * ImportanceFactorReliefItemType[r] * Im-
portanceFactorCoverageLevelReliefItemType[a,r] * PercentageDemandSat-
isfied[i,r,s]; 
  
subject to{ 
ct2: 
forall(i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes, s in 
Scenarios) 
PercentageDemandSatisfied[i,r,s] * Demand[r,s] 
<= Prepositoned[i,r]; 
 
ct3: 
forall(i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses) 
sum (r in ReliefItemTypes) 
(SpaceNecessary[r] * Prepositoned[i,r])  
<= SpaceAvailable[i] * Open[i]; 
 
ct4: 
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sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses)  
(CostSetupWarehouseAt[i] * Open[i]) 
+ sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes) 
(CostForAquiringAndHolding[i,r] * Prepositoned[i,r]) 
<= BudgetPreparedness; 
  
ct5: 
forall(s in Scenarios)  
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes) 
(Demand[r,s] * CostForTransferring[i,r,s] * PercentageDemandSatisfied 
[i,r,s])  
<= BudgetResponse; 
 
ct6: 
forall(r in ReliefItemTypes, s in Scenarios)    
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses) 
PercentageDemandSatisfied[i,r,s] <= 1;  
} 

4.1.2 Mathematical program of Döyen et al. (2012) for supporting deci-
sions about the locations and stocks of stationary warehouses 

In their paper entitled “A two-echelon stochastic facility location model for 
humanitarian relief logistics”, Döyen et al. (2012) present a mathematical program 
that supports the planning of stationary warehouses. On a functional level, the 
program can be characterized as a facility location model. It can also be defined as 
a MILP because of the use of real-valued flow variables together with binary loca-
tion variables. Moreover, it can be defined as a two-stage stochastic program, 
which is characterized by the use of two types of variables: design and control var-
iables (Mulvey et al., 1995). In the case of the model of Döyen et al. (2012), de-
sign variables are used to describe the locations and relief item stocks of stationary 
warehouses. These decisions are made in the first stage, i.e. in the disaster prepar-
edness phase. Depending on the values assigned to the design variables, the pro-
gram calculates – in the second stage – the values of the control variables for each 
possible disaster. Control variables are used to describe the locations of trans-
shipment facilities and the values of relief item flows between stationary ware-
houses, transshipment facilities, and demand facilities for each disaster scenario. 

In this section, the program of Döyen et al. (2012) is analyzed. The analysis 
starts with a description of the mathematical formulation. Names of sets, parame-
ters, and variables in the present notation differ from the original notation in order 
to achieve a consistent notation in the toolkit. The analysis goes on with the de-
scription of the underlying problem’s structure. Finally, a possible translation of 
the mathematical formulation into a program code is presented. Döyen et al. 
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(2012) present a solution algorithm in their publication which can be applied if the 
size of the problem overwhelms commercial solvers. How this algorithm works is 
described in their paper. 

Mathematical formulation 

The program’s objective function (4.9) minimizes the costs that are associated 
with the coverage and non-coverage of the relief item demands over all disaster 
scenarios. A disaster scenario is characterized by a probability of occurrence and 
by demands for certain types of relief items at a set of locations. According to the 
objective function, costs can be incurred with the setup of stationary warehouses 
and their stocking with relief items as well as with the setup of transshipment fa-
cilities, the transfer of relief items between stationary warehouses, transshipment 
facilities, and demand facilities, and the failure to completely fulfill demands. In 
the objective function, the scenario-dependent costs (transshipment facility setup 
costs, transportation costs, and relief item shortage costs) are weighted by the sce-
nario’s probability of occurrence. Constraint set (4.10) ensures that transshipment 
facilities can only be assigned to opened stationary warehouses and constraint set 
(4.11) makes sure that a transshipment facility is supplied by no more than one 
stationary warehouse. Constraint set (4.12) limits the maximum allowed transpor-
tation time between stationary warehouses and transshipment facilities. Constraint 
set (4.13) ensures – firstly – that flows between a stationary warehouse and a 
transshipment facility can only occur when the transshipment facility is assigned 
to this stationary warehouse and – secondly – that the flow of relief items between 
them cannot exceed the capacity of the transshipment facility. Constraint set 
(4.14) limits the maximum amount of relief items to be distributed from a station-
ary warehouse to the amount of relief items prepositioned in this warehouse dur-
ing the preparedness phase. Constraint set (4.15) comprises the flow conservation 
constraints; in this particular case they determine, that the amount of relief items 
going into a transshipment facility has to be equal to the amount of relief items go-
ing out of it. Constraint set (4.16) ensures that demand facilities can only be as-
signed to opened transshipment facilities and constraint set (4.17) determines that 
a facility’s demand for a certain relief item can only be satisfied by no more than 
one transshipment facility. Constraint set (4.18) makes sure that relief item flows 
occur only between a transshipment facility and a demand facility if the demand 
facility is assigned to this transshipment facility; and that the flow cannot exceed 
the location-dependent demand at this demand facility. Constraint set (4.19) calcu-
lates the relief item shortages at demand facilities. Finally, constraint set (4.20) de-
fines the non-negativity of the real-valued flow variables and constraint set (4.21) 
defines the binary location variables. 

Sets: 

I  Set of locations where stationary warehouses can be erected 
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P  Set of locations where transshipment facilities can be erected  

Q  Set of locations where demand facilities are erected 

R  Set of relief item types  

S   Set of scenarios 

Parameters: 

h
irc  Costs for the holding (h) of a unit of relief item type r at location i 

t
iprsc  Costs for the transportation (t) of a unit of relief item type r from location i 

 to location p in scenario s 

t
pqrsc  Costs for the transportation (t) of a unit of relief item type r from location p  

 to location q in scenario s 

u
rc  Costs for a unit of unsatisfied (u) demand for relief item type r 

s
iC  Costs for setting up (s) a stationary warehouse at location i 

s
psC  Costs for setting up (s) a transshipment facility at location p in scenario s 

psCapH  Capacity available to handle relief items at location p where a  

 transshipment facility can be erected in scenario s 

rcapH  Capacity necessary to handle a unit of relief item type r 

qrsdmd  Units of relief item type r demanded at location q in scenario s 

sprb  Probability of occurrence of scenario s 

t
ipst  Time for transferring (t) relief items from location i to location p in  

 scenario s 
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tMx  Upper time limit 

Variables: 

p
irx  Relief items of type r prepositioned (p) in stationary warehouse  

 at location i 

t
iprsx   Relief items of type r transferred (t) from stationary warehouse  

 at location i to transshipment facility at location p in scenario s 

t
pqrsx   Relief items of type r transferred (t) from transshipment facility  

 at location p to demand facility at location q in scenario s 

u
qrsx   Relief item demand of type r unsatisfied (u) at demand facility at  

 location q in scenario s 

iy  1 if a stationary warehouse is located at location i, 0 otherwise 

ipsy  1 if a transshipment facility is located at location p and assigned to  

 stationary warehouse at location i in scenario s, 0 otherwise 

pqrsy  1 if the demand for relief item type r at location q is satisfied by  

 transshipment facility at location p in scenario s, 0 otherwise 

MILP: 

(4.9) Minimize 

s h p

s t t t t u u

i I r R

s
i I p P i I p P r R

i i ir ir
i I

ps ips iprs iprs
p Pq Q r R

pqrs pqrs r qrs
s S q Q r R

C c x

prb C y c

y

x c x c x

∈ ∈

∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈∈ ∈

∈

+

 
+ + + + 

 

∑ ∑∑

∑ ∑∑ ∑∑∑ ∑∑∑ ∑∑
 
s.t. (4.10) ips iy y≤   , ,i I p P s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  
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(4.11) 1ips
i I

y
∈

≤∑    ,p P s S∀ ∈ ∈  

(4.12) t
ips ipst y tMx≤   , ,i I p P s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.13) t
r iprs

r R
ps ipscapH x CapH y

∈

≤∑   , ,i I p P s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.14) t p
ipr ir

p
s

P

x x
∈

≤∑   , ,i I r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.15) t t
iprs pqrs

i I q Q
x x

∈ ∈

=∑ ∑   , ,p P r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.16) pqrs ips
i I

y y
∈

≤∑   , , ,p P q Q r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.17) 1pqrs
p P

y
∈

≤∑   , ,q Q r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.18) t
pqrs qrs pqrsx dmd y≤   , , ,p P q Q r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.19) t u
pqrs qrs qrs

p P
x x dmd

∈

+ =∑   , ,q Q r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.20) t t u p, , , 0iprs pqrs qrs irx x x x ≥   , , , ,i I p P q Q r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.21) { }, , 0,1i ips pqrsy y y ∈   , , , ,i I p P q Q r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  

Problem structure 

In this sub-section, the problem captured in the OR model of Döyen et al. 
(2012) is analyzed based on the problem structuring scheme outlined in section 
3.4. In the first step, the disaster environment is characterized; and in the second 
step, the humanitarian organization that is responsible for the humanitarian logis-
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tics network is specified. The results of the problem structuring process are out-
lined in Table 4.3 (pp. 68ff). 

Firstly, the environment is analyzed. The disaster environment is single-
organizational and contains three types of locations: locations for stationary ware-
houses, for transshipment facilities, and for demand facilities. Unidirectional arcs 
connect locations for stationary warehouses with locations for transshipment facil-
ities as well as locations for transshipment facilities with locations for demand fa-
cilities. Locations for stationary warehouses and transshipment facilities are char-
acterized by coordinates. Locations for demand facilities are defined by 
coordinates and demands for certain types of relief items. Each arc between two 
locations is defined by the two locations it connects, a direction, a distance, and 
speed limitations. The environment is said to be probably affected by disasters in 
the future. The humanitarian organization has information about the occurrence of 
several possible disasters within the task environment. It is assumed that the hu-
manitarian organization can quantify a disaster’s uncertainty in terms of probabili-
ties. A possible disaster’s probability of occurrence is explicitly represented by a 
parameter in the mathematical program. The available information about one pos-
sible disaster outcome also comprises relief item demands triggered at locations 
for demand facilities and speed limitations on arcs. Furthermore, the humanitarian 
organization has information about those attributes of the elements in the task en-
vironment which do not depend on the outcome of possible disasters; that is, in-
formation about the coordinates of locations for stationary warehouses, transship-
ment facilities, and demand facilities as well as about the distances and directions 
of arcs. Attributes are implicitly or explicitly represented by parameters in the 
mathematical program. Coordinates of locations as well as distances and speed 
limitations of arcs are implicitly represented by parameters describing the trans-
portation times and transportation costs (because in order to define transportation 
times and costs, the coordinates of locations, the distances of arcs, and the speed 
limitations on arcs need to be known). Parameters that describe certain attributes 
of the elements in the environment are outlined in Table 4.3. 

In the second part of the problem structuring process, the available inputs of the 
humanitarian organization are described: stationary warehouses, transshipment fa-
cilities, demand facilities, transportation vehicles, handling equipment, and relief 
items. In Figure 4.5, a simple example of the assumed humanitarian logistics net-
work is presented. Transshipment and demand facilities can have different coun-
terparts in a real-world humanitarian logistics network. A possible counterpart for 
a transshipment facility is a handling point or a temporary warehouse while a pos-
sible counterpart for a demand facility is a handling point, a temporary warehouse, 
or a LDC. Possible counterparts for transshipment and demand facilities are high-
lighted in Figure 4.6 (p. 65) using the reference structure for humanitarian logis-
tics networks as described in section 2.1. A stationary warehouse in the OR model 
of Döyen et al. (2012) has an exact counterpart in this reference structure. 
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Stationary 
warehouse

Transshipment 
facility

Vehicle flow Relief item flowLegend:

Demand facility

 
Figure 4.5. Simple example of the humanitarian logistics network in the OR model of Dö-
yen et al. (2012) 

Each relief item type is characterized by a volume and weight. Each type of 
handling equipment is defined by a speed of handling, the available handling vol-
ume and weight per vehicle, and the amount of handling equipment at locations 
for transshipment facilities. Each type of transportation vehicle is defined by a 
maximum travel speed, the transport volume and weight per vehicle, the number 
of available vehicles on specific arcs, and the relief item loads on specific arcs. 
Stationary warehouses are defined by their locations and prepositioned relief item 
stocks. Transshipment facilities are defined by their locations and the amounts of 
relief items that flow in and out of it, i.e. the handled relief items for each possible 
disaster. Demand facilities are defined by their locations and the amounts of relief 
items that flow in, i.e. the distributed relief items for each possible disaster. The 
location of each demand facility is already known by the humanitarian organiza-
tion: a demand facility is located at each potential location in order to cope with 
relief item demands in the case of a disaster. The volume and weight per unit of a 
relief item type as well as – for each type of transportation vehicle – the travel 
speed, transport volume, and transport weight of a vehicle and the numbers of ve-
hicles on specific arcs and – for each type of handling equipment – the handling 
speed, handling volume, and handling weight of a vehicle and the amounts of 
equipment at specific locations are already known by the humanitarian organiza-
tion. These attributes are implicitly or explicitly represented by parameters in the 
mathematical program. The travel speed, transport volume, and transport weight 
of a vehicle and the numbers of transportation vehicles on specific arcs are implic-
itly represented by the parameters that describe the transportation times between 
locations (because to calculate transportation times these values have to be 
known). Handling speed, handling volume, and handling weight of a vehicle as 
well as the amounts of handling equipment at certain locations for transshipment 
facilities are implicitly represented by the parameters describing the handling ca-
pacities of locations (because to calculate handling capacities these values have to 
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be known). Finally, the volume and weight per unit of a relief item type are im-
plicitly represented by the parameter describing the necessary handling capacity 
per unit of this relief item type. 

 

Stationary 
humanitarian 

logistics
 network

Temporary 
humanitarian 

logistics 
network

Company/ donor

Stationary 
warehouse

Handling point

Disposal
area

Relief item flow

Legend:

Settlement

Possible counterparts of a transshipment facility in Döyen et al. (2011)

Counterpart of a stationary warehouse in Döyen et al. (2011)

Possible counterparts of a demand facility in Döyen et al. (2011)

Temporary 
warehouse

Handling point

Local distribution 
center

 
Figure 4.6. Counterparts of the facilities defined in Döyen et al. (2012) in the reference 
structure for humanitarian logistics networks 

Furthermore, the locations and stocks of stationary warehouses, the locations of 
transshipment facilities for each possible disaster outcome, the relief item flows 
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(i.e. the inflows and outflows of relief items for each facility) for each possible 
disaster outcome, and the relief item loads of transportation vehicles on specific 
arcs for each possible disaster outcome are the values to be determined in the deci-
sion problem. These attributes are explicitly represented by decision variables in 
the mathematical program – apart from the quantities of transferred, handled, and 
distributed relief items which are implicitly represented by variables describing 
the relief item flows on arcs. The locations of stationary warehouses and trans-
shipment facilities can be chosen out of discrete sets of alternative locations 
whereas the values of stocked, transferred, handled, and distributed relief items are 
positive real numbers. Given that the relief item quantities are positive real num-
bers, the number of alternative solutions to the decision problem is continuous. 
The parameters and variables which describe logistics resources and relief items 
of the humanitarian organization are outlined in Table 4.3. 

The humanitarian organization has to adhere to specific rules when using the 
logistics resources and relief items as well as when interacting with the elements 
of the environment. The following relationships are known to the organization: 

• Relief item stocks at a stationary warehouse limit the number of relief items 
that can be distributed during a disaster response. 

• The amount and characteristics of the available handling equipment at a trans-
shipment facility as well as the volume and weight per relief item unit limit the 
number of handled relief items at a transshipment facility during a disaster re-
sponse. 

• Transshipment facilities can only be served by an opened stationary warehouse. 
• The amounts of inflowing relief items at a transshipment facility have to be 

equal to the amounts of outflowing relief items. 
• Demand for relief items at demand facilities can only be served from opened 

transshipment facilities. 

In the mathematical program, the allowed use and interaction between logistics 
resources, relief items, and elements in the environment are represented by con-
straints. These constraints are outlined in Table 4.3. 

When setting up a humanitarian logistics network, several key dimensions are 
taken into account to identify the most advantageous network configuration. On 
the one hand, the configuration’s input is captured, i.e. the amount of resources for 
warehousing, handling, transportation, and coordination. The input of coordination 
resources is measured by the numbers of assigned transshipment facilities to sta-
tionary warehouses as well as by the numbers of assigned demand facilities to 
transshipment facilities. The input of resources for warehousing, handling, and 
transportation is measured by warehouse setup costs, relief item holding costs, 
transshipment facility setup costs, and transportation costs. On the other hand, the 
configuration’s output is captured, i.e. the delivered relief item quantity, the deliv-
ered relief item quality, and the corresponding delivery times. The value of the re-
lief item shortage costs that accumulates during a disaster response is an effective-
ness metric that is used to capture the dimensions relief item quantity and relief 
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item quality. The dimension delivery time is captured by the actual transportation 
times between stationary warehouses and transshipment facilities. These values al-
so belong to the class of effectiveness metrics. The mathematical program’s ex-
pressions for these metrics are outlined in Table 4.3. The following factors and 
bounds have to be known to determine the values of metrics: transportation costs 
between two locations per unit of a certain relief item type, holding costs per unit 
of a certain relief item type, stationary warehouse and transshipment facility setup 
costs per location, shortage costs per unit of a certain relief item type, an upper 
time limit for the transportation times between supply facilities and transshipment 
facilities, and the planned durations of the possible disaster responses. The pro-
gram’s parameters that represent factors and bounds are outlined in Table 4.3. The 
planned durations of the disaster responses are implicitly represented by the pa-
rameters describing the available handling capacities during possible disasters at 
locations. 

The organization intends to minimize the setup, handling, transportation, and 
shortage costs, to cap the coordination effort by selecting not more than one sta-
tionary warehouse as a supplier for an opened transshipment facility, to cap the 
coordination effort by selecting not more than one transshipment facility as a sup-
plier of a certain relief item type for an opened demand facility, to prevent the 
overfulfillment of relief item demands, and to limit the transportation times be-
tween stationary warehouses and transshipment facilities. The mathematical pro-
gram’s parts which represent these objectives and requirements are outlined in 
Table 4.3. Generally speaking, maximizing the efficiency of the humanitarian lo-
gistics network is the overarching objective of the problem captured in the OR 
model of Döyen et al. (2012). 
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Table 4.3. Problem structuring scheme for Döyen et al. (2012) 

Category Properties (DV: discrete variable, CV: continuous variable) Mathematical representation 

Disaster 
environment 

 Humanitarian  
organization 

  

  Disasters Probability of occurrence Parameter sprb  

  Locations for sta-
tionary warehouses  

Coordinates Parameter t
ipst  

  Locations for trans-
shipment facilities 

Coordinates Parameter t
ipst  

  Locations for de-
mand facilities 

Coordinates  

Relief item type demand in disasters 

Parameter t
pqrsc  

Parameter
qrsdmd  

  Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Speed limitations in disasters 

Parameters t
ipst  

Parameters t
ipst , t

pqrsc  

Parameter t
ipst  

Parameter t
ipst  

Humanitarian  
organization 

Logistics re-
sources and 
relief items 

Stationary ware-
houses 

Stationary warehouse location (DV) 

Relief items stocked (CV) 

Variable iy  

Variable p
irx  

 Transshipment facili-
ties 

Transshipment facility location in disasters (DV) 

Relief items handled in disasters (CV) 

Variable
ipsy  

Variable t
iprsx  

  Demand facilities Demand facility location 

Relief items distributed in disasters (CV) 

Parameter t
pqrsc  

Variable t
pqrsx  

  Transportation vehi-
cle types 

Speed of travel 

Transport volume 

Parameter t
ipst  

Parameter t
ipst  
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Transport weight 

Vehicles on arcs 

Relief items transferred on arcs (CV) 

Parameter t
ipst  

Parameter t
ipst  

Variables t
iprsx , t

pqrsx  

  Handling equipment 
types 

Speed of handling 

Handling volume 

Handling weight 

Equipment at locations for transshipment facilities  

Parameter
psCapH  

Parameter
psCapH  

Parameter
psCapH  

Parameter
psCapH  

  Relief item types Volume Parameter
rcapH  

   Weight Parameter
rcapH  

 Use and in-
teraction of 
logistics re-
sources, re-
lief items, 
and elements 
in environ-
ment 

Relief item stocks at a stationary warehouse limit the number of relief items that 
can be distributed during a disaster response 

Constraint set 4.14 

 Amount and characteristics of available handling equipment at a transshipment fa-
cility as well as the volume and weight of relief items limit the number of handled 
relief items at a transshipment facility during a disaster response 

Constraint set 4.13 

 Transshipment facilities can only be served by an opened stationary warehouse Constraint set 4.10 

 Amounts of inflowing relief items at a transshipment facility equal the amounts of 
outflowing relief items 

Constraint set 4.15 

 Demand for relief items at demand facilities can only be served from opened 
transshipment facilities 

Constraint set 4.16 

 Key dimen-
sions, met-
rics, objec-
tives, and 
requirements 

Inputs Warehousing resources: stationary warehouse setup costs, 
relief item holding costs 

 

 

Handling resources: transshipment facility setup costs in 
disasters 

Expressions s
i ii I
yC

∈∑ ,  

h p
ir iri I r R

c x
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

Expression s
ps ipsi I p P

C y
∈ ∈∑ ∑  
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Transportation resources: transportation costs in disasters Expressions t t
iprs iprsi I p P r R

c x
∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑ ,

t t
p P q Q r pqrs pqrR sc x
∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

   Coordination resources: numbers of assigned transship-
ment facilities to stationary warehouses in disasters, 
numbers of assigned demand facilities to transshipment 
facilities per relief item type in disasters 

Expressions ipsi I
y

∈∑ , 

pqrsp P
y

∈∑  

  Outputs Delivered relief item quantity: shortage costs in disasters Expression u u
r qrsq Q r R

c x
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

   Delivered relief item quality: shortage costs in disasters Expression u u
r qrsq Q r R

c x
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

   Delivery time: transportation times between stationary 
warehouses and transshipment facilities in disasters 

Expressions t
ips ipst y  

  Objectives and  
requirements 

Minimizing inputs 

Limiting inputs 

Objective function 4.9 

Constraint sets 4.11, 4.17, 4.18 

  Maximizing delivered relief item quantity Objective function 4.9 

  Maximizing delivered relief item quality Objective function 4.9 

   Limiting delivery times Constraint set 4.12 

  Factors and bounds Stationary warehouse setup costs per location Parameter s
iC  

  Transshipment facility setup costs per location in disas-
ters 

Parameter s
psC  

  Transportation costs between two locations per unit of a 
relief item type in disasters 

 

Parameter t
iprsc , t

pqrsc  
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   Holding costs per unit of a relief item type and location 
for stationary warehouses 

Parameter h
irc  

   Shortage costs per unit of a relief item type Parameter u
rc  

   Upper time limit between stationary warehouses and 
transshipment facilities 

Parameter tMx  

   Planned duration per possible disaster response Parameter
psCapH  
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Program code 

Below is a possible translation into program code of Döyen et al. (2012), using 
the OPL language. This language is frequently used to code a MILP such as that 
of Döyen et al. (2012). MILPs coded in this language can be automatically solved 
with the commercial CPLEX solver. 

/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Henning Gösling based on Döyen et al. (2012) 
 * Creation Date: 14.11.2013 at 14:03:27 
 *********************************************/ 
{string} LocationsForStationaryWarehouses = ...; 
{string} LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities = ...; 
{string} LocationsForDemandFacilities = ...; 
{string} ReliefItemTypes = ...; 
{string} Scenarios = ...; 
float CostForHolding 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float CostForTransferringWarehouseToTransshipment 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities, 
ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios] = ...; 
float CostForTransferringTransshipmentToDistribution 
[LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities,LocationsForDemandFacilities, 
ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios] = ...; 
float CostForShortage[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float CostStationaryWarehouseSetup 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses] = ...; 
float CostTransshipmentFacilitySetup 
[LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities,Scenarios] = ...; 
float HandlingCapacityAvailable 
[LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities,Scenarios] = ...; 
float HandlingCapacityNecessary[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float Demand 
[LocationsForDemandFacilities,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios] = ...; 
float Probability[Scenarios] = ...; 
float TransportationTime 
[LocationsForStationaryWare-
houses,LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities,Scenarios] = ...; 
float UpperTimeLimit = ...; 
dvar float+ Prepositoned 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes]; 
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dvar float+ TransferredWarehouseToTransshipment 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities, 
ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]; 
dvar float+ TransferredTransshipmentToDistribution 
[LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities,LocationsForDemandFacilities, 
ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]; 
dvar float+ Shortage 
[LocationsForDemandFacilities,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]; 
dvar boolean OpenWarehouse[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses]; 
dvar boolean OpenTransshipmentFacilityAssignedToWarehouse 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities, 
Scenarios]; 
dvar boolean DemandFacilityAssignedToTransshipmentFacility 
[LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities,LocationsForDemandFacilities, 
ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]; 
 
minimize 
 
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses)  
CostStationaryWarehouseSetup[i] * OpenWarehouse[i] +   
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes) 
CostForHolding[i,r] * Prepositoned[i,r] +  
sum (s in Scenarios)  
Probability[s] * ( 
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, p in LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilities)  
CostTransshipmentFacilitySetup[p,s] *  
OpenTransshipmentFacilityAssignedToWarehouse[i,p,s] + 
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, p in LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilities, r in ReliefItemTypes)  
CostForTransferringWarehouseToTransshipment[i,p,r,s] *  
TransferredWarehouseToTransshipment[i,p,r,s] + 
sum (p in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities, q in LocationsForDemand-
Facilities, r in ReliefItemTypes)  
CostForTransferringTransshipmentToDistribution[p,q,r,s] *  
TransferredTransshipmentToDistribution[p,q,r,s] +  
sum (q in LocationsForDemandFacilities, r in ReliefItemTypes)  
(CostForShortage[r] * Shortage[q,r,s])); 
 
subject to{ 
ct10: 
forall (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, p in LocationsForTrans-
shipmentFacilities,s in Scenarios) 
OpenTransshipmentFacilityAssignedToWarehouse[i,p,s] 
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<= OpenWarehouse[i];  
 
ct11:  
forall (p in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities, s in Scenarios) 
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses) 
OpenTransshipmentFacilityAssignedToWarehouse[i,p,s] 
<= 1; 
 
ct12: 
forall (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, p in LocationsForTrans-
shipmentFacilities, s in Scenarios) 
TransportationTime[i,p,s] *  
OpenTransshipmentFacilityAssignedToWarehouse[i,p,s] 
<= UpperTimeLimit; 
 
ct13:  
forall (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, p in LocationsForTrans-
shipmentFacilities, s in Scenarios) 
sum (r in ReliefItemTypes)  
HandlingCapacityNecessary[r] *  
TransferredWarehouseToTransshipment[i,p,r,s] 
<= HandlingCapacityAvailable[p,s] *  
OpenTransshipmentFacilityAssignedToWarehouse[i,p,s]; 
  
ct14: 
forall (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes, s in 
Scenarios) 
sum (p in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities) 
TransferredWarehouseToTransshipment[i,p,r,s] 
<= Prepositoned[i,r]; 
  
ct15: 
forall (p in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities, r in ReliefItemTypes, s in 
Scenarios) 
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses) 
TransferredWarehouseToTransshipment[i,p,r,s] 
== sum (q in LocationsForDemandFacilities) 
TransferredTransshipmentToDistribution[p,q,r,s]; 
 
ct16: 
forall (p in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities, q in LocationsForDe-
mandFacilities, r in ReliefItemTypes, s in Scenarios) 
DemandFacilityAssignedToTransshipmentFacility[p,q,r,s] 
<= sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses) 
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OpenTransshipmentFacilityAssignedToWarehouse[i,p,s]; 
  
ct17: 
forall (q in LocationsForDemandFacilities, r in ReliefItemTypes, s in Sce-
narios) 
sum (p in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities) 
DemandFacilityAssignedToTransshipmentFacility[p,q,r,s] 
<= 1; 
     
ct18: 
forall (p in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities, q in LocationsForDe-
mandFacilities, r in ReliefItemTypes, s in Scenarios) 
TransferredTransshipmentToDistribution[p,q,r,s] 
<= Demand[q,r,s] *  
DemandFacilityAssignedToTransshipmentFacility[p,q,r,s]; 
   
ct19: 
forall (q in LocationsForDemandFacilities, r in ReliefItemTypes, s in Sce-
narios) 
sum (p in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilities) 
TransferredTransshipmentToDistribution[p,q,r,s] + Shortage[q,r,s] 
== Demand[q,r,s]; 
} 

4.1.3 Mathematical program of Rawls and Turnquist (2011) for support-
ing decisions about the locations, sizes, and stocks of stationary 
warehouses 

In the present section, the paper “Pre-positioning planning for emergency re-
sponse with service quality constraints” by Rawls and Turnquist (2011) is ana-
lyzed. The article contains a mathematical program which supports the planning of 
stationary warehouses. On a functional level, the program qualifies as a facility lo-
cation model. The program can also be marked as a MILP given the use of real-
valued flow variables together with binary location variables. Moreover, it can be 
defined as a two-stage stochastic program given its use of design and control vari-
ables (Mulvey et al., 1995). In the program, design variables are used to describe 
the locations, sizes, and relief item stocks of stationary warehouses. These deci-
sions are made in the first stage, i.e. in the disaster preparedness phase. Depending 
on the values assigned to the design variables, the program calculates – in the sec-
ond stage – the values of the control variables: the values of the relief item flows 
between locations for each possible disaster response. 

Firstly, a description of the mathematical formulation is presented. Names of 
sets, parameters, and variables in the present notation differ from the original nota-
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tion in order to achieve a consistent notation within the toolkit. Following this, a 
description of the underlying problem is given.10 Finally, a possible translation of 
the mathematical formulation into program code is shown. Rawls and Turnquist 
(2011) present no unique solution algorithm; instead they refer to available com-
mercial solvers for the solution of their program. 

Mathematical formulation 

The program’s objective function (4.22) minimizes the costs associated with 
the coverage and non-coverage of the relief item demands over all disaster scenar-
ios. Each disaster scenario is described by one or more locations with demands for 
specific types of relief items, percentages of destroyed relief item stocks at loca-
tions for stationary warehouses, reductions of the transportation capacities of spe-
cific arcs, and a probability of occurrence. Costs can incur with the setup of sta-
tionary warehouses (stationary warehouse setup costs) and the acquisition with 
relief items (procurement costs) during the disaster preparedness phase as well as 
with the transfer of relief items between stationary warehouses and demand loca-
tions (transportation costs), with the non-usage of prepositioned relief items (hold-
ing costs), and with the failure to fulfill demands completely (shortage costs) dur-
ing a disaster response. In the objective function, disaster-dependent costs are 
weighed by the scenario’s probability of occurrence. Constraint set (4.23) ensures 
flow conservation, i.e. that the undamaged amount of relief items that was prepo-
sitioned in a stationary warehouse during the disaster preparedness phase together 
with those arriving in a disaster’s aftermath from other stationary warehouses can 
either be used to cover a location’s own demand, be left untouched, be sent to an-
other location with a demand for relief items, or be not enough to cover the partic-
ular location’s relief item demand (resulting in relief item shortages). Constraint 
set (4.24) ensures that the storage space of an opened stationary warehouse is not 
exceeded. Constraint set (4.25) limits the maximum number of stationary ware-
houses per location to one warehouse. Constraint set (4.26) ensures that the arcs’ 
capacities are not exceeded. Constraint (4.27) defines the reliability set; that is, a 
subset of the disaster scenarios in which relief item demands have to be fulfilled 
completely. Complete satisfaction of these demands is ensured by constraint set 
(4.28). Constraint set (4.29) limits the average distance of transports if they are 
executed in response to a possible disaster included in the reliability set. Finally, 
constraint set (4.30) determines the non-negativity of the real-valued flow varia-
bles and constraint set (4.31) defines the binary location variables. 

Sets: 

I  Set of locations where stationary warehouses can be erected 

                                                           
10 A similar but less holistic/ detailed characterization of Rawls and Turnquist (2011) can be 
found in Gösling and Geldermann (2014c). 
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R  Set of relief item types 

S   Set of scenarios 

U  Set of facility sizes  

Parameters: 

big  Big number 

a
rc  Costs for the acquisition (a) of a unit of relief item type r 

h
rc  Costs for the holding (h) of an unused unit of relief item type r 

t
ijrsc  Costs for the transportation (t) of a unit of relief item type r from  

 location i to location j in scenario s 

u
rc  Costs for a unit of unsatisfied (u) demand for relief item type r 

s
iuC  Costs for setting up (s) a stationary warehouse of size u at location i 

ijsCapT  Capacity available to transfer relief items on arc between location i and   

 location j in scenario s 

rcapT  Capacity necessary to transfer a unit of relief item type r 

ijd  Distance between location i and location j 

irsdmd  Units of relief item type r demanded at location i in scenario s  

rdMx  Upper distance limit to transfer relief item type r 

irsdsd  Percentage of relief item type r usable at location i in scenario s 

sprb  Probability of occurrence of scenario s 
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uSpcW  Storage space available to store relief items in a stationary warehouse 
 with size u 

rspcW  Storage space used by a unit of relief item type r 

γ  Collective probability of occurrence of scenarios in the reliability set 

Variables: 

p
irx  Relief items of type r prepositioned (p) in stationary warehouse  

 at location i 

t
ijrsx   Relief items of type r transferred (t) from location i to location j in  

 scenario s 

h
irsx   Relief items of type r held (h) in the stationary warehouse at  

 location i in scenario s 

u
irsx   Relief item demand of type r unsatisfied (u) at location i in scenario s 

iuy  1 if a stationary warehouse is located at location i and has a size u,  
 0 otherwise 

sγ  1 if scenario s is included in reliability set, 0 otherwise 

MILP: 

(4.22) Minimize 

( )

s a p

t t u u h h

i I u U i I

s
i I j I r

iu iu r ir
r R

ijrs ijrs r irs r irs
s S R Ri I r

C c x

prb c x c x c x

y
∈ ∈ ∈

∈

∈

∈ ∈∈ ∈ ∈

+

 
+ + + 

 

∑∑ ∑∑
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s.t. (4.23)

t p h

:

t u

:

jirs irs ir irs
j I j i

ijrs irs irs
j I i j

x dsd x x

x dmd x

∈ ≠

∈ ≠

+ − =

+ −

∑

∑
 , ,i I r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  
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(4.28) ( )u 1irs sirsx dmd γ≤ −   , ,i I r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.29) ( )t 1ij ijrs irs
i I j I i I

r sd dMx dmd bigx γ
∈ ∈ ∈

≤ + −∑∑ ∑  ,r R s S∀ ∈ ∈  

(4.30) t u h p, , , 0ijrs irs irs irx x x x ≥   , , ,i j I r R s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.31) { }, 0,1iu sy γ ∈   ,i I u U∀ ∈ ∈  

Problem structure 

In this sub-section, the problem captured in the OR model of Rawls and 
Turnquist (2011) will be structured based on the problem structuring scheme out-
lined in section 3.4 – starting with an analysis of the disaster environment. Then, 
the humanitarian organization responsible for the whole humanitarian logistics 
network within the environment is characterized. The results of the problem struc-
turing process are outlined in Table 4.4 (pp. 84ff). 

In the first part of the problem structuring process, the features of the environ-
ment are outlined. The disaster environment is single-organizational and contains 
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only one type of location. Each location is characterized by coordinates, a demand 
for certain types of relief items, and a loss of certain types of relief items. Bidirec-
tional arcs connect locations with each other. Each arc is defined by the two loca-
tions it connects, a distance, and speed limitations. The environment will probably 
be affected by disasters in the future and these disasters will have an impact on re-
lief item demands triggered at specific locations, on the loss of relief item stocks 
at certain locations, and on speed limitations on arcs. The humanitarian organiza-
tion has information about the occurrence of several possible disasters within the 
environment. It is assumed that the organization can quantify the uncertainty of a 
possible disaster in terms of probabilities. A possible disaster’s probability of oc-
currence is explicitly represented by a parameter in the mathematical program. 
The humanitarian organization also has information about those attributes of the 
environmental elements which are independent of the outcome of a disaster: coor-
dinates of locations as well as distances of arcs. Attributes are implicitly or explic-
itly represented by parameters in the mathematical program. Coordinates of loca-
tions are implicitly represented by the parameters which describe the distances 
between locations (because coordinates have to be known to calculate distances 
between locations). Speed limitations of arcs are implicitly represented by the pa-
rameters describing the capacities of arcs (because to calculate arc capacities these 
speed limitations have to be known). The parameters which describe certain ele-
ments in the environment are outlined in Table 4.4. 

In the second part of the problem structuring process, the humanitarian organi-
zation is characterized. The organization has certain inputs available to set up and 
run a humanitarian logistics network within the disaster environment: facilities 
that are used as stationary warehouses, transshipment facilities, and/ or demand 
facilities, transportation vehicles, and relief items. In Figure 4.7, a simple example 
of the humanitarian logistics network is presented. 

Facility

Facility

Vehicle flow Relief item flowLegend:

Facility

 
Figure 4.7. Simple example of the humanitarian logistics network in the OR model of 
Rawls and Turnquist (2011) 
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Each facility that can be used as a combination of a stationary warehouse, 
transshipment facility, and demand facility could have several counterparts in a 
real-world humanitarian logistics network. Possible counterparts are: a stationary 
warehouse, a handling point, a temporary warehouse, and/ or a LDC. Possible 
counterparts of a facility as defined in the OR model of Rawls and Turnquist 
(2011) are highlighted in Figure 4.8 using the reference structure for humanitarian 
logistics networks as described in section 2.1. 

 

Stationary 
humanitarian 

logistics
 network

Temporary 
humanitarian 

logistics 
network

Company/ donor

Stationary 
warehouse

Handling point

Disposal
area

Relief item flow

Legend:

Settlement

Possible counterparts of a facility in Rawls and Turnquist (2011)

Temporary 
warehouse

Handling point

Local distribution 
center

 
Figure 4.8. Counterparts of a facility defined in Rawls and Turnquist (2011) in the refer-
ence structure for humanitarian logistics networks 

Each relief item type is characterized by a volume and weight per unit. Each 
type of transportation vehicle is defined by a speed of travel, a transport volume 
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and weight per vehicle, a number of available vehicles on specific arcs, and relief 
item loads on specific arcs in specific disasters. Each facility used as a combina-
tion of stationary warehouse, transshipment facility, and demand facility is defined 
by the location it is assigned to, a size to stock relief items, and amounts of prepo-
sitioned, handled, and distributed relief items. Each facility that is used as a com-
bination of a transshipment and demand facility (and not as a stationary ware-
house) is defined by a location as well as the amounts of handled and distributed 
relief items. Locations for facilities which can be used as combinations of trans-
shipment and demand facilities, the transport volume, transport weight, and travel 
speed per transportation vehicle type, the number of available vehicles on specific 
arcs as well as the volume and weight per relief item unit are already determined 
by the humanitarian organization. The volume per unit of a relief item type is ex-
plicitly represented by a parameter in the mathematical program. However, the lo-
cations for facilities which can be used as combinations of transshipment and de-
mand facilities, the weight per unit of a relief item type, the speed of travel per 
transportation vehicle type, the transport volume and weight per vehicle, and the 
number of available vehicles on specific arcs are implicitly given in the mathemat-
ical program by the parameters which describe the distances and capacities of 
arcs. 

The locations, sizes, and relief item stocks of facilities used as stationary ware-
houses and the relief item flows between all facilities for each possible disaster are 
the values to be determined. These values are represented by decision variables in 
the mathematical program. Locations and sizes of those facilities used as station-
ary warehouses can be chosen out of discrete sets of alternatives whereas the val-
ues of stocked, transferred, handled, and distributed relief items are positive real 
numbers. Since relief item quantities are positive real numbers, the number of al-
ternative solutions to the problem is continuous. Parameters and variables which 
describe the characteristics of the logistics resources and relief items are outlined 
in Table 4.4. 

The humanitarian organization has to adhere to specific rules when using the 
logistics resources and relief items as well as when interacting with the elements 
of the environment. The following relationships are known: 

• Facilities can be expanded to serve as stationary warehouses with certain sizes. 
• Stationary warehouses can be stocked during the preparedness phase with relief 

items depending on their sizes and on the volumes of the relief items. 
• During a possible disaster response, the amount of relief items that arrives at a 

facility together with the amount of prepositioned and undamaged relief items 
at a facility (if it is used as a stationary warehouse) and the amount of unsatis-
fied relief item demand (relief item shortage) must be equal to the amount of 
outflowing relief items, the amount of relief items distributed at the facility to 
cover the location’s demand, and the amount of prepositioned but unused relief 
items. 
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• The maximum number of transferred relief items over a specific arc depends on 
the arc’s speed limitations, the number of available transportation vehicles on 
that arc, their maximum speed of travel, and their transport volume and weight 
as well as on the necessary volume and weight per relief item. 

In the mathematical program, the allowed uses of/ interactions between logis-
tics resources, relief items, and elements in the environment are represented by 
constraints. The constraints which represent these relationships are outlined in Ta-
ble 4.4. 

When setting up a humanitarian logistics network, several critical dimensions 
are taken into account to identify the most advantageous network configuration. 
On the one hand, certain inputs of a configuration – the necessary relief items and 
necessary resources for warehousing and transportation – represent critical dimen-
sions. Warehouse setup costs, relief item procurement costs, holding costs for un-
used relief items, and transportation costs are utilization metrics to quantify the 
amounts of inputs. On the other hand, the configuration’s outputs – the quantity 
and quality of delivered relief items and the corresponding delivery times – quali-
fy as critical dimensions. The relief item shortage costs which accumulate during a 
disaster response are used to capture the dimensions relief item quantity and relief 
item quality. The dimension delivery time is captured by the transport performance 
on arcs. These metrics belong to the class of effectiveness metrics. The mathemat-
ical program’s expressions for these metrics are outlined in Table 4.4. The follow-
ing factors and bounds are necessary in order to determine the values of metrics: 
transportation costs between two locations per unit of a certain relief item type, 
procurement costs per unit of a certain relief item type, stationary warehouse setup 
costs per location and facility size, shortage costs per unit of a certain relief item 
type, holding costs per unit of a certain relief item type, an upper distance limit per 
relief item type, and the planned durations of the disaster responses. The parame-
ters which represent these factors and bounds are outlined in Table 4.4. The dura-
tions of the disaster responses are implicitly represented by the parameters that de-
scribe the capacities of arcs. 

The humanitarian organization is set to minimize the setup, procurement, hold-
ing, transportation, and shortage costs while limiting the transportation distances. 
In other words, the organization intends to minimize the sum of inputs as well as 
to maximize the relief item quantity and quality while limiting the delivery times 
to a certain figure. However, the limits for the delivery times only hold for a spe-
cific set of disasters, the so-called “reliability set”, which composition is to be de-
termined in the mathematical program while the reliability set’s maximum size is 
represented by a parameter. Furthermore, relief item demands have to be fulfilled 
completely if they occur in possible disasters which are included in this reliability 
set. The mathematical program’s parts which represent these objectives and re-
quirements are outlined in Table 4.4. Generally speaking, maximizing the effi-
ciency of the humanitarian logistics network is the overarching objective of the 
problem captured in the OR model of Rawls and Turnquist (2011).  
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Table 4.4. Problem structuring scheme for Rawls and Turnquist (2011)  

Category Properties (DV: discrete variable, CV: continuous variable) Mathematical representation 

Disaster 
environment 

 Humanitarian  
organization 

  

  Disasters Probability of occurrence Parameter sprb  

  Locations Coordinates 

Relief item type loss in disasters 

Relief item type demand in disasters 

Parameter ijd  

Parameter irsdsd  

Parameter irsdmd  

  Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Speed limitations in disasters 

Parameter ijd  

Parameter ijd  

Parameter ijd  

Parameter ijsCapT  

Humanitarian  
organization 

Logistics resources 
and relief items 

Stationary  
warehouses/  
transshipment/ 
demand facilities 

Location (DV) 

Size (DV) 

Relief items stocked (CV) 

Relief items handled in disasters (CV) 

Relief items distributed in disasters (CV) 

Variable iuy  

Variable iuy  

Variable p
irx  

Variable t
ijrsx  

Variable t
ijrsx  

  Transshipment/ 
demand facilities 

Location  

Relief items handled in disasters (CV) 

Relief items distributed in disasters (CV) 

Parameter ijd  

Variable t
ijrsx  

Variable t
ijrsx  

  Transportation  
vehicle types 

Speed of travel 

Transport volume 

Transport weight 

Parameter ijsCapT  

Parameter ijsCapT  

Parameter ijsCapT  

84 
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Vehicles on arcs 

Relief items transferred on arcs in disasters (CV) 

Parameter ijsCapT  

Variable t
ijrsx  

  Relief item types Volume 

Weight 

Parameter rspcW  

Parameter rcapT  

 Use and interaction 
of logistics re-
sources, relief items, 
and elements in en-
vironment 

Facilities can be expanded to serve as stationary warehouses with certain 
sizes. 

Constraint set 4.25 

 Stationary warehouses can be stocked during the preparedness phase 
with relief items depending on their sizes and on the volumes of the re-
lief items. 

Constraint set 4.24 

 During a possible disaster response, the amount of relief items that ar-
rives at a facility together with the amount of prepositioned and undam-
aged relief items at a facility (if it is used as a stationary warehouse) and 
the amount of unsatisfied relief item demand must be equal to the sum of 
the amount of outflowing relief items, the amount of relief items that is 
distributed at the facility to cover the location’s demand, and the amount 
of prepositioned but unused relief items 

Constraint set 4.23 

  The maximum number of transferred relief items over a specific arc de-
pends on the arc’s speed limitations, the number of transportation vehi-
cles on that arc, their speed of travel, and the transport volume and 
weight per vehicle as well as on the characteristics of a relief item unit 

Constraint set 4.26 

 Key dimensions, 
metrics, objectives, 
and requirements 

Inputs Relief items: procurement cost Expression a p
r iri I r R

c x
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

 Warehousing resources: stationary warehouse 
setup costs, holding costs in disasters 

Expressions s
i u iu iuI U

C y
∈ ∈∑ ∑ , 

h h
r irsi I r R

c x
∈ ∈∑ ∑  
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 Transportation resources: transportation costs in 
disasters 

Expression t t
ijrs ijrsi I j I r R

c x
∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

  Outputs Delivered relief item quantity: shortage costs in 
disasters  

Expression u u
r irsi I r R

c x
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

   Delivered relief item quality: shortage costs in 
disasters 

Expression u u
r irsi I r R

c x
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

   Delivery time: transportation performance in 
disasters 

Expression t
i I j iI j ijrsxd
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

  Objectives and  
requirements 

Minimizing inputs Objective function 4.22 

  Maximizing, ensuring delivered relief item 
quantity  

Objective function 4.22, constraint 4.27, 
constraint set 4.28 

  Maximizing, ensuring delivered relief item qual-
ity 

Objective function 4.22, constraint 4.27,  
constraint set 4.28 

   Limiting delivery times Constraint 4.27, constraint set 4.29 

  Factors and bounds  Stationary warehouse setup costs per location 
and size 

Parameter s
iuC  

   Transportation costs between two locations per 
unit of a relief item type in disasters 

Parameter t
ijrsc  

   Procurement costs per unit of a relief item type Parameter a
rc  

   Holding costs per unit of a relief item type Parameter h
rc  

   Shortage costs per unit of a relief item type Parameter u
rc  

   Upper distance limit per relief item type 

Planned duration per possible disaster response  

Size limit for the reliability set 

Parameter rdMx  

Parameter ijsCapT  

Parameterγ   

86 
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Program code 

Below is the program code of Rawls and Turnquist (2011), using the OPL lan-
guage. This language is frequently used to code a MILP such as that found in 
Rawls and Turnquist (2011). MILPs coded in this language can be automatically 
solved with the CPLEX solver. 

/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Henning Gösling based on Rawls and Turnquist (2011) 
 * Creation Date: 27.01.2015 at 11:06:17 
 *********************************************/ 
{string} LocationsForStationaryWarehouses = ...; 
{string} ReliefItemTypes = ...; 
{string} Scenarios = ...; 
{string} StationaryWarehouseSizes = ...; 
float BigNumber = ...; 
float CostForAquiring[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float CostForTransferring 
[LocationsForStationaryWare-
houses,LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]  
= ...; 
float CostForShortage[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float CostForHolding[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float CostStationaryWarehouseSetup 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,StationaryWarehouseSizes] = ...; 
float CapacityAvailable 
[LocationsForStationaryWare-
houses,LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,Scenarios] = ...; 
float CapacityNecessary[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float Distance 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,LocationsForStationaryWarehouses] = 
...; 
float Demand 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios] = ...; 
float UpperDistanceLimit[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float ProportionUsable 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios] = ...; 
float Probability[Scenarios] = ...; 
float SpaceAvailable[StationaryWarehouseSizes] = ...; 
float SpaceNecessary[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float ConfideneLevel = ...; 
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dvar float+ Transferred 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, 
ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]; 
dvar float+ Shortage 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]; 
dvar float+ Held 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes,Scenarios]; 
dvar float+ Prepositioned 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,ReliefItemTypes]; 
dvar boolean Open 
[LocationsForStationaryWarehouses,StationaryWarehouseSizes]; 
dvar boolean inReliabilitySet[Scenarios]; 
  
minimize  
  
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, u in StationaryWarehouseSiz-
es)  
CostStationaryWarehouseSetup[i,u] * Open[i,u] +   
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes) 
CostForAquiring[r] * Prepositioned[i,r] +  
sum (s in Scenarios)  
Probability[s] * ( 
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, j in LocationsForStation-
aryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes)  
CostForTransferring[i,j,r,s] * Transferred[i,j,r,s] +  
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes)  
(CostForHolding[r] * Held[i,r,s] +  
CostForShortage[r] * Shortage[i,r,s])); 
 
subject to{ 
ct23: 
forall(i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes, s in 
Scenarios) 
sum (j in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses:j!=i) 
(Transferred[j,i,r,s]) +  
ProportionUsable[i,r,s] * Prepositioned[i,r] -  
Held[i,r,s] 
== sum (j in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses:j!=i) 
(Transferred[i,j,r,s]) +  
Demand[i,r,s] -  
Shortage[i,r,s];   
ct24:  
forall(i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses) 
sum (r in ReliefItemTypes) 
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(SpaceNecessary[r] * Prepositioned[i,r]) 
<= sum (u in StationaryWarehouseSizes) 
(SpaceAvailable[u] * Open[i,u]); 
  
ct25: 
forall(i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses) 
sum (u in StationaryWarehouseSizes) 
Open[i,u] 
<= 1; 
 
ct26: 
forall(i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, j in LocationsForStation-
aryWarehouses, s in Scenarios) 
sum (r in ReliefItemTypes) 
(CapacityNecessary[r] * Transferred[i,j,r,s]) 
<= CapacityAvailable[i,j,s]; 
 
ct27: 
sum (s in Scenarios) 
(Probability[s] * inReliabilitySet[s]) 
>= ConfideneLevel; 
 
ct28: 
forall(i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, r in ReliefItemTypes, s in 
Scenarios) 
Shortage[i,r,s] 
<= Demand[i,r,s] *  
(1 - inReliabilitySet[s]); 
 
ct29: 
forall(r in ReliefItemTypes, s in Scenarios) 
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses, j in LocationsForStation-
aryWarehouses) 
(Distance[i,j] * Transferred[i,j,r,s]) 
<= UpperDistanceLimit[r] *  
sum (i in LocationsForStationaryWarehouses)  
Demand[i,r,s] +  
BigNumber * (1 - inReliabilitySet[s]); 
} 
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4.2 Local distribution center specification toolkit 

Local distribution centers (LDCs) are crucial facilities within a humanitarian 
logistics network because during disaster responses beneficiaries pick up relief 
items at these temporary facilities within the affected area. Each LDC is character-
ized by a location, a storage space, equipment and workers to distribute relief 
items to beneficiaries, suppliers of relief items, and an amount of stocked and dis-
tributed relief items. LDCs are supplied by upstream facilities in the humanitarian 
logistics network such as stationary warehouses, handling points, or temporary 
warehouses (see Figure 4.9). 

Stationary 
humanitarian 

logistics
 network

Temporary 
humanitarian 

logistics 
network

Local distribution 
center

Handling point

Company/ donor

Stationary 
warehouse

Handling point

Temporary 
warehouse

Disposal
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Relief item flowLegend:

Settlement

 

Figure 4.9. Local distribution center as a crucial part of a humanitarian logistics network 
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An example for the distribution of relief items using LDCs is the operation in 
the Sare-e-Pul province of Afghanistan after floodings in 2014. The distribution of 
relief items was conducted by four workers of an NGO named Islamic Relief Af-
ghanistan and was separated into three phases: 160 households were supported 
from three different LDCs in the first phase, 500 households were supported from 
one LDC in the second phase, and 604 households were supported from one LDC 
in the third phase (Raufi, 2014). Another example of a rather small-scale distribu-
tion is the operation of the IFRC that occurred in the aftermath of floodings in the 
Mumbwa District (Zambia) caused by heavy rains in January 2013. The flood af-
fected over 300 households in the district. All 300 households were assisted by 
one-off relief item distributions of food and non-food items that took place at two 
LDCs in the settlements of Nangoma and Kabulwebulwe (IFRC, 2013). 

Table 4.5. Guide for the local distribution center specification toolkit 
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Attributes of LDC Key dimensions, objectives, and re-
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Horner and Downs 
(2010) 
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Lee et al. (2009a) 
 

■    O, R R R 

Murali et al. (2012) 
 

■    R, R O R 

■: to be specified, O: objective, R: requirement 

 
Table 4.5 may assist the user of the OR toolkit to select the most appropriate of 

the three currently included OR models. The left section of the table may help to 
identify the most appropriate model based on the attributes of LDCs the user 
wants to specify while the right section may help to identify the most appropriate 
model based on critical dimensions, objectives, and requirements. The model of 
Horner and Downs (2010), for example, supports decisions about locations, the 
aid workers/distribution equipment, and suppliers of LDCs. Decisions are made so 
that the distances between beneficiaries and LDCs are minimized, the input of 
transportation resources is minimized, a certain quantity of delivered relief items 
is ensured, and the number of opened LDCs is limited. 
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4.2.1 Mathematical program of Horner and Downs (2010) for supporting 
decisions about the locations, equipment, and suppliers of local dis-
tribution centers 

Horner and Downs (2010) presented a mathematical program in their publica-
tion with the title “Optimizing hurricane disaster relief goods distribution: model 
development and application with respect to planning strategies”. The program 
supports the specification of LDCs. On a functional level, the program can be 
characterized as a facility location model. The program can also be defined as a 
MILP because of the use of real-valued flow variables together with binary loca-
tion variables. 

The following model profile includes a description of the mathematical formu-
lation, a description of the underlying problem’s structure, and a possible transla-
tion of the mathematical formulation into program code. Names of sets, parame-
ters, and variables in the present notation differ from the original notation in order 
to achieve a consistent notation within the OR toolkit. 

Mathematical formulation 

The program’s objective function (4.32) minimizes the total costs for distrib-
uting relief items from supply facilities via LDCs to the beneficiaries located at 
settlements. Total costs include the costs for the relief item transport between sup-
ply facilities and LDCs and the costs of the beneficiaries to overcome the distanc-
es between settlements and LDCs in order to pick up the needed relief items. Con-
straint set (4.33) is a set of flow constraints and ensures that the amount of relief 
items flowing into a LDC is equal to the amount of relief items distributed among 
the settlements assigned to this LDC. The same constraint set ensures complete re-
lief item demand satisfactions of all settlements. Constraint set (4.34) requires that 
not more than one LDC can serve a settlement. Constraint set (4.35) makes sure 
that settlements can only be assigned to erected LDCs. Constraint set (4.36) limits 
the capacity of the LDCs and constraint set (4.37) specifies the maximum numbers 
of LDCs with certain sizes. Finally, constraint set (4.38) ensures non-negativity of 
the real-valued variables (amount of relief items sent from supply facilities to 
LDCs) and constraint set (4.39) defines the binary variables (locations and sizes of 
LDCs as well as the assignments of settlements to LDCs). 

Sets: 

B   Set of settlements 

M   Set of locations where LDCs can be erected 

O   Set of locations where supply facilities are erected 
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U   Set of facility sizes 

Parameters: 

c
bmuc  Costs for the collection (c) of a relief item unit coming from location b  

 at location m where a LDC of size u is erected 

t
omuc  Costs for the transportation (t) of a relief item unit from location o  

 to location m where a LDC of size u is erected  

muCapD  Capacity available to distribute relief items at location m if a LDC   
 is erected with size u  

bdmd  Units of relief items demanded at location b 

uNfMx  Maximum number of facilities with size u to be erected 

Variables: 

t
omux   Relief items transferred (t) from supply facility at location o to  

 LDC at location m with size u 

muy   1 if a LDC is located at location m with size u, 0 otherwise 

bmuy   1 if the demand for relief items at location b is satisfied by LDC at  
 location m with size u 

MILP: 

(4.32) Minimize 

t t c
omu omu b bmu bmu

u U b B m M u Uo MmO

c x dmd c y
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈∈ ∈

+∑ ∑∑ ∑∑∑  

s.t. (4.33) t
omu b bmu

b BOo

x dmd y
∈∈

=∑∑   ,m M u U∀ ∈ ∈  
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(4.34) 1
M U

bmu
m u

y
∈ ∈

=∑ ∑   b B∀ ∈  

(4.35) mu bmuy y≥   , ,b B m M u U∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.36) b bmu u
B

m
b

dmd y CapD
∈

≤∑   ,m M u U∀ ∈ ∈  

(4.37)
M

mu u
m

y NfMx
∈

≤∑   u U∀ ∈  

(4.38) t 0omux ≥   , ,m M o O u U∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.39) { }, 0,1bmu muy y ∈   , ,b B m M u U∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

Problem structure 

In this sub-section, the problem as captured in the OR model of Horner and 
Downs (2010) will be structured based on the scheme outlined in section 3.4. In 
the first step, the disaster environment is characterized; and in the second step, the 
humanitarian organization operating the humanitarian logistics network in this en-
vironment is specified. The results of the problem structuring process are outlined 
in Table 4.6 (pp. 99ff). 

The environment is single-organizational and contains locations and unidirec-
tional arcs. Three types of locations exist: locations for supply facilities, locations 
for LDCs, and settlements. All types of locations are characterized by coordinates. 
Additionally, settlements are specified by demands for relief items due to a disas-
ter. An arc is specified by the two locations it connects, a distance, and speed limi-
tations. Attributes of the elements in the environment are defined as static and de-
terministic. They are implicitly or explicitly represented by parameters in the 
mathematical program. Those implicitly represented attributes are the coordinates 
of locations as well as the distances and speed limitations between locations (rep-
resented by the parameters that describe the transportation costs to travel over arcs 
because distances and speed limitations between locations are necessary to deter-
mine transportation costs). Beneficiaries live in the settlements and are character-
ized by the flows of relief items they realize on specific arcs between settlements 
and locations for LDCs. The humanitarian organization intends to know the mag-
nitudes of the relief item flows realized by beneficiaries. Hence, these flows are 
values to be determined in the problem. These flows are implicitly represented in 
the mathematical program by binary variables which describe the assignments of 
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populations to LDCs. Parameters and variables which describe certain attributes of 
the elements in the environment are outlined in Table 4.6. 

The organization has certain inputs available to set up and run a humanitarian 
logistics network within the borders of the environment: supply facilities, LDCs, 
transportation vehicles, aid workers/ distribution equipment, and relief items. In 
Figure 4.10, a simple example of the assumed humanitarian logistics network is 
presented. 

Supply facility

Local distribution 
center

Settlement

Vehicle flow Relief item flowLegend: Beneficiary flow

 
Figure 4.10. Simple example of the humanitarian logistics network in the OR model of 
Horner and Downs (2010) 

A supply facility could have different counterparts in a real-world humanitarian 
logistics network; in fact, a supply facility could be a handling point, a temporary 
warehouse, or a stationary warehouse. In any case, it is a facility upstream from a 
LDC. Possible counterparts for a supply facility are highlighted in Figure 4.11 us-
ing the reference structure for humanitarian logistics networks, which was de-
scribed in section 2.1. A settlement and LDC as defined in the OR model of Horn-
er and Downs (2010) have both a direct counterpart in this reference structure. 

Supply facilities are defined by their locations. LDCs are defined by their loca-
tions, one or more suppliers, and amounts of distribution equipment/ numbers of 
aid workers. A relief item is defined by its volume, weight, and distribution time. 
Moreover, the different types of transportation vehicles are specified by their 
speed of travel, an available transport weight and volume per vehicle, the number 
of available vehicles on arcs between supply facilities and LDCs, and the vehicles’ 
loads of relief items. Finally, the different types of aid workers/ distribution 
equipment are characterized by working times and numbers of available aid work-
ers/ amounts of available distribution equipment at locations for LDCs. 
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Counterpart of a local distribution center in Hoerner and Downs (2010)

Possible counterparts of a supply facility in Hoerner and Downs (2010)
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Figure 4.11. Counterparts of the facilities/ locations defined in Horner and Downs (2010) in 
the reference structure for humanitarian logistics networks 

Locations of supply facilities are assumed to be already determined by the hu-
manitarian organization. Volume, weight, and distribution time per relief item unit 
are also already fixed by the humanitarian organization. Speed of travel, available 
transport weight and volume per transportation vehicle, numbers of transportation 
vehicles on arcs between supply facilities and LDCs, numbers of aid workers/ 
amounts of distribution equipment at locations for LDCs as well as the working 
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times of aid workers/ the distribution equipment are also already defined. Weight 
and volume per relief item unit, speed of travel, available transport weight and 
volume per transportation vehicle, and numbers of transportation vehicles on arcs 
between supply facilities and LDCs are implicitly represented in the mathematical 
program by the parameters describing the transportation costs between supply fa-
cilities and LDCs. The numbers of available aid workers/ the amounts of distribu-
tion equipment, working times of the aid workers/ distribution equipment, and the 
distribution time per relief item unit are implicitly represented by the parameters 
which describe the potential capacities of LDCs at specific locations. 

Locations, aid workers/ equipment, and suppliers of LDCs as well as the 
amounts of transferred and distributed relief items are the values to be determined 
by the decision problem. The numbers of aid workers/ amounts of equipment at 
LDCs are implicitly represented by the binary variables which describe the sizes 
of LDCs opened at certain locations. Suppliers of opened LDCs and the amounts 
of transferred and distributed relief items are implicitly represented in the program 
by the variables which describe the relief item flows between supply facilities and 
LDCs. Because the relief item flows are positive real-valued numbers, the number 
of solutions to the decision problem is continuous. Parameters and variables which 
represent attributes of logistics resources and relief items are outlined in Table 4.6. 

The humanitarian organization has to adhere to specific rules when using the 
logistics resources and relief items as well as when interacting with the elements 
in the environment. Four relationships are known by the organization (each repre-
sented by a constraint in the program): 

• The amount of relief items flowing into a LDC is equal to the amount of relief 
items to be distributed among the settlements assigned to this center. 

• The number of available aid workers/ amount of available distribution equip-
ment at a location, the working times of workers and equipment, and the distri-
bution time per relief item unit restrict the number of relief items that can be 
distributed to beneficiaries by a LDC opened at a specific location. 

• The population of a settlement can only travel to open LDCs. 
• The total population of a settlement travels to only one LDC; this has to be re-

alized by notifying a settlement’s population of its LDC. 

The humanitarian organization takes into account several critical dimensions in 
order to identify the most advantageous configuration of the humanitarian logistics 
network. On the one hand, the inputs – the resources for distribution and transpor-
tation – represent key dimensions. The number of opened LDCs with a specific 
amount of equipment/ number of aid workers is an utilization metric, used to 
measure the dimension distribution resources. The value of the transportation 
costs is also an utilization metric, used to measure the dimension transportation 
resources. On the other hand, the configuration’s outputs – the delivered relief 
item quantity and the beneficiaries’ distances to LDCs – represent critical dimen-
sions. The dimension distance to LDCs is measured by the beneficiaries’ transpor-
tation costs for receiving relief items. This metric belongs to the class of effective-
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ness metrics. The dimension delivered relief item quantity is measured by the 
amount of distributed relief items during the disaster response. This metric also 
belongs to the class of effectiveness metrics. The mathematical program’s expres-
sions for these metrics are outlined in Table 4.6. The humanitarian organization 
has to define factors and bounds to determine values for these metrics: duration of 
the disaster response, transportation costs between two locations per relief item 
unit, and the maximum number of LDCs with a certain amount of equipment/ 
number of aid worker that can be erected. The program’s parameters which repre-
sent particular factors and bounds are outlined in Table 4.6. The duration of the 
disaster response is implicitly represented by the parameter that describes an 
available distribution capacity at a location. 

The organization intends to minimize the amount of transportation resources, to 
minimize the distances between settlements and the locations of opened LDCs, to 
limit the number of LDCs as well as to ensure an amount of delivered relief items. 
The parts of the mathematical program which represent these objectives and re-
quirements are outlined in Table 4.6. Generally speaking, maximizing the effi-
ciency of the humanitarian logistics network is the overarching objective of the 
problem captured in the OR model of Horner and Downs (2010). 
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Table 4.6. Problem structuring scheme for Horner and Downs (2010) 

Category Properties (DV: discrete variable, CV: continuous variable) Mathematical representation 

Disaster 
environment 

 Humanitarian  
organization 

  

  Disaster   

  Locations for  
supply facilities 

Coordinates Parameter t
omuc  

  Locations for LDCs  Coordinates Parameter t
omuc , c

bmuc  

  Settlements Coordinates 

Relief item demand  

Parameter t
bmuc  

Parameter
bdmd  

  Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Parameter t
omuc , c

bmuc  

Parameter t
omuc , c

bmuc  

Parameter t
omuc , c

bmuc  

  Speed limitations Parameter t
omuc  

  Beneficiaries Relief items transferred on arcs (CV) Variable
bmuy  

Humanitarian  
organization 

Logistics resources 
and relief items 

Supply facilities Supply facility location Parameter t
omuc  

LDCs LDC location (DV) 

Aid workers/ equipment types (DV) 

Suppliers (DV) 

Relief items distributed (CV) 

Variable
muy  

Variable
muy  

Variable t
omux  

Variable t
omux  

  Transportation  
vehicle types 

Speed of travel Parameter t
omuc  

  Transport volume Parameter t
omuc  

   Transport weight Parameter t
omuc  

99 
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   Vehicles on arcs Parameter t
omuc  

   Relief items transferred on arcs (CV) Variable t
omux  

  Aid workers/ 
equipment types 

Working time 

Number/ amount at locations for LDCs 

Parameter muCapD  

Parameter muCapD  

  Relief item Volume Parameter t
omuc  

   Weight 

Time for distribution 

Parameter t
omuc  

Parameter muCapD  

 Use and interaction 
of logistics re-
sources, relief items, 
and elements in en-
vironment 

The amount of relief items flowing into a LDC is equal to the 
amount of relief items to be distributed among the settlements as-
signed to this center 

Constraint set 4.33 

 The number of available aid workers/ the amount of available dis-
tribution equipment at a specific location, the working times of 
workers and equipment, and the time for the distribution per relief 
item unit restrict the number of relief items that can be distributed 
to beneficiaries by a LDC opened at a specific location 

Constraint set 4.36 

  The population of a settlement can only travel to open LDCs Constraint set 4.35 

  The total population of a settlement can only travel to one LDC; 
this has to be realized by notifying a settlement’s population of its 
LDC 

Constraint set 4.34 

 Key dimensions, 
metrics, objectives, 
and requirements 

Inputs Distribution resources: number of LDCs Expression 

M U mum u
y

∈ ∈∑ ∑  

  Transportation resources: transportation 
costs 

Expression

t t
omu omuo O m M u U

c x
∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

100 
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 Outputs Delivered relief item quantity: amount of 
distributed relief items  

Expression 

t
omuo O m M u U

x
∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

   Distance to LDCs: neighborhood costs for 
collecting relief items at LDCs 

Expression

c
b bmu bmub B m M u U

dmd c y
∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

  Objectives and  
requirements 

Minimizing transportation resources  Objective function 5.32 

  Minimizing distance to LDCs Objective function 5.32 

  Limiting number of distribution resources Constraint set 5.37 

  Ensuring delivered relief item quantity Constraint set 5.34 

  Factors and bounds Planned duration of disaster response Parameter muCapD  

   Transportation costs between two locations 
per unit of a relief item type  

Maximum number of LDCs with a certain 
number of aid workers/ amount of equip-
ment 

Parameter t
omuc , c

bmuc  

 
Parameter

uNfMx  
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Program code 

Below is a possible translation into program code of the OR model of Horner 
and Downs (2010), using the OPL language. This language is frequently used to 
code a MILP such as the one of Horner and Downs (2010). MILPs coded in this 
language can be automatically solved with the CPLEX solver. 

/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Henning Gösling based on Horner and Downs (2010) 
 * Creation Date: 28.01.2015 at 13:14:04 
 *********************************************/ 
{string} Settlements = ...; 
{string} LocationsForLDCs = ...; 
{string} LocationsForSupplyFacilities = ...; 
{string} LDCSizes = ...; 
float BeneficiariesCostForTransferring 
[Settlements,LocationsForLDCs,LDCSizes] = ...; 
float CostForTransferring 
[LocationsForSupplyFacilities,LocationsForLDCs,LDCSizes] = ...; 
float Capacity[LocationsForLDCs,LDCSizes] = ...; 
float Demand[Settlements] = ...; 
float MaximumNumberLDCs[LDCSizes] = ...; 
dvar float+ Transferred 
[LocationsForSupplyFacilities,LocationsForLDCs,LDCSizes]; 
dvar boolean Open[LocationsForLDCs,LDCSizes]; 
dvar boolean SettlementAssignedToLDC 
[Settlements,LocationsForLDCs,LDCSizes]; 
minimize  
sum (o in LocationsForSupplyFacilities, m in LocationsForLDCs, u in 
LDCSizes)  
CostForTransferring[o,m,u] * Transferred[o,m,u] 
+ sum (b in Settlements, m in LocationsForLDCs, u in LDCSizes)  
Demand[b] * BeneficiariesCostForTransferring[b,m,u] *  
SettlementAssignedToLDC[b,m,u]; 
 
subject to{ 
ct33: 
forall(m in LocationsForLDCs, u in LDCSizes) 
sum (o in LocationsForSupplyFacilities) 
Transferred[o,m,u] 
== sum (b in Settlements)  
Demand[b] * SettlementAssignedToLDC[b,m,u]; 
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ct34: 
forall(b in Settlements) 
sum (m in LocationsForLDCs, u in LDCSizes) 
SettlementAssignedToLDC[b,m,u] 
== 1; 
 
ct35: 
forall(b in Settlements, m in LocationsForLDCs, u in LDCSizes) 
Open[m,u] 
>= SettlementAssignedToLDC[b,m,u]; 
 
ct36:  
forall(m in LocationsForLDCs, u in LDCSizes) 
sum (b in Settlements) 
Demand[b] * SettlementAssignedToLDC[b,m,u] 
<= Capacity[m,u]; 
 
ct37: 
forall(u in LDCSizes) 
sum (m in LocationsForLDCs) 
Open[m,u] 
<= MaximumNumberLDCs[u]; 
} 

4.2.2 Mathematical program of Lee et al. (2009a) for supporting decisions 
about the locations of local distribution centers 

Lee et al. (2009a) published a scientific paper entitled: “Modeling and Optimiz-
ing the Public-Health Infrastructure for Emergency Response”. In it, they describe 
two mathematical programs. One of them supports the planning of LDCs in re-
sponse to a disaster. On a functional level, the mathematical program can be char-
acterized as a facility location model. Furthermore, the program can be defined as 
an IP because only binary variables are included. 

This section comprises a description of the model’s mathematical formulation, 
of the underlying problem, and of a possible translation of the mathematical for-
mulation into program code. Names of sets, parameters, and variables in the nota-
tion of the mathematical formulation differ from the original notation in Lee et al. 
(2009a) to achieve a consistent notation within the toolkit. 
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Mathematical formulation 

The program’s objective function (4.40) minimizes the number of opened 
LDCs. In their publication, Lee et al. (2009a) mention an alternative formulation 
for the objective function in which the average distance travelled by beneficiaries 
is minimized. Constraint (4.41) ensures that at least two LDCs are opened. Con-
straint set (4.42) limits the maximum distance between a location where a LDC is 
opened and a location whose population is assigned to this LDC. Constraint set 
(4.43) makes sure that every location’s population is assigned to only one LDC 
and constraint set (4.44) determines that a location’s population can only be as-
signed to an open LDC and that a LDC’s capacity cannot be exceeded. Finally, 
constraint set (4.45) defines the binary location and assignment variables. 

Sets: 

M  Set of locations where LDCs can be erected 

Parameters: 

mCapB  Capacity available to service beneficiaries at location m where a  
 LDC can be erected 

mnd  Distance between location m and location n 

dMx  Upper distance limit 

mPpl  Population at location m 

Variables: 

my  1 if a LDC is located at location m, 0 otherwise 

mny  1 if the population of location n is served by a LDC at location m,  
 0 otherwise 

MILP: 

(4.40) Minimize  

m
m M

y
∈
∑  
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s.t. (4.41) 2
m

m
M

y
∈

≥∑    

(4.42) mn mn md y y dMx≤   ,m n M∀ ∈  
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Problem structure 

In this sub-section, the mathematical program of Lee et al. (2009a) is structured 
based on the problem structuring scheme outlined in section 3.4. According to this 
scheme, the characteristics of the disaster environment are described first – fol-
lowed by a description of the humanitarian organization operating the humanitari-
an logistics network in this disaster environment. The results of the problem struc-
turing process are outlined in Table 4.7 (pp. 109f). 

The environment is single-organizational and contains one type of location. A 
LDC can be located at each location in order to distribute relief items among bene-
ficiaries in response to a disaster. Each location is also a settlement, characterized 
by coordinates and a demand for relief items. Each bidirectional arc between two 
locations is characterized by a start, an end, and a distance. The attributes of the 
elements in the environment qualify as static and deterministic. They are explicitly 
or implicitly represented by parameters in the mathematical program. Attributes 
that are implicitly represented are coordinates of locations and demands for relief 
items – namely, by the parameters that describe the distances between locations 
and the numbers of beneficiaries at settlements, respectively. Beneficiaries are 
characterized by the relief item flows they realize on specific arcs. It is assumed 
that the magnitudes of the relief item flows realized by beneficiaries depend on the 
configuration of the logistics network. Hence, the values of these flows are to be 
determined in the decision problem; they are implicitly represented by the binary 
variables that describe assignments of settlements to LDCs. 
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Local distribution 
center

Settlement

Relief item flowLegend: Beneficiary flow

 
Figure 4.12. Simple example of the humanitarian logistics network in the OR model of Lee 
et al. (2009a) 

The humanitarian organization has three types of inputs available to set up and 
run a humanitarian logistics network within the borders of the disaster environ-
ment: LDCs that can be located at settlements, aid workers/distribution equipment, 
and relief items. In Figure 4.12, a simple example of the assumed humanitarian 
logistics network is presented. A LDC and a settlement as defined in Lee et al. 
(2009a) have both an exact counterpart in the reference structure for humanitarian 
logistics networks as described in section 2.1. Their counterparts in the reference 
structure are marked in Figure 4.13. 

A relief item is characterized by the distribution time per unit. The different 
types of distribution equipment/ aid workers are characterized by working times 
and the amounts of available distribution equipment/ numbers of available aid 
workers at specific settlements. All these attributes are implicitly represented in 
the mathematical program by the parameters which describe the abilities of set-
tlements to host LDCs with certain capacities. Each LDC is defined by its location 
and the number of distributed relief items – and it is assumed that the humanitari-
an organization decides about the locations of opened LDCs and about the quanti-
ties of distributed relief items. Consequently, the locations of opened LDCs and 
the quantities of distributed relief items at these LDCs are values to be determined 
in the decision problem. These values are explicitly or implicitly represented by 
decision variables in the mathematical program. The quantities of distributed relief 
items are implicitly represented by the variables that describe the assignments of 
populations to LDCs. Locations of LDCs and assignments of populations can both 
be chosen out of discrete sets of alternatives. Therefore, the number of alternative 
solutions to the decision problem is discrete. Variables and parameters which rep-
resent attributes of logistics resources and relief items are outlined in Table 4.7. 

The humanitarian organization must adhere to two rules when setting up a sys-
tem of LDCs. Firstly, the number of beneficiaries serviced by a LDC cannot ex-
ceed the center’s capacity which in turn is determined by the availability of distri-
bution equipment/ aid workers, the working time of the equipment/ workers, and 
the distribution time per relief item. Secondly, a settlement’s relief item demand is 
assigned as a whole to one LDC; this must be realized by notifying a settlement’s 
population of its LDC. These two rules are represented by constraints in the math-
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ematical program. The constraints which represent these relationships are outlined 
in Table 4.7. 
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Figure 4.13. Counterparts of the facilities/ locations defined in Lee et al. (2009a) in the ref-
erence structure for humanitarian logistics networks 

When setting up the system of LDCs, the humanitarian organization takes into 
account three crucial dimensions in order to identify the most advantageous con-
figuration. On the one hand, the configuration’s input – the amount of distribution 
resources – represents one crucial dimension. The number of opened LDCs is the 
corresponding utilization metric. On the other hand, the configuration’s outputs – 
the delivered relief item quantity and the beneficiaries’ distance to LDCs – are 
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crucial dimensions. The dimension distance to LDCs is captured by the distances 
of the arcs used by beneficiaries, which is an effectiveness metric. The dimension 
delivered relief item quantity is captured by the assignments of populations to 
LDCs during the disaster response, which is also an effectiveness metric. The 
mathematical program’s expressions for these metrics are outlined in Table 4.7. 
To determine the values of the metric for the dimension distance to LDCs, a dis-
tance has to be defined that beneficiaries are able to overcome at the maximum. 
Moreover, the duration of the disaster response has to be defined. The program’s 
parameters for these bounds are outlined in Table 4.7. The planned duration of the 
disaster response is implicitly represented by the parameter describing the availa-
ble distribution capacity at a location. 

The humanitarian organization intends to minimize the number of LDCs, to 
limit the distances between beneficiaries and LDCs, and to ensure a certain quanti-
ty of delivered relief items. Moreover, the organization intends to ensure a mini-
mum number of LDCs – at least two – in event that one LDC cannot be used. The 
parts of the mathematical program which represent these objectives and require-
ments are outlined in Table 4.7. Generally speaking, maximizing the efficiency of 
a system of LDCs is the overarching objective of the problem captured in the OR 
model of Lee et al. (2009a). 
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Table 4.7. Problem structuring scheme for Lee et al. (2009a) 

Category Properties (DV: discrete variable, CV: continuous variable) Mathematical representation 

Disaster 
environment 

 Humanitarian  
organization 

  

  Disaster   

  Settlements Coordinates 

Relief item demand  

Parameter mnd  

Parameter mPpl  

  Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Parameter mnd  

Parameter mnd  

Parameter mnd  

  Beneficiaries Relief items transferred on arcs (DV) Variable mny  

Humanitarian  
organization 

Logistics resources 
and relief items 

LDCs Located at settlement (DV) 

Relief items distributed (DV) 

Variable my  

Variable mny  

  Aid workers/ 
equipment types 

Working time 

Numbers/ amounts at settlements 

Parameter mCapB  

Parameter mCapB  

  Relief item Time for distribution Parameter mCapB  

 Use and interaction 
of logistics re-
sources, relief items, 
and elements in en-
vironment 

Availability of distribution equipment and aid workers, the working 
time of workers and equipment, and the distribution time per relief 
item restrict the number of relief items to be distributed at a LDC 

Constraint set 4.44 

 Relief item demand of a location can only be assigned as a whole to 
one LDC; this has to be realized by notifying a settlement’s popula-
tion of its LDC 

 

Constraint set 4.43 
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 Key dimensions, 
metrics, objectives, 
and requirements 

Input Distribution resources: number of LDCs Expression
M mm

y
∈∑  

 Outputs Delivered relief item quantity: assignments 
of beneficiaries to LDCs 

Expressions mn ny Ppl  

  Distance to LDCs: distances of arcs used 
by beneficiaries to reach LDCs 

Expressions
mn mnd y  

 Objectives and  
requirements  

Minimizing number of distribution re-
sources 

Objective function 4.40 

  Ensuring number of LDCs Constraint 4.41 

  Limiting distance to LDCs Constraint set 4.42 

   Ensuring delivered relief item quantity Constraint set 4.43 

  Bounds  Upper distance limit  Parameter dMx  

   Planned duration of disaster response Parameter mCapB  
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Program code 

Below is a possible translation into program code of one of the two OR models 
(the one specifying the locations of LDCs) presented in Lee et al. (2009a), using 
the OPL language. This language is frequently used to code a MILP such as the 
one of Lee et al. (2009a). MILPs coded in this language can be automatically 
solved with the CPLEX solver. 

/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Henning Gösling based on Lee et al. (2009a) 
 * Creation Date: 28.01.2015 at 17:24:55 
 *********************************************/ 
{string} Settlements = ...; 
float Population[Settlements] = ...; 
float Capacity[Settlements] = ...; 
float Distance[Settlements,Settlements] = ...; 
float UpperDistanceLimit = ...; 
dvar boolean Open[Settlements]; 
dvar boolean  
SettlementAssignedToSettlementWithLDC[Settlements,Settlements]; 
  
minimize  
sum (m in Settlements) 
Open[m]; 
 
subject to{ 
ct41: 
sum (m in Settlements) 
Open[m] 
>= 2; 
 
ct42: 
forall(m in Settlements, n in Settlements) 
SettlementAssignedToSettlementWithLDC[m,n] * Distance[m,n] 
<= Open[m] * UpperDistanceLimit; 
 
ct43: 
forall(n in Settlements) 
sum (m in Settlements) 
SettlementAssignedToSettlementWithLDC[m,n] 
== 1; 
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ct44: 
forall(m in Settlements) 
sum (n in Settlements) 
SettlementAssignedToSettlementWithLDC[m,n] * Population[n] 
<= Open[m] * Capacity[m]; 
} 

4.2.3 Mathematical program of Murali et al. (2012) for supporting deci-
sions about the locations of local distribution centers 

This section comprises the profile of a mathematical program developed by 
Murali et al. (2012) and presented in their publication with the title “Facility loca-
tion under demand uncertainty: Response to a large-scale bio-terror attack”. The 
mathematical program supports the specification of LDCs in response to a disas-
ter. On a functional level, the program can be characterized as a facility location 
model. The program can also be defined as a MILP because of the use of real-
valued flow variables together with binary location variables. 

In the following, the profile of this OR model is described. The profile includes 
the mathematical formulation, a description of the underlying problem, and a pos-
sible translation of the mathematical formulation into program code. Names of 
sets, parameters, and variables in the present notation of the mathematical formu-
lation differ from the original notation in order to achieve a consistent notation 
within the toolkit. Murali et al. (2012) present a unique solution algorithm for their 
program. How this algorithm works is described in their publication. 

Mathematical formulation 

Murali et al. (2012) present two versions of their program: a deterministic and a 
stochastic formulation. In the following, the deterministic variant is presented. The 
program’s objective function (4.46) maximizes the number of relief items distrib-
uted among the beneficiaries, which are located in settlements. Constraint (4.47) 
ensures that a certain number of LDCs is opened. Constraint set (4.48) limits the 
amount of relief items to be distributed at a LDC to the amount of relief items al-
located to this LDC and constraint set (4.49) ensures that a center cannot distribute 
more relief items than the location-specific capacity allows. Constraint (4.50) lim-
its the overall amount of relief items that can be distributed to the total available 
amount of relief items. Constraint set (4.51) stipulates that at most a certain share 
of a settlement’s demand for relief items can be satisfied from LDCs located with-
in a certain distance range from the settlement. Constraint set (4.52) ensures that if 
a LDC’s location is too far away from a settlement’s location, it cannot be used to 
satisfy the settlement’s demand. Constraint set (4.53) ensures that not more relief 
items can be distributed to a settlement than its actual demand for relief items. Fi-
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nally, constraint set (4.54) defines the binary location variables and constraint set 
(4.55) ensures non-negativity of the real-valued flow variables. 

Sets: 

A  Coverage levels 

B   Set of settlements 

M   Set of locations where LDCs can be erected 

Parameters: 

mCapD  Capacity available to distribute relief items at location m where a LDC 
 can be erected  

bmd  Distance between location b and location m 

bdmd  Units of relief items demanded at location b 

adMx  Upper distance limit of coverage level a 

Nf  Number of facilities to be erected 

ashr  Maximum percentage of relief item demand at a settlement to be   
 satisfied from LDCs providing coverage level a 

spl  Units of relief items available 

Variables: 

c
bmx  Relief items collected (c) from a LDC at location m by  

 beneficiaries from settlement b  

t
mx  Relief items transferred (t) to LDC at location m 

my  1 if a LDC is located at location m, 0 otherwise 
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MILP: 

(4.46) Maximize 

c
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b B m M
x

∈ ∈
∑ ∑  

s.t. (4.47)
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Problem structure 

In this sub-section, the problem as captured in the OR model of Murali et al. 
(2012) is characterized based on the structuring scheme outlined in section 3.4. 
Accordingly, the disaster environment and the humanitarian organization, which is 
responsible for the humanitarian logistics network in this environment, are ana-
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lyzed in detail. The results of the problem structuring process are outlined in Table 
4.8 (pp. 119f). 

The disaster environment is single-organizational and consists of locations and 
unidirectional arcs. Locations can either host LDCs or settlements. Locations for 
LDCs are characterized by coordinates. Settlements are characterized by coordi-
nates and demands for relief items. Unidirectional arcs connect the settlements 
with the locations for LDCs. Each arc is specified by a start, an end, and a dis-
tance. All these attributes of the elements in the environment are defined as being 
static and deterministic; and these attributes are explicitly or implicitly represented 
by parameters in the mathematical program. Coordinates of locations are implicit-
ly represented by the parameters describing the distances between two locations 
(because to calculate distances these coordinates have to be known). Beneficiaries 
live in settlements and are characterized by the flows of relief items they may real-
ize on specific arcs between settlements and LDCs. The magnitudes of these flows 
are to be determined in the decision problem. They are implicitly represented in 
the mathematical program by continuous variables that describe the assignments 
of relief items to settlements. 

Supply facility

LDC

Settlement

Vehicle flow Relief item flowLegend: Beneficiary flow

 
Figure 4.14. Simple example of the humanitarian logistics network in the OR model of Mu-
rali et al. (2012) 

The humanitarian organization has certain inputs available to set up a humani-
tarian logistics network within the environment: a supply facility, LDCs, transpor-
tation vehicles, aid workers/ distribution equipment, and relief items. Transporta-
tion vehicles realize the relief item flows from the supply facility to the LDCs. In 
Figure 4.14, a simple example of the humanitarian logistics network is presented. 
The supply facility could have different counterparts in a real-world humanitarian 
logistics network; in fact, a supply facility could be a handling point, a temporary 
warehouse, or a stationary warehouse. In any case, it is a facility located upstream 
from LDCs. Possible counterparts for the supply facility as defined in the model of 
Murali et al. (2012) are highlighted in Figure 4.15 (p. 117) using the reference 
structure for humanitarian logistics networks as described in section 2.1. Settle-
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ments and LDCs as defined in Murali et al. (2012) have distinct counterparts in 
this reference structure. 

The supply facility is solely characterized by an amount of available relief 
items. LDCs are characterized by their locations and the amounts of distributed re-
lief items. Transportation vehicles are specified by the amounts of relief items 
transferred between the supply facility and opened LDCs. Each type of aid work-
er/ distribution equipment is specified by a working time and the numbers of aid 
workers/ the amounts of equipment at certain locations for LDCs. The relief item 
type is specified by a distribution time per unit. The supply facility’s relief item 
stock, the characteristics of the aid workers/ distribution equipment, and the char-
acteristics of the relief item type are assumed to be already known by the humani-
tarian organization. These values are explicitly or implicitly represented by pa-
rameters in the mathematical program. The distribution time per relief item and 
the characteristics of the available aid workers/ distribution equipment are implic-
itly represented by the parameters describing the potential distribution capacities 
of locations. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that the humanitarian organization decides about the 
locations of LDCs, the magnitudes of relief items flows from the supply facility to 
LDCs, and the quantities of distributed relief items. These values are implicitly or 
explicitly represented by decision variables. The quantities of transferred and dis-
tributed relief items can be derived from variables describing the relief item flows 
to LDCs. Locations of LDCs can be chosen out of a discrete set whereas the val-
ues of transferred and distributed relief items are positive real numbers. Therefore, 
the number of solutions to the problem is continuous. The program’s variables and 
parameters representing the attributes of logistics resources and relief items are 
outlined in Table 4.8. 

The humanitarian organization has to adhere to specific rules when using the 
logistics resources and relief items as well as when interacting with the elements 
in the environment. The following relationships are known: 

• The available relief items at the supply facility determine the amount of relief 
items that can be allocated to LDCs. 

• The availability of aid workers/ distribution equipment at a location where a 
LDC can be opened, the working time of aid workers/ equipment together with 
the distribution time per relief item limit the amount of relief items that can be 
allocated to a LDC. 

• The amount of received relief items at a LDC limits the amount of relief items 
that can be distributed at a LDC among beneficiaries. 

• Beneficiaries do not collect more relief items from LDCs than they need. 

In the mathematical program, the allowed use and interaction between logistics 
resources, relief items, and elements in the environment are represented by con-
straints. These constraints are outlined in Table 4.8. 
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Figure 4.15. Counterparts of the facilities/ locations defined in Murali et al. (2012) in the 
reference structure for humanitarian logistics networks 

When setting up a system of LDCs, the humanitarian organization takes into 
account several key dimensions in order to identify the most advantageous config-
uration. On the one hand, a configuration’s input, the amount of distribution re-
sources, represents a key dimension. It is measured by the number of opened 
LDCs. This value belongs to the class of utilization metrics. On the other hand, the 
outputs of the humanitarian logistics network – the delivered relief item quantity 
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and the distances between beneficiaries and LDCs – represent key dimensions. 
The amount of distributed relief items during the disaster response is an effective-
ness metric and captures the dimension relief item quantity. Distances between 
settlements and LDCs are converted into coverage levels. The amount of relief 
items that can be collected from LDCs providing a certain coverage level for a set-
tlement is a metric that also belongs to the class of effectiveness metrics and cap-
tures the dimension distances to LDCs. The mathematical program’s expressions 
for these metrics are outlined in Table 4.8. The following bounds and factors have 
to be defined to determine the values of metrics: the planned duration of the disas-
ter response, the maximum number of LDCs to be erected, upper distance limit of 
a coverage level, and the maximum percentage of relief item demand at a settle-
ment to be satisfied from LDCs that provide a certain coverage level. The parame-
ters which represent bounds and factors are outlined in Table 4.8. The planned du-
ration of the disaster response is implicitly represented by the parameter 
describing the capacity at a potential LDC location. 

It is assumed that the organization limits the number of LDCs while ensuring a 
certain number of centers. Moreover, the organization maximizes the amount of 
distributed relief items and limits the distances between beneficiaries and LDCs. 
The parts of the mathematical program which represent these objectives and re-
quirements are outlined in Table 4.8. Generally speaking, maximizing the effi-
ciency of the humanitarian logistics network is the overarching objective in the 
decision problem that is captured in the OR model of Murali et al. (2012). 
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Table 4.8. Problem structuring scheme for Murali et al. (2012) 

Category Properties (DV: discrete variable, CV: continuous variable) Mathematical representation 

Disaster 
environment 

 Humanitarian  
organization 

  

  Disaster    

  Locations for LDCs  Coordinates Parameter bmd  

  Settlements Coordinates 

Relief item demand 

Parameter bmd  

Parameter bdmd  

  Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Parameter bmd  

Parameter bmd  

Parameter bmd  

  Beneficiaries Relief items transferred on arcs (CV) Variable c
bmx  

Humanitarian  
organization 

Logistics resources 
and relief items 

Supply facility Relief items stocked Parameter spl  

LDCs Location (DV) 

Relief items distributed (CV) 

Variable my  

Variable t
mx  

  Transportation  
resource 

Relief items transferred (CV) Variable t
mx  

  Aid workers/ 
equipment types 

Working time Parameter mCapD  

  Number/ amount at locations for a LDC Parameter mCapD  

  Relief item Time for distribution Parameter mCapD  

 Use and interaction 
of logistics re-
sources, relief items, 
and elements in en-

Available relief items at the supply facility determine the amount 
of relief items that can be allocated to LDCs 

Constraint 4.50 

 Available aid workers/ equipment at a location, working time of 
aid workers/ equipment, and distribution time per relief item limit 

Constraint set 4.49 
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vironment the amount of relief items that can be allocated to a LDC 

  Amount of received relief items at a LDC limits the amount of re-
lief items that can be distributed at a LDC among beneficiaries 

Constraint set 4.48 

  Beneficiaries do not collect more relief items from LDCs than they 
need. 

Constraint set 4.53 

 Key dimensions, 
metrics, objectives, 
and requirements 

Input Distribution resources: number of LDCs Expression 

mMm
y

∈∑  

 Outputs Delivered relief item quantity: amount of 
allocated relief items 

 

Expression 

c
bmb B m M

x
∈ ∈∑ ∑  

   Distance to LDCs: amount of relief items 
allocated to LDCs that provide a certain 
coverage level for a settlement 

Expression 

1

c
| a bm a

bmm dMx d dMx
x

− < ≤∑
 

  Objectives and  
requirements 

Limiting number of distribution resources Constraint 4.47 

  Ensuring number of distribution resources Constraint 4.47 

  Maximizing delivered relief item quantity Objective function 4.46 

  Limiting distance to LDCs Constraint sets 4.51, 4.52 

  Factors and bounds Planned duration of disaster response Parameter mCapD  

   Number of LDCs to be erected 

Upper distance limit per coverage level  

Parameter Nf  

Parameter adMx  

   Maximum percentage of demand at a set-
tlement that can be satisfied from LDCs 
that provide a certain coverage level 

Parameter ashr  
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Program code 

Below is a possible translation of the mathematical formulation into a program 
code using the OPL language. This language is frequently used to code a MILP 
such as the one of Murali et al. (2012). A MILP coded in this language can be 
solved automatically with the CPLEX solver. In the mathematical formulation, a 
coverage level is only described by an upper distance limit whereas in the program 
code below a coverage level is described explicitly by an upper and lower distance 
limit. Before the MILP is executed, several sets are created for each settlement. 
Each set comprises all those locations for LDCs which can supply a specific set-
tlement within the distance limits of a specific coverage level. Therefore the num-
ber of sets per settlement depends on the number of coverage levels. These sets 
are built by the execute function in the OPL formulation. Also in the execute func-
tion, one set of LDC locations is built for each settlement that contains all those 
LDC locations which provide no sufficient coverage for a settlement. 

/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Henning Gösling based on Murali et al. (2012) 
 * Creation Date: 29.01.2015 at 15:05:08 
 *********************************************/ 
{string} CoverageLevels = ...; 
{string} Settlements = ...; 
{string} LocationsForLDCs = ...; 
{string} LocationsForLDCProvidingCoverageLevels 
[Settlements,CoverageLevels]; 
{string} LocationsForLDCProvidingNoCoverageLevel[Settlements]; 
float Capacity[LocationsForLDCs] = ...; 
float Distance[LocationsForLDCs,Settlements] = ...; 
float Demand[Settlements] = ...; 
float NumberLDCs = ...; 
float LowerDistanceLimit[CoverageLevels] = ...; 
float UpperDistanceLimit[CoverageLevels] = ...; 
float DemandShare[CoverageLevels] = ...; 
float Supply = ...; 
dvar float+ Collected[LocationsForLDCs,Settlements]; 
dvar float+ Transferred[LocationsForLDCs]; 
dvar boolean Open[LocationsForLDCs]; 
 
execute { 
 for (var b in Settlements) { 
  for (var a in CoverageLevels) { 
   for (var m in LocationsForLDCs) { 
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 if (LowerDistanceLimit[a] < Distance[m][b] &&  
 UpperDistanceLimit[a] >= Distance[m][b]) { 
 LocationsForLDCProvidingCoverageLevels[b][a].add(m) 
    }        
   }    
  } 
 } 
 var MaximumDistance = 0 
 for (var a in CoverageLevels) { 
  if (UpperDistanceLimit[a] >= MaximumDistance) { 
      MaximumDistance = UpperDistanceLimit[a] 
  } 
 } 
 for (var b in Settlements) { 
  for (var m in LocationsForLDCs) { 
   if (Distance[m][b] > MaximumDistance) { 
   LocationsForLDCProvidingNoCoverageLevel[b].add(m) 
   }    
  } 
 } 
} 
 
maximize  
sum (m in LocationsForLDCs, b in Settlements) 
Collected[m,b]; 
 
subject to{ 
ct47: 
sum (m in LocationsForLDCs) 
Open[m] 
== NumberLDCs; 
 
ct48: 
forall(m in LocationsForLDCs) 
sum (b in Settlements) 
Collected[m,b] 
<= Transferred[m]; 
 
ct49: 
forall(m in LocationsForLDCs) 
Transferred[m] 
<= Capacity[m] * Open[m]; 
 
ct50: 
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sum (m in LocationsForLDCs) 
Transferred[m] 
<= Supply; 
 
ct51: 
forall(b in Settlements, a in CoverageLevels) 
sum (m in LocationsForLDCProvidingCoverageLevels[b,a]) 
Collected[m,b] 
<= DemandShare[a] * Demand[b]; 
 
ct52: 
forall(b in Settlements) 
sum (m in LocationsForLDCProvidingNoCoverageLevel[b]) 
Collected[m,b] 
== 0; 
 
ct53: 
forall(b in Settlements) 
sum (m in LocationsForLDCs) 
Collected[m,b] 
<= Demand[b]; 
} 

4.3 Transport specification toolkit 

The distances between the different nodes of a humanitarian logistics network, 
i.e. stationary warehouses, temporary warehouses, handling points, and LDCs, are 
overcome by transportation vehicles. Generally speaking, transportation activities 
realize the flow of relief items (represented by the arcs in Figure 4.16) and are 
characterized by the used mode of transportation, the number of vehicles of a cer-
tain type and mode, and the vehicles’ loads, routes, schedules, and drivers. 

For example, the Logistics Cluster, lead by the WFP, has – in response to the 
Ebola outbreak that started in 2014 – facilitated the transportation of over 9,000 
m³ of cargo in Guinea, over 21,000 m³ of cargo in Liberia, and over 10,000 m³ of 
cargo in Sierra Leone (WFP, 2015). This includes air as well as road transporta-
tion, e.g. the transportation of two truckloads of relief items from Conakry to 
Nzerekore on behalf of the Government of Guinea’s Ebola response unit in Sep-
tember 2014 (Logistics Cluster, 2014). A second example, again for the transpor-
tation activities of the Logistics Cluster, is the transportation of seven truckloads 
from Maputo to Quelimane, Namacurra, Morrumbala, Nicoadala, and Mopeia in 
response to floods in Mozambique in February 2015. Moreover, a helicopter 
transported relief items to various locations in the affected regions of Mozambique 
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(Logistics Cluster, 2015). The WFP operates its own airline (the UN Humanitarian 
Air Service) with a fleet of 50 aircrafts including helicopters (WFP, 2015). 
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Figure 4.16. Transportation activities realizing relief item flows within a humanitarian lo-
gistics network 

Published OR models which can support a humanitarian organization specify-
ing modes, types, numbers, loads, routes/ used arcs, schedules, and drivers of 
transportation vehicles are only based on mathematical programming (see section 
3.3). Table 4.9 may assist users of the toolkit to choose the most appropriate of the 
three currently included OR models (Balcik et al., 2008; Özdamar et al., 2004; Vi-
toriano et al., 2011). The section on the left in Table 4.9 may help to identify the 
most appropriate model based on the attributes of transportation activities the user 
wants to specify; and the section on the right may help users to identify the most 
appropriate model based on the used key dimensions, objectives, targets, and re-
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quirements. For example, the model of Özdamar et al. (2004) supports decisions 
about the modes and types of transportation vehicles in transportation activities 
and about the amounts of relief items transferred by specific types of transporta-
tion vehicles over certain arcs. These decisions are made so that the delivered re-
lief item quantity is maximized while the input of transportation resources is lim-
ited. 

Table 4.9. Guide for the transport specification toolkit 
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Balcik et al. 
(2008) 

  ■ ■ O O, R O  

Özdamar et al. 
(2004) 

■ ■ ■ ■ R O   

Vitoriano et al. 
(2011) 

 ■ ■ ■ R, T R, T, T T T, T, 
T, T 

■: to be specified, O: objective, R: requirement, T: target 

4.3.1 Mathematical program of Balcik et al. (2008) for supporting deci-
sions about the routes and loads of transportation vehicles 

Balcik et al. (2008), in their publication entitled “Last Mile Distribution in 
Humanitarian Relief”, present a mathematical program supporting the specifica-
tion of transportation activities in response to a disaster. On a functional level, the 
program can be characterized as a model for transportation planning; more exact-
ly, the program can be identified as a model using the route enumeration approach 
(Özdamar and Alp Ertem, 2015). The program can also be characterized as a 
MILP because of the use of binary together with real-valued variables. 

This section comprises the profile of this mathematical program. The profile 
includes a description of the mathematical formulation, a description of the under-
lying problem’s structure, and a possible translation of the mathematical formula-
tion into program code. Names of sets, parameters, and variables in the present no-
tation of the mathematical formulation differ from the original notation in order to 
achieve a consistent notation within the toolkit. 
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Mathematical formulation 

The program’s objective function (4.56) minimizes both the total costs that 
come with the assignments of transportation vehicles to routes and the sum of 
maximum shortage costs. Maximum shortage costs are calculated for each time 
period and relief item type in constraint set (4.57). Unfulfilled demands at LDCs 
are calculated in the constraint set (4.58) and (4.59). Balcik et al. (2008) distin-
guish between two types of relief items. Demands for the first type of relief item 
occur only at the beginning of the time horizon. They are immediately distributed 
after they arrive at a LDC. In contrast, demands for the second type of relief item 
occur at the beginning of each time period. Hence, they can either be distributed 
after they arrive at a LDC or stocked for coming time periods. The amounts of dis-
tributed and stocked relief items of the second type at the LDCs are calculated in 
constraint set (4.59). Constraint set (4.60) ensures that the entire demand for the 
first type of relief item is satisfied until the end of the planning horizon. Constraint 
set (4.61) prohibits the supply facility to distribute more relief items during a time 
period than there are relief items available at the beginning of the time period. 
Constraint set (4.62) determines that the maximum load of a transportation vehicle 
limits the amount of relief items that can be distributed on a route. Constraint set 
(4.63) limits the number of routes that can be executed by a transportation vehicle 
during one time period. Constraint set (4.64) defines the lower and upper bound 
for the variables describing the percentages of unfulfilled demands at LDCs for 
each relief item type and time period. Constraint set (4.65) ensures that the relief 
item stocks of LDCs are zero at the beginning of the time horizon. Finally, con-
straint sets (4.66), (4.67), and (4.68) define the binary assignment variables as well 
as the non-negativity of the real-valued variables. 

Sets: 

M   Set of locations where LDCs are erected 

R   Set of relief item types; R = {1,2} 

T   Set of time periods 

Ψ  Set of transportation vehicles 

Θ  Set of routes 

Mϑ   Set of locations visited on route ϑ 
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Parameters: 

dcψϑ  Costs for driving (d) the transportation vehicle ψ on route ϑ 

u
mrtc  Costs for a unit of unsatisfied (u) demand for relief item type r at location m  

 in time period t  

Ldψ  Maximum load of transportation vehicle ψ 

mrdmd  Units of relief item type r demanded at location m 

mrtdmd  Units of relief item type r demanded at location m in time period t 

rtspl  Units of relief item type r available at the beginning of time period t 

ttψϑ  Time for transferring (t) relief items on route ϑ using transportation  

 vehicle ψ 

Variables: 

rtMxSC  Maximum shortage costs due to unsatisfied demand for relief item type r  
 in time period t 

p
mrtx  Relief items of type r prepositioned (p) in LDC at location m in time period t 

t
mrtxψϑ  Relief items of type r transferred (t) by transportation vehicle ψ on route ϑ  

 to LDC at location m in time period t 

tyψϑ  1 if transportation vehicle ψ uses route ϑ in time period t, 0 otherwise 

mrtβ  Percentage of demand for relief item type r unsatisfied at location m  
 in time period t 
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MILP: 

(4.56) Minimize 

d
t rt

t T r R t T
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(4.65) p 0mrtx =   , 1, 1m M r t∀ ∈ = =  

(4.66) p 0mrtx ≥   , 1,m M r t T∀ ∈ = ∈  
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(4.67) t 0mrtxψϑ ≥   , , , ,m M r R t T ψ Ψ ϑ Θ∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.68) {0,1}tyψϑ ∈   , ,t T ψ Ψ ϑ Θ∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  

Problem structure 

In this sub-section, the problem as captured in the OR model of Balcik et al. 
(2008) will be described based on the problem structuring scheme outlined in sec-
tion 3.4. Firstly, the disaster environment is described. Secondly, the humanitarian 
organization, which is responsible for the logistics network in the disaster envi-
ronment, is characterized. The results of the problem structuring process are out-
lined in Table 4.10 (pp.133ff). 

The environment is single-organizational and contains two types of locations: 
locations for supply facilities and locations for LDCs. All locations are character-
ized by coordinates. Moreover, locations for LDCs are characterized by demands 
for certain types of relief items. Each route is characterized by a start location, a 
final location, the locations in between, a distance, and speed limitations. The at-
tributes of the environmental elements are defined as static and deterministic. 
They are explicitly or implicitly represented by parameters in the mathematical 
program. Coordinates of locations, distances of routes, and speed limitations on 
routes are implicitly represented by the parameters describing the transportation 
times of certain routes. The parameters which describe attributes of the environ-
mental elements are outlined in Table 4.10. 

The available inputs of the humanitarian organization are: one supply facility, 
LDCs, two types of relief items, and transportation vehicles. In Figure 4.17, a 
simple example of the humanitarian logistics network is presented. 

Supply facility

LDC

Vehicle flow Relief item flowLegend:

 
Figure 4.17. Simple example of the humanitarian logistics network in the OR model of 
Balcik et al. (2008) 

The supply facility could have different counterparts in a real-world humanitar-
ian logistics network; in fact, a supply facility could represent a stationary ware-
house, a handling point, or a temporary warehouse. In any case, a supply facility is 
a facility located upstream from LDCs. Possible counterparts of a supply facility 
as defined in the model of Balcik et al. (2008) in the reference structure for hu-
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manitarian logistics networks (which was described in section 2.1) are highlighted 
in Figure 4.18. A LDC as defined in Balcik et al. (2008) has a distinct counterpart 
in this reference structure. 
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Figure 4.18. Counterparts of the facilities defined in Balcik et al. (2008) in the reference 
structure for humanitarian logistics networks 

The supply facility is defined by the location it is assigned to, amounts of avail-
able relief items, and numbers of processed transportation vehicles. Each LDC is 
defined by the dedicated location it is assigned to, amounts of distributed relief 
items, amounts of stocked relief items, and numbers of processed transportation 
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vehicles. Each transportation vehicle is characterized by its available transport 
volume and weight, its speed of travel, and the loads of relief items it transfers on 
certain routes. Each type of relief item is characterized by a volume and weight 
per unit. The amount of available relief items at the supply facility together with 
the transport volume, weight, and speed of a transportation vehicle are assumed to 
be already known by the humanitarian organization. The same is true for the 
weight and volume per unit of a relief item type. These attributes can be defined as 
static and deterministic and are – explicitly or implicitly – represented by parame-
ters in the mathematical program. The speeds of transportation vehicles are im-
plicitly represented by the parameters that describe the transportation times on 
routes, while the transport volume and weight per vehicle and the volume and 
weight per unit of a relief item type are implicitly represented by the parameters 
that describe the maximum loads of transportation vehicles. 

The humanitarian organization decides about the quantities of relief items 
transferred by certain transportation vehicles on certain routes, the quantities of 
stocked and distributed relief items at LDCs, and the numbers of processed trans-
portation vehicles at facilities. These values are explicitly or implicitly represented 
by decision variables in the mathematical program. The numbers of processed 
transportation vehicles at facilities can be derived from variables which describe 
the assignments of transportation vehicles to routes. How many relief items are 
distributed at LDCs can be derived from the variables which describe the percent-
ages of unfulfilled demands at LDCs. Quantities of transferred relief items are 
positive real-valued numbers, flows of transportation vehicles are positive integer 
numbers, and routes for transportation vehicles can be chosen out of a discrete set. 
Therefore, the number of alternative solutions to the decision problem is continu-
ous. The parameters and variables which describe attributes of logistics resources 
and relief items are outlined in Table 4.10. 

The humanitarian organization must adhere to specific rules when using the lo-
gistics resources and relief items as well as when interacting with the elements in 
the environment. The following relationships are known to the organization:  

• The amount of relief items that can be sent from the supply facility to the LDCs 
during a time period is limited to the supply facility’s relief item stocks.  

• Relief items can either be necessary once per time horizon or several times per 
time horizon; if they are necessary several times per time-horizon it is possible 
to stock them in the LDCs. 

• There are no relief item stocks in the LDCs at the beginning of the time-
horizon.  

• The amount of relief items that can be distributed by a transportation vehicle 
depends on the vehicle’s transport volume and weight and the volume and 
weight per relief item unit. 

• The number of routes a transportation vehicle can perform per time period de-
pends on the distances of routes, the routes’ speed limitations, and the travel 
speed of the transportation vehicle. 
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In the mathematical program, the allowed use and interaction between re-
sources, relief items, and elements in the environment are represented by con-
straints. The constraints that represent certain relationships are outlined in Table 
4.10. 

When setting up a humanitarian logistics network, the organization takes into 
account three critical aspects in order to identify the most advantageous network 
configuration. The configuration’s input, the transportation resources, represents 
one crucial dimension. It is captured by the transportation costs – a metric belong-
ing to the class of utilization metrics. On the other hand, the configuration’s out-
puts – the delivered relief item quantity and the delivery time – represent key di-
mensions. The dimensions delivered relief item quantity and delivery time are both 
captured by the maximum relief item shortage costs. This metric belongs to the 
class of non-discrimination metrics and is calculated for each time period and for 
both types of relief items. Another metric capturing the dimension delivered relief 
item quantity is the amount of relief items transferred to LDCs. This metric be-
longs to the class of effectiveness metrics and is calculated at the end of the opera-
tion for those relief items which are needed only once per disaster response. The 
program’s expressions for these metrics are outlined in Table 4.10. The following 
factors must be defined in order to determine the values of metrics: transportation 
costs of a route per transportation vehicle as well as shortage costs per 1% of un-
satisfied demand for a relief item type at a location in a certain time period. The 
parameters for these factors are outlined in Table 4.10. 

The organization intends to minimize transportation costs and minimize the 
maximum relief item shortage costs while ensuring complete fulfillment of certain 
relief item demands until the end of the time horizon. More exactly, the humani-
tarian organization means to minimize the input of transportation resources, to 
maximize the minimum quantity of delivered relief items of both types, to ensure 
complete fulfillment of relief item demands which occur only once (at the begin-
ning of the time horizon), and to minimize the maximum delivery times of those 
relief items for which demand occurs only once. The parts of the program which 
realize these objectives and requirements are outlined in Table 4.10. Generally 
speaking, maximizing the efficiency of the humanitarian logistics network is the 
overarching objective of the decision problem captured in the OR model of Balcik 
et al. (2008). 
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Table 4.10. Problem structuring scheme for Balcik et al. (2008) 

Category Properties (DV: discrete variable, CV: continuous variable) Mathematical representation 

Disaster 
environment 

 Humanitarian  
organization 

  

  Disaster   

  Location for a 
supply facility 

Coordinates Parameter ttψϑ  

  Locations for 
LDCs  

Coordinates 

Relief item demand 

Parameter ttψϑ  

Parameter
mrdmd , 

mrtdmd  

  Routes Locations 

Distance 

Speed limitations 

Parameter ttψϑ  

Parameter ttψϑ  

Parameter ttψϑ  

Humanitarian  
organization 

Logistics resources 
and relief items 

Supply facility Location for a supply facility 

Transportation vehicles processed (DV) 

Relief items stocked 

Parameter ttψϑ  

Variable
tyψϑ  

Parameter rtspl  

LDCs Location for a LDC 

Transportation vehicles processed (DV) 

Relief items stocked (CV) 

Relief items distributed (CV) 

Parameter ttψϑ  

Variable
tyψϑ  

Variable p
mrtx  

Variable mrtβ  

  Transportation  
vehicles 

Speed of travel 

Transport volume 

Transport weight 

Routes used (DV) 

Parameter ttψϑ  

Parameter Ldψ  

Parameter Ldψ  

Variable tyψϑ  

133 
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Relief items transferred on routes (CV) Variable t
mrtxψϑ  

  Relief item types Volume 

Weight 

Parameter Ldψ  

Parameter Ldψ  

 Use and interaction 
of logistics re-
sources, relief items, 
and elements in en-
vironment 

Amount of relief items that can be sent from the supply facility to 
the LDCs during a time period is limited to the supply facility’s re-
lief item stocks 

Constraint set 4.61 

 One type of relief item is needed once, at the beginning of the time 
horizon; it is not necessary to stock this relief item type in LDCs 

Constraint set 4.58 

 One type of relief item is needed several times per time horizon; it 
can be necessary to stock this relief item type in LDCs 

Constraint set 4.59 

 Relief item stocks of LDCs are zero at the beginning of the opera-
tion 

Constraint set 4.65 

  Amount of relief items that can be distributed by a transportation 
vehicle on a route depends on the vehicle’s available transport 
volume and weight and the volume and weight per relief item 

Constraint set 4.62 

  Number of routes a transportation vehicle can visit per time period 
depends on the distances of routes, the routes’ speed limitations, 
and the travel speed of the transportation vehicle 

Constraint set 4.63 

 Key dimensions, 
metrics, objectives, 
and requirements 

Input Transportation resource: Transportation 
costs 

Expression d
tt T

c yψϑ ψϑψ Ψ ϑ Θ∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

 Outputs Delivered relief item quantity:  

  - Maximum relief item shortage costs 

 

 

Expression 

rtr R t T
MxSC

∈ ∈∑ ∑  
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  - Transferred relief items Expression

t
| mrtm M t T

x
ϑ

ψϑϑ ψ Ψ∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

  Delivery time: Maximum relief item short-
age costs 

Expression 

rtr R t T
MxSC

∈ ∈∑ ∑  

 Objectives and  
requirements  

Minimizing input 

Maximizing minimum delivered relief item 
quantity 

Minimizing maximum delivery time 

 
Ensuring delivered relief item quantity 

Objective function 4.56 

Objective function 4.56, constraint sets 4.57, 
4.58, 4.59 

Objective function 4.56, constraint sets 4.57, 
4.58 

Constraint set 4.60 

  Factors  Costs for driving a transportation vehicle on 
a route 

Costs per 1% of unsatisfied demand for a re-
lief item type at a location 

Parameter dcψϑ  

 
Parameter u

mrtc  
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Program code 

Below is a possible translation of the OR model of Balcik et al. (2008) into 
program code, using the OPL language. This language is frequently used to code a 
MILP such as the one of Balcik et al. (2008). A MILP coded in this language can 
be automatically solved with the CPLEX solver. Two additional sets are defined 
in the program code compared to the original mathematical formulation in order to 
make sure that more than two types of relief items can be included into the pro-
gram code. The original formulation only allows for two distinct types of relief 
items. The formulation below allows for as many relief item types as necessary. 
However, each type of relief item included has to be assigned either to class RT1 
(representing those relief item types which are needed once, at the beginning of a 
disaster response) or to class RT2 (representing those relief item types which are 
needed several times per disaster response). Furthermore, the program code below 
requires a definition of an additional time period. If, for example, the actual plan-
ning horizon has a length of five time periods, six time periods would need to be 
defined in the program code. This additional time period is necessary in constraint 
(4.59) to calculate the excess inventory in the LDCs after transportation activities 
have stopped. Finally, the program code requires that there is a demand for each 
relief item type of class RT1 at each LDC at the beginning of the planning hori-
zon; and that there is a demand for each relief item type of class RT2 at each LDC 
in each time period of the planning horizon. Otherwise, constraints (4.58) and 
(4.59) would be infeasible due to divisions by zero. 

/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Henning Gösling based on Balcik et al. (2008) 
 * Creation Date: 19.01.2015 at 17:47:46 
 *********************************************/ 
{int} TimePeriods = ...; 
{string} TransportationVehicles = ...; 
{string} Routes = ...; 
{string} LocationsForLDCs = ...; 
{string} LocationsOnRoutes[Routes] = ...; 
{string} ReliefItems = ...; 
{string} ReliefItemsTypes = {"RT1","RT2"}; 
{string} ReliefItemsOfType[ReliefItemsTypes] = ...; 
float CostForDriving[Routes,TransportationVehicles] = ...; 
float CostForShortage[ReliefItems,LocationsForLDCs,TimePeriods] = ...; 
float Capacity[TransportationVehicles] = ...; 
float Demand[ReliefItems,LocationsForLDCs,TimePeriods] = ...; 
float Supply[ReliefItems,TimePeriods] = ...; 
float TransportationTime[Routes,TransportationVehicles] = ...; 
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dvar float+ MaximumShortageCosts[ReliefItems,TimePeriods]; 
dvar float+ Prepositoned[ReliefItems,LocationsForLDCs,TimePeriods]; 
dvar float+ Transferred 
[ReliefItems,LocationsForLDCs,Routes,TimePeriods, 
TransportationVehicles]; 
dvar boolean Routing 
[Routes,TransportationVehicles,TimePeriods]; 
dvar float+ PercentageDemandUnsatisfied 
[ReliefItems,LocationsForLDCs,TimePeriods]; 
 
minimize sum(theta in Routes, psi in TransportationVehicles, t in TimePeri-
ods:t<card(TimePeriods))  
CostForDriving[theta,psi] * Routing[theta,psi,t]  
 + sum(t in TimePeriods:t<card(TimePeriods), r in ReliefItems)  
MaximumShortageCosts[r,t]; 
 
subject to { 
ct57:  
forall (m in LocationsForLDCs, rt in ReliefItemsTypes, r in ReliefItem-
sOfType[rt], t in TimePeriods:t<card(TimePeriods)) 
MaximumShortageCosts[r,t] >=   
PercentageDemandUnsatisfied[r,m,t] * CostForShortage[r,m,t]; 
 
ct58: 
forall (m in LocationsForLDCs, rt in ReliefItemsTypes:rt=="RT1", r in Re-
liefItemsOfType[rt], t in TimePeriods:t<card(TimePeriods)) 
PercentageDemandUnsatisfied[r,m,t] ==  
(sum (t2 in TimePeriods)  
Demand[r,m,t2] -  
sum (theta in Routes:m in LocationsOnRoutes[theta], tI in 1..t, psi in Trans-
portationVehicles)  
Transferred[r,m,theta,tI,psi] ) /  
sum (t2 in TimePeriods)  
Demand[r,m,t2]; 
 
ct59:  
forall (m in LocationsForLDCs, rt in ReliefItemsTypes:rt=="RT2", r in Re-
liefItemsOfType[rt],t in TimePeriods:t<card(TimePeriods)) 
PercentageDemandUnsatisfied[r,m,t] ==  
(Demand[r,m,t] +  
Prepositoned[r,m,t+1] -  
sum (theta in Routes:m in LocationsOnRoutes[theta], psi in Transportation-
Vehicles) Transferred[r,m,theta,t,psi] -  
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Prepositoned[r,m,t]) /  
Demand[r,m,t]; 
 
ct60: 
forall (m in LocationsForLDCs, rt in ReliefItemsTypes:rt=="RT1", r in Re-
liefItemsOfType[rt]) 
sum (theta in Routes:m in LocationsOnRoutes[theta], psi in Transportation-
Vehicles, t in TimePeriods:t<card(TimePeriods)) 
Transferred[r,m,theta,t,psi] >=  
sum (t in TimePeriods:t<card(TimePeriods))  
Demand[r,m,t]; 
 
ct61:  
forall (r in ReliefItems, t in TimePeriods:t<card(TimePeriods)) 
sum (theta in Routes, m in LocationsOnRoutes[theta], tI in 1..t, psi in Trans-
portationVehicles) 
Transferred[r,m,theta,tI,psi] <=  
sum (tI in 1..t)  
(Supply[r,tI]); 
 
ct62: 
forall (t in TimePeriods:t<card(TimePeriods), psi in TransportationVehicles, 
theta in Routes) 
sum (m in LocationsOnRoutes[theta], r in ReliefItems)  
Transferred[r,m,theta,t,psi] <=  
Capacity[psi] * Routing[theta,psi,t]; 
 
ct63: 
forall (t in TimePeriods:t<card(TimePeriods), psi in TransportationVehicles) 
sum (theta in Routes) 
Routing[theta,psi,t] * TransportationTime[theta,psi] <= 1; 
 
ct64:  
forall (m in LocationsForLDCs, r in ReliefItems, t in TimePeri-
ods:t<card(TimePeriods)) 
0 <= PercentageDemandUnsatisfied[r,m,t] <= 1; 
 
ct65:  
forall (m in LocationsForLDCs, r in ReliefItems, t in TimePeriods:t==1) 
Prepositoned[r,m,t] == 0; 
} 
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4.3.2 Mathematical program of Özdamar et al. (2004) for supporting deci-
sions about the modes, types, loads, and used arcs of transportation 
vehicles 

Özdamar et al. (2004), in their publication entitled “Emergency Logistics Plan-
ning in Natural Disasters”, present a mathematical program supporting the specifi-
cation of transportation activities. On a functional level, the program can be char-
acterized as a model for transportation planning; more exactly, as a service 
network design model because it determines the modes and types of transportation 
vehicles that operate on specific arcs (SteadieSeifi et al., 2014). Moreover, the 
program can be defined as a MILP given the use of the integer vehicle flow varia-
bles together with the real-valued relief item flow variables. 

This section comprises the profile of the mathematical program. The profile 
contains a description of the mathematical formulation, a description of the under-
lying problem’s structure, and a possible translation of the mathematical formula-
tion into program code. Names of sets, parameters, and variables in the present no-
tation of the mathematical formulation differ from the original notation in order to 
achieve a consistent notation within the toolkit. Özdamar et al. (2004) present a 
solution algorithm for their program which can be applied if the size of the prob-
lem overwhelms commercial solvers. 

Mathematical formulation 

The program’s objective function (4.69) minimizes the amount of unsatisfied 
relief item demand at demand facilities during a given planning horizon. Con-
straint set (4.70) comprises the flow conservation constraints for demand facilities 
and transshipment facilities at the beginning of each time period; these constraints 
state that the amount of ingoing relief items until a certain moment should be 
equal to the demand of this facility until that moment (in the case of a demand fa-
cility) plus the amount of outgoing relief items until that moment. If this expres-
sion does not hold for a demand facility, a certain amount of unsatisfied demand 
levels the equation. Constraint set (4.71) ensures that the outflow of relief items at 
each supply facility until a certain moment cannot be bigger than the inflow of re-
lief items until that moment plus the amount of relief items made available at this 
supply facility until that moment. Constraint set (4.72) permits transportation ve-
hicles of specific modes to use only certain arcs of the transportation network. 
Constraint set (4.73) ensures that relief items cannot flow between the vehicle de-
pot and other facilities while constraint set (4.74) limits the maximum flow of re-
lief items between two facilities at a certain moment to the overall capacity of 
those transportations vehicles which go over the corresponding arc at that mo-
ment. Constraint set (4.75) balances the flow of vehicles over facilities at the be-
ginning of each time period. Hence, the number of inflowing vehicles has to be 
equal to the number of outflowing and idle vehicles. Constraint set (4.76) caps the 
number of transportation vehicles which flow through the network to the number 
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of vehicles that has been made available up to the actual moment. Constraint set 
(4.77) ensures non-negativity of the integer vehicle flow variables and constraint 
set (4.78) ensures non-negativity of the real-valued relief item flow variables. 

Sets: 

G  Set of locations 

O  Set of locations where supply facilities are erected 

P  Set of locations where transshipment facilities are erected 

Q  Set of locations where demand facilities are erected 

R  Set of relief item types  

T  Set of time periods 

v  Location where a vehicle depot is erected 

W  Set of transportation modes  

wZ  Set of transportation vehicle types defined for transportation mode w 

Parameters: 

big   Big number 

wzLd  Maximum load of a transportation vehicle of type zw 

rld  Load by a unit of relief item type r 

wgz tNv   Number of transportation vehicles of type zw added to the fleet at  

 location g at the beginning of time period t 

grtsplDmd Units of relief item type r available or demanded at the beginning of   

 time period t at location g; positive for supply and negative for demand 
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t
ghwt   Time for transferring (t) relief items from location g to location h using   

 transportation mode w; 0 for a non-existent arc 

Variables: 

t
ghrwtx  Relief items of type r transferred (t) by transportation mode w from  

 location g to location h at the beginning of time period t 

u
grtx  Relief item demand of type r unsatisfied (u) at location g at the  

 beginning of time period t 

d
wghz tx  Transportation vehicles of type zw driving (d) from location g to  

 location h at the beginning of time period t 

w
wgz tx  Transportation vehicles of type zw waiting (w) at location g at the  

 beginning of time period t 

MILP: 

(4.69) Minimize u
grt

g Q r R t T
x

∈ ∈ ∈
∑∑∑  
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(4.72) d t
wghz t ghwx t big≤   , \{ }, , , w wg h G v t T w W z Z∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.73) t t 0gvrwt vgrwtx x+ =   \{ }, , ,g G v r R t T w W∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  
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(4.74) d t
w w
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(4.77) d w, 0
w wghz t gz tx x ≥ , and integer  , , , , w wg h G t T w W z Z∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  

(4.78) t u, 0ghrwt grtx x ≥   , , , ,g h G r R t T w W∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  

Problem structure 

In the following, the problem as captured in the OR model of Özdamar et al. 
(2004) is described based on the problem structuring scheme outlined in section 
3.4. Firstly, the disaster environment is characterized. Following this, the humani-
tarian organization, which operates in this task environment, is described. The re-
sults of the problem structuring process are outlined in Table 4.11 (pp. 147ff). 

The environment, in which the humanitarian logistics network is laid out, is a 
single-organizational disaster environment. The environment is characterized by 
three types of locations: locations for supply facilities, locations for transshipment 
facilities, and locations for demand facilities. Bidirectional arcs connect these lo-
cations with each other. All locations are characterized by coordinates while arcs 
are characterized by the two locations they connect, distances, speed limitations, 
and their applicabilities for certain modes of transportation. These attributes are 
implicitly represented by the parameters in the mathematical program which de-
scribe the transportation times between locations. Furthermore, locations for de-
mand facilities are characterized by demands for specific types of relief items. 
Demands for relief items are represented by negative values of particular parame-
ters. The same parameters can also describe available relief item supplies at loca-
tions for supply facilities. In that case their values are positive. Parameters which 
represent attributes of elements in the environment are outlined in Table 4.11 (p. 
147). 

The humanitarian organization has several inputs available to set up and run a 
humanitarian logistics network: supply facilities, transshipment facilities, demand 
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facilities, a vehicle depot, transportation vehicles, and relief items. In Figure 4.19, 
a simple example of the humanitarian logistics network is depicted. 

Supply facility

Transshipment 
facility

Vehicle flow Relief item flowLegend:

Demand facility

Vehicle
depot

 
Figure 4.19. Simple example of the humanitarian logistics network in the OR model of 
Özdamar et al. (2004) 

Supply facilities, transshipment facilities, and demand facilities could have dif-
ferent counterparts in a real-world humanitarian logistics network. A supply facili-
ty could represent a stationary warehouse, a handling point, or a temporary ware-
house. A transshipment facility represents a facility located between stationary 
warehouses and LDCs. So, it could represent a handling point or a temporary 
warehouse. Finally, a demand facility could represent a temporary warehouse, a 
handling point, or a LDC. In Figure 4.20 (p. 144), the possible counterparts for 
supply facilities, transshipment facilities, and demand facilities are marked using 
the reference structure for humanitarian logistics networks as described in section 
2.1. The vehicle depot defined in the OR model of Özdamar et al. (2004) has no 
counterpart in this reference structure. 

A supply facility is defined by the location it is assigned to and the quantities of 
available relief items; a transshipment facility is defined by the location it is as-
signed to and the number of handled relief items; and a demand facility is defined 
by the location it is assigned to and the number of distributed relief items. The ve-
hicle depot is characterized by the number of available transportation vehicles per 
mode and type. The humanitarian organization has already placed supply facili-
ties, transshipment facilities, and demand facilities at dedicated locations. Fur-
thermore, each type of transportation vehicle is characterized by the mode of 
transportation it belongs to, the available transport volume and weight per vehicle, 
a speed of travel, the number of vehicles on specific arcs (transportation vehicle 
flows), and the loads of relief items on specific arcs (relief item flows). Finally, 
each type of relief item is defined by a volume and weight per unit. 
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Stationary 
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Legend:

Possible counterparts of a transshipment facility in Özdamar et al. (2004)

Possible counterparts of a supply facility in Özdamar et al. (2004)

Settlement

Company/ donor

Possible counterparts of a demand facility in Özdamar et al. (2004)

Local distribution 
center

Handling point

Temporary 
warehouse

Handling point

Stationary 
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Figure 4.20. Counterparts of the facilities defined in Özdamar et al. (2004) in the reference 
structure for humanitarian logistics networks 

Mode of vehicle types, transport volume and weight per vehicle of a certain 
type, and speed of travel are already fixed by the humanitarian organization. The 
same is true for the weight and volume per unit of a relief item type as well as for 
the relief item stocks at supply facilities and the numbers of additional transporta-
tion vehicles per mode and type that are available at the vehicle depot. These at-
tributes are explicitly or implicitly represented by parameters in the mathematical 
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program. Travel speeds are implicitly represented by the parameters that describe 
the transportation times between locations. Available transport volume and weight 
per vehicle of a certain type as well as weight and volume per relief item unit of a 
certain type are implicitly represented by the parameters that describe the maxi-
mum relief item loads of vehicles and the necessary loads for relief items, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the numbers of additional transportation vehicles at the vehi-
cle depot are implicitly represented by the parameters that describe the numbers of 
additional transportation vehicles at locations for demand, transshipment, and 
supply facilities. The parameters which describe logistics resources and relief 
items are outlined in Table 4.11. 

The humanitarian organization intends to know the number of transportation 
vehicles of certain types and modes travelling over certain arcs as well as the 
quantities of relief items transferred by certain modes of transportation, the quanti-
ties of relief items handled by transshipment facilities, the quantities of distributed 
relief items at demand facilities, and the numbers of processed transportation ve-
hicles at facilities. These values are explicitly or implicitly represented by decision 
variables in the mathematical program. The quantities of stocked, handled, and 
distributed relief items for a facility can be derived from the relief item flows be-
tween facilities. The quantities of processed transportation vehicles at facilities 
can be derived from the vehicle flows between facilities. Flows of transportation 
vehicles are allowed to take a positive integer number and flows of relief items are 
allowed to take a positive real-valued number. Therefore, the number of alterna-
tive solutions to the decision problem is continuous. 

The humanitarian organization must adhere to specific rules when using the lo-
gistics resources and relief items as well as when interacting with the elements of 
the environment. The following relationships are known: 

• The amount of inflowing relief items plus the relief item shortage at a demand 
facility has to be equal to the amount of outflowing relief items plus the relief 
item demand. 

• The amount of inflowing relief items at a transshipment facility must be equal 
to the amount of outflowing relief items. 

• The amount of outflowing relief items at a supply facility cannot exceed the 
amount of inflowing relief items plus the amount of available relief items. 

• Volume and weight of a relief item, transport weight and volume of a specific 
type of transportation vehicle, and the number of vehicles of that type traveling 
over a certain arc restrict the quantity of relief items that can be transferred by 
that type of transportation vehicle over that arc. 

• The number of ingoing transportation vehicles per type at a facility plus the 
number of transportation vehicles per type made available by the vehicle depot 
restrict the number of outgoing transportation vehicles per type at this facility. 

• Transportation vehicles are not allowed to travel via the vehicle depot from one 
supply/ transshipment/ demand facility to another supply/ transshipment/ de-
mand facility. 
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• Transportation vehicles can only use those arcs that are appropriate for the 
mode of transportation they belong to. 

In the mathematical program, the allowed use and interaction between logistics 
resources, relief items, and elements in the environment are represented by con-
straints. The constraints which represent certain relationships are outlined in Table 
4.11. 

When setting up a humanitarian logistics network, the humanitarian organiza-
tion as assumed in the model of Özdamar et al. (2004) takes into account two cru-
cial dimensions in order to identify the most advantageous network configuration. 
The configuration’s input – the amount of transportation resources – represents 
one key dimension. It is captured by the number of transportation vehicles of a 
certain type and mode. This metric belongs to the class of utilization metrics. The 
configuration’s output – the delivered relief item quantity – represents the other 
key dimension of the humanitarian organization. This dimension is captured by 
the sum of the relief item shortages at demand facilities. This metric belongs to the 
class of effectiveness metrics. The mathematical program’s expressions for these 
metrics are outlined in Table 4.11. 

It is assumed that the organization intends to minimize relief item shortages 
while limiting the number of transportation vehicles. The parts of the mathemati-
cal program which represent this objective/ this requirement are outlined in Table 
4.11. Generally speaking, maximizing the efficiency of the humanitarian logistics 
network is the overarching objective of the decision problem captured in the OR 
model of Özdamar et al. (2004). 
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Table 4.11. Problem structuring scheme for Özdamar et al. (2004) 

Category Properties (DV: discrete variable, CV: continuous variable) Mathematical representation 

Disaster 
environment 

 Humanitarian  
organization 

  

  Disaster   

  Locations for supply 
facilities 

Coordinates Parameter t
ghwt  

  Locations for trans-
shipment facilities 

Coordinates Parameter t
ghwt  

  Locations for  
demand facilities 

Coordinates 

Relief item demand 

Parameter t
ghwt  

Parameter
grtsplDmd  

  Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Speed limitations 

Applicable for modes of transportation  

Parameter t
ghwt  

Parameter t
ghwt  

Parameter t
ghwt  

Parameter t
ghwt  

Parameter t
ghwt  

Humanitarian  
organization 

Logistics re-
sources and re-
lief items 

Supply facilities Location for a supply facility 

Transportation vehicles processed (DV) 

Relief items stocked 

Relief items handled (CV) 

Parameter t
ghwt  

Variable d
wghz tx  

Parameter
grtsplDmd  

Variable t
ghrwtx  

Transshipment facili-
ties 

Location for a transshipment facility 

Transportation vehicles processed (DV) 

Relief items handled (CV)  

Parameter t
ghwt  

Variable d
wghz tx  

Variable t
ghrwtx  

147 
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  Demand facilities Location for a demand facility 

Transportation vehicles processed (DV) 

Relief items handled (CV) 

Relief items distributed (CV) 

Parameter t
ghwt  

Variable d
wghz tx  

Variable t
ghrwtx  

Variable t
ghrwtx  

  Vehicle depot Available transportation vehicles per mode 
and type 

Parameter
wgz tNv  

  Transportation vehicle 
types 

Mode of transportation 

Speed of travel 

Transport volume 

Transport weight 

Vehicles on arcs (DV) 

Relief items transferred on arcs (CV) 

Parameter
wgz tNv  

Parameter t
ghwt  

Parameter
wzLd  

Parameter
wzLd  

Variable d
wghz tx  

Variable t
ghrwtx  

  Relief item types Weight 

Volume 

Parameter rld  

Parameter rld  

 Use and interac-
tion of logistics 
resources, relief 
items, and ele-
ments in envi-
ronment 

The amount of inflowing relief items plus the relief item shortage at a 
demand facility has to be equal to the amount of outflowing relief items 
plus the relief item demand 

Constraint set 4.70 

 The amount of inflowing relief items at a transshipment facility must be 
equal to the amount of outflowing relief items 

Constraint set 4.70 

 The amount of outflowing relief items at a supply facility cannot exceed 
the amount of inflowing relief items plus the amount of available relief 
items 

Constraint set 4.71 

  Relief items cannot be transferred via the vehicle depot from one facili-
ty to another 

Constraint set 4.73 

  Transportation vehicles can only use those arcs that are appropriate for 
the corresponding mode of transportation 

Constraint set 4.72 

148 
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  Volume and weight of a relief item, transport weight and volume of a 
specific type of transportation vehicle, and the number of vehicles of 
that type traveling over a certain arc restrict the quantity of relief items 
that can be transferred by that type of transportation vehicle over that 
arc 

Constraint set 4.74 

  The number of ingoing transportation vehicles per type at a facility plus 
the number of transportation vehicles per type made available by the 
vehicle depot restrict the number of outgoing transportation vehicles per 
type at this facility 

Constraint set 4.75 

 Key dimensions, 
metrics, objec-
tives, and  
requirements 

Input Transportation resource: number of transpor-
tation vehicles 

Expression 

'' 1 w

t d
vgz tt

x
=∑  

 Output Delivered relief item quantity: relief item 
shortages  

Expression 

u
grtg Q r R t T

x
∈ ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

 Objective and re-
quirement  

Maximizing delivered relief item quantity Objective function 4.69 

  Limiting transportation resources Constraint set 4.76 

149 
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Program code 

Below is a possible translation of the OR model of Özdamar et al. (2004) into 
program code, using the OPL language. This language is frequently used to code a 
MILP such as the one of Özdamar et al. (2004). MILPs coded in this language can 
be automatically solved with the CPLEX solver. 

/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Henning Gösling based on Özdamar et al. (2004) 
 * Creation Date: 03.02.2015 at 14:34:57 
 *********************************************/ 
{int} TimePeriods = ...; 
{string} LocationsForSupplyFacilities = ...; 
{string} LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities = ...; 
{string} ReliefItemTypes = ...; 
{string} LocationForVehicleDepot = ...; 
{string} ModesOfTransportation =  ...; 
{string} TypesOfTransportationVehicles = ...; 
float Big = 100000000000; 
float CapacityAvailable 
[ModesOfTransportation,TypesOfTransportationVehicles] = ...; 
float CapacityNecessary 
[ReliefItemTypes] = ...; 
float NumberTransportationVehicles 
[LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransshipmentFacili-
tiesAndDemandFacilities,ModesOfTransportation, 
TypesOfTransportationVehicles,TimePeriods] = ...; 
float SupplyDemand 
[LocationsForSupplyFacilities union  
LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities, 
ReliefItemTypes,TimePeriods] = ...; 
int TransportationTime 
[LocationsForSupplyFacilities union  
LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union  
LocationForVehicleDepot, LocationsForSupplyFacilities union  
LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union  
LocationForVehicleDepot, ModesOfTransportation] = ...; 
dvar float+ Transferred 
[LocationsForSupplyFacilities union  
LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union  
LocationForVehicleDepot,LocationsForSupplyFacilities union  
LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union  
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LocationForVehicleDepot,ReliefItemTypes,ModesOfTransportation, 
TimePeriods]; 
dvar float+ Shortage 
[LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities, 
ReliefItemTypes,TimePeriods]; 
dvar int+ Driving 
[LocationsForSupplyFacilities union  
LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union  
LocationForVehicleDepot,LocationsForSupplyFacilities union  
LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union  
LocationForVehicleDepot,ModesOfTransportation, 
TypesOfTransportationVehicles,TimePeriods]; 
dvar int+ Waiting[LocationsForSupplyFacilities union  
LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities, 
ModesOfTransportation,TypesOfTransportationVehicles,TimePeriods]; 
 
minimize  
sum (pq in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities,  
r in ReliefItemTypes, t in TimePeriods) 
Shortage[pq,r,t]; 
 
subject to{ 
ct70: 
forall(pq in LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities, r in 
ReliefItemTypes, t in TimePeriods) 
- sum (g in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union LocationForVehicleDepot, w in 
ModesOfTransportation, tI in 1..t:tI-TransportationTime[g,pq,w]>0) 
Transferred[g,pq,r,w,tI-TransportationTime[g,pq,w]] + 
sum (g in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union LocationForVehicleDepot, w in 
ModesOfTransportation, tI in 1..t) 
Transferred[pq,g,r,w,tI] -  
Shortage[pq,r,t] == 
sum (tI in 1..t)  
SupplyDemand[pq,r,tI]; 
 
ct71: 
forall(o in LocationsForSupplyFacilities, r in ReliefItemTypes, t in Time-
Periods) 
- sum (g in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union LocationForVehicleDepot, w in 
ModesOfTransportation, tI in 1..t:tI-TransportationTime[g,o,w]>0)  
Transferred[g,o,r,w,tI-TransportationTime[g,o,w]] + 
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sum (g in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union LocationForVehicleDepot, w in 
ModesOfTransportation, tI in 1..t)  
Transferred[o,g,r,w,tI] <= 
sum (tI in 1..t)  
SupplyDemand[o,r,tI]; 
 
ct72: 
forall(g in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities, h in LocationsForSupplyFacilities un-
ion LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities, w in Mode-
sOfTransportation, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles, t in TimePeriods) 
Driving[g,h,w,z,t] <=  
TransportationTime[g,h,w] * Big; 
 
ct73:  
forall(g in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities, v in LocationForVehicleDepot, r in Re-
liefItemTypes, w in ModesOfTransportation, t in TimePeriods) 
Transferred[v,g,r,w,t] +  
Transferred[g,v,r,w,t] == 0; 
 
ct74: 
forall(g in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union LocationForVehicleDepot, h in 
LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransshipmentFacili-
tiesAndDemandFacilities union LocationForVehicleDepot, w in Mode-
sOfTransportation, t in TimePeriods) 
sum (z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles)  
Driving[g,h,w,z,t] * CapacityAvailable[w,z] >=  
sum (r in ReliefItemTypes) 
Transferred[g,h,r,w,t] * CapacityNecessary[r]; 
 
ct75: 
forall(g in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities, w in ModesOfTransportation, z in 
TypesOfTransportationVehicles, t in TimePeriods) 
sum (h in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union LocationForVehicleDepot, tI in 
1..t:tI-TransportationTime[h,g,w]>0)  
Driving[h,g,w,z,tI-TransportationTime[h,g,w]] -  
Waiting[g,w,z,t] ==  
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sum (h in LocationsForSupplyFacilities union LocationsForTransship-
mentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities union LocationForVehicleDepot, tI in 
1..t)  
Driving[g,h,w,z,tI]; 
 
ct76: 
forall(v in LocationForVehicleDepot, g in LocationsForSupplyFacilities un-
ion LocationsForTransshipmentFacilitiesAndDemandFacilities, w in Mode-
sOfTransportation, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles, t in TimePeriods) 
sum (tI in 1..t)  
Driving[v,g,w,z,tI] <=  
sum (tI in 1..t) 
NumberTransportationVehicles[g,w,z,tI]; 
} 

4.3.3 Mathematical program of Vitoriano et al. (2011) for supporting deci-
sions about the types, loads, and used arcs of transportation vehicles 

Vitoriano et al. (2011), in their publication entitled “A multi-criteria optimiza-
tion model for humanitarian aid distribution”, present a mathematical program 
which supports the specification of transportation activities. On a functional level, 
the program can be characterized as a model for transportation planning; more ex-
actly as a service network design model as it determines the types of transporta-
tion vehicles which transfer certain amounts of relief items over specific arcs 
(SteadieSeifi et al., 2014). The program can also be characterized as a MILP be-
cause of the use of binary, integer, and continuous variables. Finally, the program 
optimizes differences to target values. This kind of approach is called a “Goal 
Programming” approach (Williams, 2013, p. 27).  

In this section, the mathematical program is profiled. This includes a descrip-
tion of the mathematical formulation, a description of the underlying problem, and 
a possible translation into program code. Names of sets, parameters, and variables 
in the present notation of the mathematical formulation differ from the original no-
tation in order to achieve a consistent notation within the toolkit. 

Mathematical formulation 

The program’s objective function (5.79) minimizes deviations between variable 
values and corresponding target values. These deviations are normalized and 
weighted. Target values are defined for: total costs of the transportation activities, 
maximum delivery time of facilities, maximum percentage of unfulfilled demands 
at facilities, percentage of fulfilled demand at a priority facility, minimum proba-
bility of completely crossing a used arc, probability of completely crossing all 
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used arcs, maximum ransack probability of a used arc, and probability of not be-
ing ransacked on any used arcs. 

Constraint set (4.80) ensures relief item flow conservation at each facility; 
more exactly, it is required that the amount of available relief item supplies at the 
beginning of the transportation activities plus the amount of inflowing relief items 
during the operation must be equal to the amount of outflowing relief items during 
the operation plus the amount of relief items that remains at the facility after the 
transportation activities stop. Constraint set (4.81) defines an upper bound on the 
amount of relief items that can remain at a facility after the operation stops; this 
amount can exceed neither the original location-dependent relief item demand nor 
the original location-dependent relief item supply. Constraint (4.82) ensures that 
the total amount of relief items over all facilities at the end of the operation is 
equal to the total amount of available relief items at the beginning of the opera-
tion. Constraint set (4.83) ensures the conservation of vehicle flows at each facili-
ty: the number of available vehicles at the beginning of the operation plus the 
number of inflowing vehicles is equal to the number of outflowing vehicles plus 
the number of vehicles remaining at a facility after the operation stops. Constraint 
set (4.84) requires that the overall number of vehicles at the beginning of the oper-
ation has to be equal to the overall number of vehicles at the end of the operation. 
Constraint set (4.85) permits vehicles of a specific type to only use specific arcs. 
Constraint sets (4.86) and (4.87) calculate the delivery times of each facility after 
the operation has been started. The delivery time of a facility depends on the de-
livery time of the previously visited facility, the distance between the locations of 
the previous-visited facility and the visited facility, and the speed of the vehicle 
type used to overcome the distance respectively the speed limit on the correspond-
ing arc. In order to determine if any transportation vehicle respectively if any 
transportation vehicle of a specific type travels between two facilities the con-
straint sets (4.88), (4.89), (4.90), and (4.91) are introduced. Constraint sets (4.86), 
(4.87), (4.88), (4.89), (4.90), and (4.91) are also used to prevent that facilities al-
ready visited by transportation vehicles are not reapproached during the operation 
(sub-cycle elimination constraints). Constraint set (4.92) requires transportation 
vehicles to carry relief items on the last leg of their travels and constraint sets 
(4.93) and (4.94) are introduced to determine if any transportation vehicle of a 
specific type ends its travels at a certain facility. Constraint set (4.95) assures that 
relief item flows are realized by vehicle flows and constraint set (4.96) determines 
that the amount of relief items transferred by a certain type of vehicle over a cer-
tain arc depends on the number of vehicles flowing over this particular arc and the 
available transport volume and weight per vehicle. Constraint (4.97) determines 
the number of relief items to be distributed during a response. Constraint (4.98) 
calculates the total costs of the operations. Costs are split into two terms: one term 
calculates the transportation costs due to the distance travelled and the other term 
calculates the transportation costs due to the transfer of loads. The transportation 
costs also cover the costs for the transportation vehicles’ empty drives back to 
their point of origin. Constraint (4.99) calculates the difference between the actual 
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total costs and a target value. Constraint set (4.100) determines the maximum de-
livery time of all facilities and constraint (4.101) calculates the difference between 
the actual maximum delivery time and a target value. Constraint set (4.102) com-
putes the maximum percentage of unfulfilled demand of all locations and con-
straint (4.103) calculates the difference between the actual maximum percentage 
of unfulfilled demand and a target value. Constraint set (4.104) computes the per-
centage of fulfilled demand at the priority location and constraint (4.105) deter-
mines the difference between the actual percentage of fulfilled demand at the pri-
ority location and a target value. Constraint set (4.106) determines the minimum 
probability of completely crossing a used arc and constraint (4.107) calculates the 
difference between the actual minimum probability of completely crossing a used 
arc and a target value. Constraint set (4.108) captures the probability of complete-
ly crossing all arcs used during the response. This is not done directly by multiply-
ing all probabilities for completely crossing an arc of those arcs that are used dur-
ing the transportation activities – given that such a multiplication is a non-linear 
expression. Instead, the calculation of the probability of completely crossing all 
arcs used during the operation is linearized (and thereby approximated) by sum-
ming up all logarithmized probabilities of completely crossing an arc of those arcs 
that are used during transportation activities. The logarithmized total probability 
of completely crossing all used arcs is a negative value. Constraint (4.109) calcu-
lates the difference between the logarithmized total probability of completely 
crossing all used arcs and a target value. Constraint set (4.110) calculates the loga-
rithmized maximum probability of being ransacked on a used arc depending on 
the number of vehicles flowing over it. Logarithms are also applied here because 
directly calculating the maximum probability of being ransacked on a used arc 
would involve non-linear expressions. Again, the logarithmized maximum proba-
bility of being ransacked on a used arc is a negative value. Constraint (4.111) cal-
culates the difference between the actual logarithmized maximum probability of 
being ransacked on a used arc and a target value. Constraint (4.112) states that 
there is a probability of not being ransacked on an arc and that this probability ris-
es with the number of transportation vehicles in a convoy and the number of con-
voys flowing over the arc. The constraint calculates the logarithmized probability 
of not being ransacked during an operation. Again, logarithms are applied as a di-
rect calculation of the total probability of not being ransacked during an operation 
would involve non-linear expressions. The logarithmized probability of not being 
ransacked during an operation is a negative value. Constraint (4.113) calculates 
the difference between the logarithmized total probability of not being ransacked 
during an operation and a target value. Finally, the constraint sets (4.114), (4.115), 
(4.116), and (4.117) define the binary variables (necessary to capture whether a 
vehicle of a certain type or whether any vehicle uses a specific arc) as well as the 
non-negativity of the real-valued relief item flow variables and the integer vehicle 
flow variables. 
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Sets: 

G   Set of locations 

Z   Set of transportation vehicle types 

Parameters: 

1big   Big number 

2big   Big number 

3big   Big number 

4big   Big number 

5big   Big number 

6big   Big number 

d
ghzc   Costs for driving (d) a transportation vehicle of type z from location g  

 to location h per unit of length 

t
ghzc   Costs for the transportation (t) of a relief item unit with transportation  

 vehicle type z from location g to location h per unit of length  

ghcrs   Probability of completely crossing the arc between location g and location h 

cvy   Maximum number of transportation vehicles in a convoy 

ghd   Distance between location g and location h 

gdmd   Units of relief items demanded at location g 

zLd  Maximum load of a transportation vehicle of type z 

Nr  Number of relief items to be distributed 
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gzNv  Number of transportation vehicles of type z available at location g  

gprt  0 if location g is a priority location, 1 otherwise 

ghrnk  Probability of being ransacked on arc between location g and location h 

ghrnkCvy Probability of not being ransacked on arc between location g and location h   

 if the number of vehicles going over it is the maximum  size of a convoy 

ghsMx  Upper speed limit between location g and location h 

zsMx  Upper speed limit of a transportation vehicle of type z 

gspl  Units of relief items available at location g 

TrC  Target total costs 

TrCrs  Target probability of completely crossing all used arcs 

TrMnCrs Target minimum probability of completely crossing a used arc 

TrMxR  Target maximum probability of being ransacked on a used arc 

TrMxRt  Target maximum reaching time 

TrMxU  Target maximum percentage of unfulfilled demand 

TrP  Target percentage of fulfilled demand at priority node 

TrR  Target probability of not being ransacked on all used arcs 

ghzuse  0 if arc between location g and location h cannot be used by a 

 transportation vehicle of type z, 1 otherwise 

Cω  Weight for total costs (C) 

Crsω  Weight for probability of completely crossing all used arcs (Crs) 
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MnCrsω  Weight for minimum probability of crossing a used arc (MnCrs) 

MxRω  Weight for maximum probability of being ransacked on a used arc (MxR) 

MxRtω  Weight for maximum reaching time (MxRt) 

MxUω  Weight for maximum percentage of unfulfilled demand (MxU) 

Pω  Weight for percentage of fulfilled demand at priority node (P) 

Rω  Weight for probability of not being ransacked on all used arcs (R) 

Variables: 

C  Total costs 

Crs  Probability of completely crossing all used arcs 

DC  Deviation: total costs from target value 

DCrs  Deviation: probability of completely crossing all used arcs from  
 target value 

DMnCrs Deviation: minimum probability of crossing a used arc from  
 target value 

DMxR  Deviation: maximum probability of being ransacked on a used 
 arc from target value 

DMxRt  Deviation: maximum reaching time from target value 

DMxU  Deviation: maximum percentage of unfulfilled demand from target value 

DP  Deviation: percentage of fulfilled demand at priority location from target value 

DR  Deviation: probability of not being ransacked from target value 

MnCrs  Minimum probability of crossing a used arc 

MxR  Maximum probability of being ransacked on a used arc 
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MxRt  Maximum reaching time 

MxU  Maximum percentage of unfulfilled demand 

P  Percentage of fulfilled demand at priority location 

R  Probability of not being ransacked on all used arcs 

grt   Reaching time of location g 

d
gzx  Transportation vehicles of type z driving (d) to location g as their final  

 destination 

d
ghzx   Transportation vehicles of type z driving (d) from location g to  

 location h 

s
gx   Relief items staying (s) at location g at the end of the operation 

t
ghx   Relief items transferred (t) from location g to location h 

t
ghzx   Relief items transferred (t) by a transportation vehicle of type z from   

 location g to location h 

ghy   1 if any transportation vehicle drives from location g to location h, 

 0 otherwise 

ghzy   1 if any transportation vehicle of type z drives from location g to 

 location h, 0 otherwise 

gzy   1 if any transportation vehicle of type z has location g as its final  

 destination, 0 otherwise 
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MILP: 

(4.79) Minimize 
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MxR R
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(4.89) d
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Problem structure 

In the following, the problem as captured in the OR model of Vitoriano et al. 
(2011) is described based on the problem structuring scheme outlined in section 
3.4. Firstly, the disaster environment is characterized. Secondly, the characteristics 
of the humanitarian organization, which operates in the disaster environment, are 
described. The results of the problem structuring process are outlined in Table 
4.12 (pp. 168ff). 

The environment, in which a humanitarian logistics network is laid out, is a 
single-organizational disaster environment and consists of locations as well as bi-
directional arcs between these locations. Different types of facilities can be erected 
at the locations. Each location is characterized by coordinates and a demand for 
relief items. Moreover, one of the locations is marked as the priority location. 
Each arc is characterized by the two locations it connects, a distance, speed limita-
tions, applicability for certain transportation vehicle types, a probability of not be-
ing crossed completely (due to infrastructure damage), a probability of being ran-
sacked, and a probability of not being ransacked if a convoy uses the arc. 
Attributes of locations and arcs are static and deterministic; and are explicitly or 
implicitly represented by parameters in the mathematical program. Coordinates of 
locations are implicitly represented by the parameters that describe the distances 
between locations (because coordinates have to be known to calculate these dis-
tances). The parameters which represent certain attributes of the environmental el-
ements are outlined in Table 4.12. 

The available inputs of the humanitarian organization to set up and run a hu-
manitarian logistics network are: facilities that are used as supply facilities, trans-
shipment facilities, and/ or demand facilities, a single relief item type, and differ-
ent types of transportation vehicles. In Figure 4.21, a simple example of the 
humanitarian logistics network is presented. A facility that can be used as a supply 
facility, transshipment facility, and/ or demand facility can have several counter-
parts in a real-world humanitarian logistics network. Possible counterparts for 
such a facility are: a stationary warehouse, a handling point, a temporary ware-
house, and/ or a LDC. Possible counterparts of a facility as defined in Vitoriano et 
al. (2011) in the reference structure for humanitarian logistics networks (as de-
scribed in section 2.1) are shown in Figure 4.22 (p. 166). 

Each facility is characterized by its location, by the amount of relief items 
stocked in the facility, by the amount of relief items handled in the facility, by the 
amount of relief items distributed at the facility, by the number of available vehi-
cles per type, and by the number of processed vehicles per type. The humanitarian 
organization has erected facilities at certain locations. Furthermore, each vehicle 
type is characterized by the available transport volume and weight per vehicle, a 
speed of travel, a number of vehicles on specific arcs (transportation vehicle 
flows), and loads of relief items on specific arcs (relief item flows). Finally, the 
single type of relief item is defined by its weight and volume per unit. Relief item 
stocks at facilities, the number of available vehicles at facilities, the available 
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transport volume, transport weight, and travel speed per vehicle of a certain type 
together with the weight and volume per relief item unit are assumed to be already 
known by the humanitarian organization. These attributes can be defined as being 
static and deterministic and are – implicitly or explicitly – represented by parame-
ters in the mathematical program. The available transport volume and weight per 
vehicle of a certain type as well as the volume and weight per relief item unit are 
implicitly represented by the parameters which describe the numbers of relief 
items certain types of vehicles can load. 

Facility

Facility

Vehicle flow Relief item flowLegend:

Facility

 
Figure 4.21. Simple example of the humanitarian logistics network in the OR model of Vi-
toriano et al. (2011) 

The humanitarian organization decides about the numbers of transportation ve-
hicles of certain types travelling over certain arcs, the quantities of relief items 
moved by certain types of vehicles, the quantities of relief items handled and dis-
tributed at facilities, and the numbers of processed transportation vehicles at facili-
ties. These attributes are explicitly or implicitly represented by decision variables 
in the mathematical program. Quantities of stocked, handled, and distributed relief 
items at facilities can be derived from the relief item flows between facilities; and 
the numbers of processed transportation vehicles at facilities can be derived from 
the vehicle flows between facilities. The flows of transportation vehicles may take 
a positive integer number while the flows of relief items may take a positive real-
valued number. Given that flows of relief items can take a positive real-valued 
number, the number of alternative solutions to the problem is continuous. The pa-
rameters and variables which represent attributes of logistics resources and relief 
items are outlined in Table 4.12. 

The assumed humanitarian organization must adhere to specific rules when us-
ing the logistics resources and relief items as well as when interacting with the el-
ements of the environment. The following relationships are known to the organi-
zation: 

• At each facility, the available amount of stocked relief items from the begin-
ning of the transportation activities plus the amount of inflowing relief items 
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during the operation must be equal to the amount of outflowing relief items 
during the operation plus the amount of relief items that remains at the facility 
for distribution after the transportation activities stopped. 

• The amount of relief items that can remain at a facility for distribution after the 
transportation activities stopped cannot exceed the sum of original location-
dependent demand plus the facility’s relief item stock from the beginning of the 
operation. 

• The total amount of relief items from the beginning of the operation is equal to 
the total amount of relief items at the end of the operation. 

• At each facility, the number of available vehicles of a certain type at the begin-
ning of the operation plus the number of inflowing vehicles during the opera-
tion must be equal to the number of outflowing vehicles during the operation 
plus the number of vehicles staying at the facility at the end of the operation. 

• The overall number of transportation vehicles of a certain type at the beginning 
of the operation is equal to the overall number of vehicles of this type at the 
end of the operation. 

• Transportation vehicles of a specific type can only be used on specific arcs. 
• Transportation vehicles are not allowed to reapproach any already visited loca-

tion 
• Relief item flows are realized by transportation vehicle flows. 
• The amount of relief items transferred by a certain type of transportation vehi-

cles over a certain arc depends on the number of vehicles flowing over this arc, 
on the available transport volume and weight per vehicle, and the volume and 
weight per relief item unit. 

In the mathematical program, the permitted use and interaction between logis-
tics resources, relief items, and elements in the environment are represented by the 
constraints. The constraints which represent these relationships are outlined in Ta-
ble 4.12. 

When setting up a humanitarian logistics network, the humanitarian organiza-
tion takes into account several critical dimensions in order to identify the most ad-
vantageous configuration. The configuration’s input – the amount of transporta-
tion resources – is one critical aspect. It is measured by the transportation costs 
that are associated with a certain configuration and by the number of transporta-
tion vehicles driving on arcs. These metrics belong to the class of utilization met-
rics. A configuration’s output is broken down to the key dimensions delivered re-
lief item quantity, delivery time, and workforce safety and security. In order to 
quantify the dimension delivered relief item quantity, the maximum percentage of 
unfulfilled demand of all locations is calculated. This is a metric to measure the 
non-discrimination of beneficiaries. Another metric used to measure the dimen-
sion delivered relief item quantity is the fulfilled demand at the priority location, 
which is an impartiality metric. Finally, the dimension delivered relief item quan-
tity is measured by the total amount of relief items arriving at demand facilities, 
which is an effectiveness metric. In order to quantify the dimension delivery times, 
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the maximum delivery time of all facilities is calculated – again, a non-
discrimination metric. Furthermore, the dimension workforce safety and security 
is measured by four metrics: security is captured by the probability of not being 
ransacked on any used arcs and the maximum probability of suffering an attack on 
a used arc; and safety is captured by the probability of completely crossing all 
used arcs and the minimum probability of completely crossing a used arc. The 
mathematical expressions for these metrics are outlined in Table 4.12. 

 

Stationary 
humanitarian 

logistics
 network

Temporary 
humanitarian 

logistics 
network

Stationary 
warehouse

Handling point

Disposal
area

Relief item flow

Legend:

Settlement

Possible counterparts of a facility in Vitoriano et al. (2011)

Temporary 
warehouse

Handling point

Local distribution 
center

Company/ donor

 
Figure 4.22. Counterparts of a facility defined in Vitoriano et al. (2011) in the reference 
structure for humanitarian logistics networks 

The humanitarian organization has target values for certain metrics and intends 
to minimize the weighted, normalized deviations between actual values and the 
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corresponding target values. More exactly, the humanitarian organization intends 
to minimize the difference between the actual value of the transportation costs and 
a target value, to minimize the difference between the actual quantity of delivered 
relief items to a particular demand facility (the one at the priority location) and a 
target value, to minimize the difference between the actual minimum quantity of 
delivered relief items at the other demand facilities and a target value, to minimize 
the difference between the actual maximum delivery time and a target value, to 
minimize the differences between the actual values for workforce safety/ security 
and target values, and to minimize the differences between the actual minimum 
values for workforce safety/ security and target values. The humanitarian organi-
zation has to define weights and target values for these metrics. The parameters 
which represent these weights and target values are outlined in Table 4.12. More-
over, the organization requires that transportation vehicles transfer relief items on 
the last legs of their travels in order to cap the usage of transportation resources. 
Finally, the organization ensures that the total amount of relief items arriving at 
demand facilities is equal to a certain value, which is selected by the organization 
and is represented by a parameter in the mathematical program. Generally speak-
ing, maximizing the efficiency of the humanitarian logistics network is the over-
arching objective of the problem that is captured in the OR model of Vitoriano et 
al. (2011). 
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Table 4.12. Problem structuring scheme for Vitoriano et al. (2011) 

Category Properties (DV: discrete variable, CV: continuous variable) Mathematical representation 

Disaster 
environment 

 Humanitarian  
organization 

  

  Disaster   

  Locations Coordinates 

Relief item demand 

Priority 

Parameter ghd  

Parameter gdmd  

Parameter gprt  

  Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Speed limitations 

Applicable for transportation vehicle types 

Probability of crossing completely 

Probability of being ransacked 

Probability of not being ransacked if a convoy 
uses the arc 

Parameter ghd  

Parameter ghd  

Parameter ghd  

Parameter ghsMx  

Parameter ghzuse  

Parameter
ghcrs  

Parameter
ghrnk  

Parameter ghrnkCvy  

Humanitarian  
organization 

Logistics resources 
and relief items 

Facilities Location 

Available transportation vehicles 

Transportation vehicles processed (DV) 

Relief items stocked 

Relief items handled (CV)  

Relief items distributed (CV) 

Parameter ghd  

Parameter
gzNv  

Variable d
ghzx  

Parameter
gspl  

Variable t
ghx  

Variable s
gx  
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  Transportation  
vehicle types 

Speed of travel 

Transport volume 

Transport weight 

Vehicles on arcs (DV) 

Maximum number of vehicles in convoy 

Relief items transferred on arcs (CV) 

Parameter zsMx  

Parameter zLd  

Parameter zLd  

Variable d
ghzx  

Parameter cvy  

Variable t
ghzx  

  Relief item 
types 

Volume 

Weight 

Parameter zLd  

Parameter zLd  

 Use and interaction 
of logistics re-
sources, relief items, 
and elements in en-
vironment 

At each facility, the available amount of relief items stocked at the 
beginning of the transportation activities plus the amount of inflow-
ing relief items during the operation must be equal to the amount of 
outflowing relief items during the operation plus the amount of re-
lief items that remains at the facility for distribution after the trans-
portation activities stopped 

Constraint set 4.80 

 The amount of relief items that can remain at a facility for distribu-
tion after the transportation activities stopped cannot exceed the 
sum of the original location-dependent demand plus the relief item 
stocks at the facility from the beginning of the operation 

Constraint set 4.81 

  The total amount of relief items from the beginning of the operation 
is equal to the total amount of relief items at the end of the opera-
tion. 

Constraint 4.82 

  At each facility, the number of available vehicles of a certain type 
at the beginning of the operation plus the number of inflowing ve-
hicles during the operation must be equal to the number of outflow-
ing vehicles during the operation plus the number of vehicles re-
maining at the facility at the end of the operation  

Constraint set 4.83 

  Overall number of transportation vehicles of a certain type at the 
beginning of the operation is equal to the overall number of vehi-

Constraint set 4.84 
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cles at the end of the operation  

  Transportation vehicles of a specific type can only be used on spe-
cific arcs  

Constraint set 4.85 

  Transportation vehicles are not allowed to reapproach any already 
visited location 

Constraint sets 4.86, 4.87, 4.88, 4.89, 4.90, 4.91 

  Relief items flows are realized by transportation vehicle flows  Constraint set 4.95 

  The amount of relief items transferred by a certain type of transpor-
tation vehicle over a certain arc depends on the number of vehicles 
flowing over this arc, on the available transport volume and weight 
per vehicle, and the volume and weight per relief item unit. 

Constraint set 4.96 

 Key dimensions, 
metrics, targets, and 
requirements 

Input Transportation resources:  
- Transportation costs,  
- Number of vehicles driving on arcs 

 
ExpressionC  
Expression d

ghzz Z
x

∈∑  

 Outputs Delivered relief item quantity:  
- Maximum percentage of unfulfilled demand 
- Percentage of fulfilled demand at priority lo-
cation 

 
Expression MxU  
Expression P  

  Delivery times: Maximum reaching time of fa-
cilities 

Expression MxRt  

  Workforce safety & security: 
- Probability of crossing all used arcs com-
pletely 
- Minimum probability of crossing a used arc 
completely 
- Probability of not being ransacked on all used 
arcs 
- Maximum probability of being ransacked on 
a used arc 

 

 
Expression Crs  
 
Expression MnCrs  
 
Expression R  
 
Expression MxR  
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 Requirements Ensuring output (total amount of relief items 
arriving at demand facilities) 

Limiting inputs (Transportation vehicles can 
only operate if they transfer relief items on 
their last legs) 

Constraint 4.97 

 
Constraint sets 4.92, 4.93, 4.94 

 Targets Minimizing difference inputs to target value 

Minimizing difference delivered relief item 
quantity to target value at priority location 

Minimizing difference minimum quantity of 
delivered relief items to target value 

Minimizing difference maximum delivery 
times to target value 

Minimizing differences workforce safety and 
security to target values 

Minimizing differences minimum workforce 
safety and security to target values 

Objective function 4.79, constraints 4.98, 4.99 

Objective function 4.79, constraint (set) 4.104, 
4.105 

Objective function 4.79, constraint (set) 4.102, 
4.103 

Objective function 4.79, constraint (set) 4.100, 
4.101 

Objective function 4.79, constraints 4.108, 
4.109, 4.112, 4.113 

Objective function 4.79, constraints 4.106, 
4.107, 4.110, 4.111 

  Factors and 
bounds  

Target total transportation costs 

Target probability of crossing all used arcs 
completely 

Target minimum probability of crossing a used 
arc 

Target maximum probability of being ran-
sacked on a used arc 

Target maximum reaching time 

Target maximum percentage of unfulfilled de-
mand 

Target percentage of fulfilled demand at priori-

ParameterTrC  

ParameterTrCrs  

 
ParameterTrMnCrs  

 
ParameterTrMxR  

 
ParameterTrMxRt  

ParameterTrMxU  

 
ParameterTrP  
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ty location 

Target probability of not being ransacked on 
all used arcs 

Weight for total transportation costs 

Weight for probability of crossing all used arcs 
completely 

Weight for minimum probability of crossing a 
used arc 

Weight for maximum probability of being ran-
sacked on a used arc 

Weight for maximum reaching time 

Weight for maximum percentage of unfulfilled 
demand  

Weight for percentage of fulfilled demand at 
priority location 

 

ParameterTrR  

 
Parameter Cω  

Parameter Crsω  

 
Parameter MnCrsω  

 
Parameter MxRω  

 
Parameter MxRtω  

Parameter MxUω  

 
Parameter Pω  

   Weight for probability of not being ransacked 
on all used arcs 

Total amount of relief items to be distributed 

Parameter Rω  
 

Parameter Nr  
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Program code 

Below is a possible translation of the OR model of Vitoriano et al. (2011) into 
program code, using the OPL language. This language is frequently used to code a 
MILP such as the one of Vitoriano et al. (2011). MILPs coded in this language can 
be automatically solved with the CPLEX solver. The program code below (as the 
mathematical formulation) prohibits transportation vehicles to reapproach any al-
ready visited location. Therefore, the solver will not find a feasible solution if 
transportation vehicles have to go forth and back during a disaster response be-
cause the available transportation capacity is too low. Furthermore, there are three 
differences in the presented program code compared to the original mathematical 
formulation. As stated before, the logarithmized probability of completely cross-
ing all used arcs, the logarithmized maximum probability of being ransacked on a 
used arc, and the logarithmized probability of not being ransacked on any used arc 
are negative values. Therefore, the three targets for these values in constraints 
(4.109), (4.111), and (4.113) are explicitly marked as negative. 

/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Henning Gösling based on Vitoriano et al. (2011) 
 * Creation Date: 26.11.2014 at 12:32:15 
 *********************************************/ 
{string} Locations = ...; 
{string} TypesOfTransportationVehicles = ...; 
float BigNumber1 = ...; 
float BigNumber2 = ...; 
float BigNumber3 = ...; 
float BigNumber4 = ...; 
float BigNumber5 = ...; 
float BigNumber6 = ...; 
float CostsForDriving 
[Locations,Locations,TypesOfTransportationVehicles] = ...; 
float CostsForTransportation 
[Locations,Locations,TypesOfTransportationVehicles] = ...; 
float Capacity[TypesOfTransportationVehicles] = ...; 
float CrossingProbability[Locations,Locations] = ...; 
float Distance[Locations,Locations] = ...; 
float Demand[Locations] = ...; 
float NumberMaximumConvoy = ...; 
float NumberReliefItems = ...; 
float NumberTransportationVehicles 
[Locations,TypesOfTransportationVehicles] = ...; 
float Priority[Locations] = ...; 
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float RansackProbability[Locations,Locations] = ...; 
float NotRansackProbabiltiy[Locations,Locations] = ...; 
float UpperSpeedLimitArc[Locations,Locations] = ...; 
float UpperSpeedLimitTransportationVehicle 
[TypesOfTransportationVehicles] = ...; 
float Supply[Locations] = ...; 
float TargetCosts = ...; 
float TargetCrs = ...; 
float TargetMnCrs = ...; 
float TargetMxR = ...; 
float TargetMxRt = ...; 
float TargetMxU = ...; 
float TargetP = ...; 
float TargetR = ...; 
float Useable[Locations,Locations,TypesOfTransportationVehicles] = ...;  
float WeightCosts = ...; 
float WeightCrs = ...; 
float WeightMnCrs = ...; 
float WeightMxR = ...; 
float WeightMxRt = ...; 
float WeightMxU = ...; 
float WeightP = ...; 
float WeightR = ...; 
dvar float+ Costs; 
dvar float Crs; 
dvar float+ DCosts; 
dvar float+ DCrs; 
dvar float+ DMnCrs; 
dvar float+ DMxR; 
dvar float+ DMxRt; 
dvar float+ DMxU; 
dvar float+ DP; 
dvar float+ DR; 
dvar float+ MnCrs; 
dvar float MxR; 
dvar float+ MxRt; 
dvar float+ MxU; 
dvar float+ P; 
dvar float R; 
dvar float+ ReachingTime[Locations]; 
dvar int+ DrivingFinalDestination 
[Locations,TypesOfTransportationVehicles]; 
dvar int+ Driving[Locations,Locations,TypesOfTransportationVehicles]; 
dvar float+ Staying[Locations]; 
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dvar float+ Transferred[Locations,Locations]; 
dvar float+ TransferredByTransportationVehicleType 
[Locations,Locations,TypesOfTransportationVehicles]; 
dvar boolean ArcUsed[Locations,Locations]; 
dvar boolean ArcUsedByTransportationVehicleType 
[Locations,Locations,TypesOfTransportationVehicles]; 
dvar boolean LocationFinalDestination 
[Locations,TypesOfTransportationVehicles]; 
 
minimize  
 
(DCosts/TargetCosts) * WeightCosts +  
(DCrs/TargetCrs) * WeightCrs +  
(DMnCrs/TargetMnCrs) * WeightMnCrs +  
(DMxR/TargetMxR) * WeightMxR + 
(DMxRt/TargetMxRt) * WeightMxRt +  
(DMxU/TargetMxU) * WeightMxU + 
(DP/TargetP) * WeightP + 
(DR/TargetR) * WeightR; 
 
subject to{ 
ct80: 
forall(g in Locations) 
sum (h in Locations:h!=g) 
Transferred[h,g] + 
Supply[g] ==  
sum (h in Locations:h!=g)  
Transferred[g,h] + 
Staying[g];   
 
ct81: 
forall(g in Locations) 
Staying[g] <= Demand[g] + Supply[g]; 
 
ct82: 
sum (g in Locations) 
Staying[g] ==  
sum (g in Locations)  
Supply[g]; 
 
ct83: 
forall(g in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
sum (h in Locations:h!=g) 
Driving[h,g,z] +  
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NumberTransportationVehicles[g,z] == 
sum (h in Locations:h!=g) 
Driving[g,h,z] +  
DrivingFinalDestination[g,z]; 
 
ct84: 
forall(z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
sum (g in Locations) 
NumberTransportationVehicles[g,z] ==  
sum (g in Locations)  
DrivingFinalDestination[g,z]; 
 
ct85: 
forall(g in Locations, h in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
if (Useable[g,h,z] == 0)  
Driving[g,h,z] == 0; 
 
ct86: 
forall(g in Locations, h in Locations) 
ReachingTime[h] >=  
ReachingTime[g] +  
Distance[g,h]/UpperSpeedLimitArc[g,h] -  
BigNumber1 *  
(1 - ArcUsed[g,h]); 
 
ct87: 
forall(g in Locations, h in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
ReachingTime[h] >=  
ReachingTime[g] +  
Distance[g,h]/UpperSpeedLimitTransportationVehicle[z] -  
BigNumber2 *  
(1 - ArcUsedByTransportationVehicleType[g,h,z]); 
 
ct88: 
forall(g in Locations, h in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
Driving[g,h,z] <=  
BigNumber3 * ArcUsedByTransportationVehicleType[g,h,z]; 
 
ct89: 
forall(g in Locations, h in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
ArcUsedByTransportationVehicleType[g,h,z] <=  
Driving[g,h,z]; 
 
ct90: 
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forall(g in Locations, h in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
ArcUsedByTransportationVehicleType[g,h,z] <=  
ArcUsed[g,h]; 
 
ct91: 
forall(g in Locations, h in Locations) 
ArcUsed[g,h] <=  
sum (z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles)  
ArcUsedByTransportationVehicleType[g,h,z]; 
 
ct92: 
forall(g in Locations, h in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
sum (zI in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
Capacity[zI] * Driving[g,h,zI] -  
Capacity[z] <=  
Transferred[g,h] +  
BigNumber4 *  
(1 - LocationFinalDestination[h,z]); 
  
ct93: 
forall(g in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
DrivingFinalDestination[g,z] <=  
BigNumber5 * LocationFinalDestination[g,z]; 
 
ct94:    
forall(g in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
LocationFinalDestination[g,z] <=  
DrivingFinalDestination[g,z]; 
 
ct95:  
forall(g in Locations, h in Locations) 
Transferred[g,h] ==  
sum (z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
TransferredByTransportationVehicleType[g,h,z]; 
 
ct96: 
forall(g in Locations, h in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
TransferredByTransportationVehicleType[g,h,z] <=  
Capacity[z] * Driving[g,h,z]; 
 
ct97: 
sum (g in Locations: Demand[g]>0) 
Staying[g] == NumberReliefItems; 
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ct98: 
Costs == sum(g in Locations, h in Locations, z in TypesOfTransportation-
Vehicles)  
(2 * CostsForDriving[g,h,z] * Distance[g,h] * Driving[g,h,z] +  
CostsForTransportation[g,h,z] * Distance[g,h] *  
TransferredByTransportationVehicleType[g,h,z] ); 
 
ct99: 
Costs - DCosts <=  
TargetCosts; 
 
ct100: 
forall (g in Locations) 
MxRt >=  
ReachingTime[g]; 
    
ct101: 
MxRt -  
DMxRt <=  
TargetMxRt; 
 
ct102: 
forall (g in Locations: Demand[g]>0) 
MxU >=  
1 - (Staying[g]/Demand[g]); 
 
ct103: 
MxU -  
DMxU <=  
TargetMxU; 
 
ct104: 
forall (g in Locations) 
if (Priority[g] == 1)  
P == Staying[g]/Demand[g]; 
ct105: 
P +  
DP >=  
TargetP; 
 
ct106: 
forall (g in Locations, h in Locations) 
MnCrs <=  
CrossingProbability[g,h] +  
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1 - ArcUsed[g,h]; 
ct107: 
MnCrs +  
DMnCrs >=  
TargetMnCrs; 
 
ct108: 
Crs ==  
sum (g in Locations, h in Locations)  
(log (CrossingProbability[g,h] ) * ArcUsed[g,h]); 
 
ct109: 
Crs + DCrs >=  
-TargetCrs; 
 
ct110: 
forall (g in Locations, h in Locations) 
MxR >=  
(log (RansackProbability[g,h])) * 
sum(z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles)  
Driving[g,h,z]  -  
BigNumber6 * (1 - ArcUsed[g,h]);  
 
ct111: 
MxR -  
DMxR <=  
-TargetMxR; 
 
ct112: 
R == sum (g in Locations, h in Locations)  
((log (NotRansackProbabiltiy[g,h]) *  
(2 - ((sum(z in TypesOfTransportationVehicles) 
Driving[g,h,z]) /  
NumberMaximumConvoy ) -  
2 * (1 - ArcUsed[g,h])))); 
 
ct113: 
R +  
DR >=  
-TargetR; 
} 
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4.4 Conclusions concerning the content of the online OR toolkit 
for humanitarian logistics 

So far, the proposed structure of the online OR toolkit for humanitarian logis-
tics includes nine published mathematical programs, as shown in Figure 4.23 (for 
section 4.1), Figure 4.24 (section 4.2), and Figure 4.25 (section 4.3). Due to the 
nature of the present work, chapter 4 can be interpreted as a shortened, paper ver-
sion of the online toolkit. It is a shortened version, given that not all OR models 
identified in section 3.3 were included. 

As stated in section 3.4 (pp. 31ff), the online OR toolkit for humanitarian logis-
tics should have several functions. It should help 

1. practitioners (in the field of humanitarian logistics) to find, adapt, and combine 
available OR models for their specific problem(s); 

2. practitioners to convert an OR model into a computerized model; 
3. practitioners to build a database for the computerized model; 
4. practitioners to interact with academics, whereby academics could help practi-

tioners to adapt and apply their model while practitioners could give feedback 
on the OR model’s assumptions (conceptual model validation) and on its use-
fulness for the practitioners’ use cases (operational validation) which can then 
be used again by academics to update their OR model; and 

5. academics to analyze available OR models whereby identifying open research 
questions and reducing the risk of redundant or useless model building. 

Obviously, the hierarchies shown in Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24, and Figure 4.25 
provide ways for practitioners to find an appropriate OR model. Guidance is given 
based on the phase in the disaster management cycle, on the task the practitioner 
wants to support using an OR model in a specific phase, on the attributes of a spe-
cific logistical resource an OR model can help to specify (or on the key dimen-
sions, objectives, and requirements used to determine the most advantageous con-
figuration of these attributes), as well as on the OR methodology that was used to 
capture a certain problem. Problems are expressed in mathematical and machine-
readable form. Additionally, problems are analyzed based on a structuring scheme 
that was developed in chapter 3. This scheme was applicable to capture different 
types of mathematical programs for humanitarian logistics in a consistent way; 
more exactly, it was shown that the scheme can capture programs of the following 
categories: IPs, MILPs, stochastic programs, goal programs, location models, ser-
vice network design models, and route enumeration models. 

The problem structuring scheme can be used by practitioners to obtain a com-
plete understanding of a problem captured in an OR model; i.e. of the environment 
wherein the problem takes place, of the fixed and variable attributes of the organi-
zational resources, of the allowed interactions between organizational resources 
and the elements in the environment, and of the performance measures of the or-
ganization. A complete understanding is necessary in order to adapt an available 
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OR model – and the available program code constitutes a starting point for the 
necessary programming effort due to the adaption. However, if practitioners are 
fully satisfied with an available OR model, the program code enables them to ap-
ply the model directly, without any additional programming effort. 
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Figure 4.23. Content of the stationary warehouse specification toolkit 

The problem structuring scheme also helps practitioners understand whether a 
certain model can only be applied in response to a certain type of disaster or 
whether it can be applied in response to any type of disaster. None of the included 
models specifically concentrates on a certain type of disaster. Unfortunately, some 
of the corresponding publications have titles which could be misleading for practi-
tioners searching for useful OR models. This is most obviously the case with the 
model of Murali et al. (2012). Even though the title is “Facility location under de-
mand uncertainty: Response to a large-scale bio-terror attack”, the problem struc-
turing framework reveals that the model does not include any assumptions that 
would prohibit the model’s application in response to other disasters than terror at-
tacks. Horner and Downs (2010) also use a possibly prohibitive title: “Optimizing 
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hurricane disaster relief goods distribution: model development and application 
with respect to planning strategies”. Their model includes the assumption that 
beneficiaries are notified of their nearest local distribution center (LDC). This in-
deed might be easier to do if a disaster can be anticipated – such as a hurricane. 
However, the model can also be applied in response to other disasters as long as 
this assumption holds. 
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Figure 4.24. Content of the local distribution center specification toolkit 

The problem structuring scheme is also of use to understand the links between 
different OR models. For example, the model of Balcik and Beamon (2008) helps 
specify the location and relief item stock of one or more stationary warehouses 
while a necessary piece of information in order to run the model of Murali et al. 
(2012) is the quantity of available relief items at a supply facility. The model of 
Murali et al. (2012) supports decisions regarding the locations of LDCs. Finally, 
the necessary information to run the model of Balcik et al. (2008) include the loca-
tion of a supply facility – e.g. the location of a stationary warehouse as determined 
in the OR model of Balcik and Beamon (2008) – and a set of locations for LDCs. 
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Figure 4.26 gives an overview of the interconnections between the included OR 
models. An arrow is drawn between two OR models if any output of the one OR 
model can be used as an input for the other OR model. As shown in Figure 4.26, 
the included OR models are highly interwoven. Generally speaking:  

• OR models supporting the specification of stationary warehouses can provide 
those OR models with information supporting the specification of LDCs; only 
the OR model of Lee et al. (2009a) supports the specification of LDCs without 
information about a supply facility. 

• OR models supporting the specification of stationary warehouses and OR mod-
els supporting the specification of LDCs can provide those OR models with in-
formation that support the specification of transportation activities. 
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Figure 4.25. Content of the transport specification toolkit 
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Figure 4.26. Interconnections between OR models included in the toolkit 

The problem structuring scheme is also useful in order to help practitioners to 
distinguish between the different environmental elements and organizational re-
sources which need to be specified in order to run a particular OR model. Often, 
the necessary numeric data regarding environmental elements and organizational 
resources is not explicitly stated in the original mathematical formulation. For ex-
ample, a certain parameter in the OR model of Balcik and Beamon (2008) de-
scribes the time needed to fulfil a relief item demand at a certain location. Data on 
different elements and resources is necessary in order to calculate this parameter: 
the coordinates of the stationary warehouse location and the demand location, the 
distance between these location, speed limitations on the arc, the maximum speeds 
of the available transportation vehicle types, the transport volume and weight per 
vehicle of a certain type, the number of available vehicles per type, and the vol-
ume and weight per unit of the necessary relief items. Hence, the problem struc-
turing scheme uncovers the numeric data about the environmental elements and 
organizational resources that is necessary to run an OR model – and if a database 
of a humanitarian organization would provide this data, an OR model could be ap-
plied automatically. Even more, a relational database that would be structured in 
accordance with the model profiles of all OR models already included in the 
online OR toolkit and implemented with a database management system such as 
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Microsoft Access, Oracle, or 4th Dimension, would enable humanitarian organiza-
tions to apply all these models automatically. Generally speaking, this would sup-
port the experimentation phase of the model development process, because there 
would be no need for manual data handling. The translation of the problem struc-
turing schemes into a database structure can be supported by five principles devel-
oped by Fourer (1997): 

• for each set in the model, there is a corresponding file in the database,  
• each file has a number of key fields equal to the dimension of the set,  
• each file has as many data fields as there are attributes of the set’s members,  
• each member has a value for each attribute, and 
• an attribute value of a member can correspond to a key field of another file. 

For example, each of the eight different sets defined in the model profile of 
Balcik and Beamon (2008) – disasters, locations for stationary warehouses, loca-
tions for demand facilities, arcs, stationary warehouses, demand facilities, trans-
portation vehicle types, and relief item types – would relate to a unique class in a 
relational database. In the case of the arc-class, the number of key fields would be 
equal to the dimension of the corresponding set, i.e. the number of arcs defined. 
Moreover, the arc-class would have five data fields (start location, end location, 
distance, speed limitations, and transportation costs). Each member of the arc-
class would have a record, i.e. a value for its start location, end location, distance, 
speed limitations, and transportation costs. Start and end location are represented 
by keys belonging to certain records in the classes for stationary warehouse loca-
tions and demand facility locations, respectively. Table 4.13 shows the structure of 
the classes that contain the environmental and organizational data to run the OR 
model of Balcik and Beamon (2008). Data about certain factors (e.g. transporta-
tion costs for arcs and importance weights for relief items) can be integrated into 
these eight classes. However, two additional classes have to be defined to capture 
data about the coverage levels and budgets. The class diagram is shaped using the 
Unified Modeling Language (UML). 

Table 4.13. UML classes containing data to run the OR model of Balcik and Beamon (2008) 

Disaster (D) 

id: int 

probabilityOfOccurrence: double 

 
ReliefIitemType (RIT) 

id: integer 

volume: double 

weight: double 

procurementHoldingCostsPerSWL: ArrayList<double> 

importanceFactor: double 
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Arc (A) 

id: int 

startLocation: StationaryWarehouseLocation 

endLocation: DemandFacilityLocation 

distance: double 

speedLimitations: double 

transportationCostsPerRIT: ArrayList<double> 

 
StationaryWarehouseLocation (SWL) 

id: int 

coordinates: double[] 

storageSpace: double 

setupCosts: double 

 
DemandFacilityLocation (DFL) 

id: int  

coordinates: double[] 

reliefItemDemandPerRIT-D: ArrayList<ArrayList<double>> 

 
StationaryWarehouse (SW) 

id: int 

location: StationaryWarehouseLocation 

reliefItemsStoredPerRIT: ArrayList<double> 

 
DemandFacility (DF) 

id: int 

location: DemandFacilityLocation 

reliefItemsDistributedPerRIT-D: ArrayList<ArrayList<double>> 

 
TransportationVehicleType (TVT) 

id: int 

speedOfTravel: double 

transportSpace: double 

transportWeight: double 

vehiclesPerA: ArrayList< double> 

reliefItemsTransferredPerRIT-D-A: ArrayList<ArrayList<ArrayList<double>>> 

 

1 

1 

n 
n 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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CoverageLevel (CL) 

id: int 

upperDistanceLimit: double 

lowerDistanceLimit: double 

importanceWeight: double 

 
Budget (B) 

id: int 

disasterPreparedness: double 

disasterResponse: double 

 
Finally, the available OR models can be analyzed based on the problem struc-

turing schemes. In other words, the schemes can be used to determine which as-
pects are and which aspects are not captured in a model’s mathematical formula-
tion. For example, the quantity of distributed relief items, the quality of distributed 
relief items, the delivery times of relief items, and the beneficiaries’ distances to 
LDCs are key dimensions often considered in the analyzed OR models for human-
itarian logistics. Only one model (Vitoriano et al., 2011) takes social effects into 
account. Environmental and financial effects as defined in Table 2.3 (p. 16) are 
not considered in any of those models in chapter 4.  

 
Figure 4.27. Exemplary analysis – number of times a key dimension, as defined in Table 
2.3, is considered in the OR models that are included in the toolkit 

Based on a complete online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics (with all 
available models characterized based on the problem structuring scheme) the cur-
rent state of the used key dimensions in OR models for humanitarian logistics 
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could be presented – and if a complete toolkit would be updated regularly, the de-
velopment of used key dimensions could be tracked over time. Figure 4.27 shows 
an exemplary analysis of the key dimensions in the OR models which were ana-
lyzed in chapter 4. Generally, a complete OR toolkit would allow researchers to 
analyze the available models in order to identify open research questions as well 
as sufficiently covered topics. Thereby the risk of redundant model building would 
be reduced. 

To conclude, the abridged paper version of the proposed online OR toolkit for 
humanitarian logistics – as presented in this chapter – can be used by practitioners 
to find, adapt, and combine available OR models for humanitarian logistics (func-
tion 1, p. 180), to apply an available OR model by using the program code (func-
tion 2), to develop a relational database for such an OR model (function 3) as well 
as for academics to analyze the available OR models in order to identify open re-
search questions and sufficiently covered topics (function 5). 
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5 An application of the online OR toolkit for humanitarian lo-
gistics 

In this chapter, one function of the toolkit is described in detail: the combina-
tion of available OR models for humanitarian logistics. For this purpose, a case 
study is used, one that takes place in the Philippines, which is a country vulnerable 
to tropical storms, floods, landslides, earthquakes, and tsunamis (EM-DAT, n.d.a). 
Table 5.1 lists the worst natural disasters in the Philippines between 1900 and 
2015 sorted by the numbers of affected people (EM-DAT, n.d.a) – almost all of 
the disasters were storms. Figure 5.1 (p. 190) shows the regions in the Philippines 
generally at risk of storms of specific intensities. 

Table 5.1. Worst natural disasters in the Philippines between 1900 and 2015 sorted by the 
numbers of total affected people (EM-DAT, n.d.a) 

Disaster Date Affected people 

Storm 8. November 2013 16,106,870 

Storm 4. December 2012 6,246,664 

Storm 12. November 1990 6,159,569 

Storm 24. September 2009 4,901,763 

Storm 21. June 2008 4,785,460 

Storm 29. September 2009 4,478,491 

Flood 6. August 2012 4,451,725 

Storm 12. December 2014 4,150,400 

Storm 21. October 1998 3,902,424 

Storm 27. September 2006 3,842,406 

 
This case study focuses on the warehousing and distribution of plastic tarpau-

lins. Plastic tarpaulins are important immediately after a disaster occurs. For ex-
ample, after an earthquake hit the Indonesian island of Java in May 2006, these 
items were distributed so that the sick, weak, young, and elderly were under cover 
as rain was falling each night following the earthquake. The distribution of tarps 
started 10 hours after the earthquake took place (UNHABITAT et al., n.d., p. 49). 
When stocked in warehouses, plastic tarpaulins should be kept out of the sun, 
away from rodents, and in a dry location (IFRC and Oxfam, 2007, p. 15). 

In the following, the toolkit is used to (1) set up a system of stationary ware-
houses for stocking plastic tarpaulins in the disaster preparedness phase, (2) set up 
a system of LDCs during a specific disaster response while taking into account the 
decisions made under (1), and (3) specify transportation activities between sta-
tionary warehouses and LDCs during a specific disaster response while taking into 
account the decisions made under (1) and (2). 
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Figure 5.1. Map of the Philippines (adapted from UNOCHA, 2011b) 
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5.1 Application of the stationary warehouse specification toolkit 

The toolkit is used to set up a system of stationary warehouses on Luzon, the 
largest and most populous island of the Philippines (Figure 5.1). Luzon is at risk 
of being hit by tropical storms of category five with wind speeds of more than 250 
km/h. The island is divided into seven regions: National Capital Region (NCR), 
Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR), Ilocos Region (Region I), Cagayan Val-
ley (Region II), Central Luzon (Region III), and Calabarzon (Region IV), and Bi-
col Region (Region V). 

Following the OR toolkit structure presented in chapter 4, the OR models of 
Balcik and Beamon (2008), Döyen et al. (2012), and Rawls and Turnquist (2011) 
are available for determining a system of stationary warehouses. In this case study, 
the mathematical program of Balcik and Beamon (2008) is used. Three types of 
data needs to be gathered according to the model’s profile (Table 4.2, pp. 53ff): 
data about the elements in the environment, data about the available logistics re-
sources and relief items, and data about certain factors (e.g. costs) and bounds 
(e.g. budgets) necessary to determine the most advantageous configuration. Table 
5.2 gives an overview on the data to be gathered. The last column of Table 5.2 in-
dicates how the data relates to the parameters of the OR model. 

Firstly, data about environmental elements is needed. Possible disasters are 
identified using Figure 5.1. A region on Luzon island is a possible disaster area, if 
this region is – according to this map – at risk of getting hit by a tropical storm 
with the highest (category 5) or the second-highest (category 4) intensity. Each 
possible disaster has a probability of occurrence of 10% within the next 10 years 
(UNOCHA, 2011b). Laoag International Airport, Manila International Airport, 
and Subic Bay International Airport are selected as potential locations of a station-
ary warehouse for plastic tarpaulins; each with a maximum storage space of 
100,000 m³. The locations of Laoag, Subic Bay, and Manila on Luzon are marked 
in Figure 5.1. Locations for demand facilities (from where relief items are distrib-
uted to downstream facilities and/ or directly to beneficiaries) are the principal cit-
ies of those regions which may be possibly hit by a tropical storm of category four 
or five: Baguio (Region CAR), San Fernando-La Union (Region I), Tuguegarao 
City (Region II), San Fernando-Pampanga (Region III), Calamba (Region IV), and 
Legazpi (Region V). Roadways have a certain distance, speed limitations, and lay 
between potential locations of stationary warehouses and locations of potential 
demand. Distances are calculated using Google Maps. Speeds are assumed to be 
limited to 30 km/h during a disaster response due to infrastructure damages. 
Available data for the category-five typhoon Pablo, which hit the southern Region 
XI in December 2012, is used to calculate the number of plastic tarpaulins needed 
at locations for demand facilities in the case of a typhoon. Region XI, having a 
population of 4,468,563 million people, received 10,233 emergency shelter kits in 
the aftermath of Pablo (UNHCR et al., 2014); that translates to 0.0023 emergency 
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shelter kits per person. Based on this proportion, the number of plastic tarpaulins 
for each possible disaster is estimated.  

Table 5.2. Necessary data for applying the OR model of Balcik and Beamon (2008) 

Category Data OR model representation 

Disasters Probability of occurrence Parameter sprb  

Locations for sta-
tionary ware-
houses  

Coordinates 

Storage space 

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter iSpcW  

Locations for de-
mand facilities 

Coordinates  

Relief item demands in disasters 

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter rsdmd  

Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Speed limitation 

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Demand facilities Demand facility location Parameter sf
irst  

Transportation  
vehicle types 

Speed of travel 

Transport space 

Transport weight 

Vehicles on arcs 

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Parameter sf
irst  

Relief item types Volume 

Weight 

Parameter rspcW  

Parameter sf
irst  

Factors and 
bounds 

Setup costs per location for a stationary 
warehouses 

Transportation costs between locations 
per relief item type unit 

Procurement and holding costs per relief 
item type unit and location for a station-
ary warehouses 

Upper time limit per coverage level 

Lower time limit per coverage level 

Importance factor per coverage level 

Importance factor per relief item type 

Budget in the disaster preparedness phase 

Budget in the disaster response phase 

Parameter s
iC  

 
Parameter t

irsc  

 
Parameter ah

irc  

 
 
Parameter

ratMx  

Parameter
ratMn  

Parameter
raω  

Parameter rω  

Parameter Pbgt  

Parameter Rbgt  

 
Secondly, data about the available logistics resources and relief items is need-

ed. The transportation vehicle type used during a possible disaster is assumed to 
be a large truck with a standard 40 feet container as its transporter unit. Ten large 
trucks are available per roadway. The maximum transport volume is 65 m³ per ve-
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hicle and maximum transport weight is 26 t per vehicle (PAHO, 2001, p. 127). 
The volume of an emergency shelter kit is 0.0122 m³ and its weight is 4.2 kg 
(IFRC, n.d.a). 

Thirdly, the necessary factors and bounds needed to calculate the performance 
of a certain configuration of stationary warehouses must be determined. The nec-
essary factors and bounds are: budgets for the disaster preparedness phase 
(US$250,000) and response phase (US$500,000), transportation costs between 
two locations per relief item unit (US$0.05 per km), procurement and holding 
costs per relief item unit (US$15 at each potential location for a warehouse), 
warehouse setup costs at a potential location (US$100,000 at Laoag International 
Airport, US$200,000 at Manila International Airport, and US$100,000 at Subic 
Bay International Airport), upper and lower time limits describing a certain cover-
age level (0-5.99 hours for coverage level “high”, 6-11.99 hours for coverage level 
“medium”, and 12-∞ hours for coverage level “low”), as well as weights that de-
scribe the importance of coverage levels (3 for coverage level “high”, 2 for cover-
age level “medium”, and 1 for coverage level “low”) and a weight that describes 
the importance of plastic tarpaulins for beneficiaries (1 for category “very im-
portant”). 

Table A.1 (Appendix) captures the data necessary to apply the program code 
presented in section 4.1.1. The results of the application to the case study are 
shown in Table A.2 (Appendix). Accordingly, a stationary warehouse is set up at 
the International Airport of Subic Bay and 10,000 emergency shelter kits are pre-
positioned in this stationary warehouse. Results were obtained using the CPLEX 
Optimization Studio version 12.5.1. 

5.2 Application of the local distribution center specification 
toolkit 

It is assumed that the island of Luzon was hit by a typhoon. In response, a sys-
tem of LDCs is set up in Tuguegarao City, a city in the north of Cagayan Valley 
(Region II). A map of Tuguegarao City is shown in Figure 5.2 and the location of 
Tuguegarao City on Luzon is marked in Figure 5.1. 

The system of LDCs can be supplied by the stationary warehouse located at the 
Subic Bay airport and stocked with 10,000 emergency shelter kits. Using the 
toolkit presented in chapter 4, the OR models of Horner and Downs (2010), Lee et 
al. (2009a), and Murali et al. (2012) can be applied to set up a system of LDCs in 
Tuguegarao City. Taking a look at the needed data to apply these OR models, it 
can be stated that: 

• the OR model of Horner and Downs (2010) takes the location of a supply facil-
ity into account; 
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• the OR model of Lee et al. (2009a) takes neither the location nor the stocks of a 
supply facility into account; and 

• the OR model of Murali et al. (2012) takes the stocks of a supply facility into 
account. 

 
Figure 5.2. Map of Tuguegarao City (adapted from Open Steet Map, n.d.) 

Therefore, in order to make use of the available information about the ware-
house (i.e. the location and/ or stock of the stationary warehouse at the Subic Bay 
airport), the model of Horner and Downs (2010) (in order to make use of the in-
formation about the warehouse’s location) or the model of Murali et al. (2012) (in 
order to make use of the information about the warehouse’s stock) can be used. 
The latter is chosen given the distances are almost identical (ca. 468 km by road 
according to Google Maps) between the supply facility at Subic Bay airport and 
potential locations of LDCs within Tuguegarao City. Hence, the location of the 
supply facility would not have any impact on the configuration of the LDC sys-
tem. In the following, the model of Murali et al. (2012) is used to install LDCs in 
Tuguegarao City. Three types of data need to be gathered according to the model’s 
profile (Table 4.8, pp.119f): data about the elements in the environment, about the 
logistics resources and relief items, and about certain bounds necessary to deter-
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mine the most advantageous configuration of LDCs. Table 5.3 outlines the data to 
be gathered. The last column indicates how the data relates to the parameters of 
the OR model. 

Table 5.3. Necessary data for applying the OR model of Murali et al. (2012) 

Category Data OR model representation 

Disaster   

Locations for 
LDCs  

Coordinates Parameter bmd  

Settlements Coordinates 

Relief item demand 

Parameter bmd  

Parameter bdmd  

Arcs Start location 

End location 

Distance 

Parameter bmd  

Parameter bmd  

Parameter bmd  

Supply facility Relief items stocked Parameter spl  

Aid workers Working time Parameter mCapD  

 Number at locations for a LDC Parameter mCapD  

Relief item Time for distribution Parameter mCapD  

Factors and 
bounds 

Number of LDCs to be erected 

Duration of disaster response 

Upper distance limit per coverage level 

Parameter Nf  

Parameter mCapD  

Parameter adMx  

 Maximum percentage of demand at a set-
tlement to be satisfied from LDCs that 
provide a certain coverage level 

Parameter ashr  

 

 
Firstly, data about the elements in the environment is gathered. Locations for 

LDCs in Tuguegarao City are the sports complex, the airport, the University of St 
Louis, and the Cagayan State University. Locations for LDCs are marked by a star 
in the map of Tuguegarao City (Figure 5.2). Settlement locations (each represent-
ed by a single coordinate) and the corresponding demands for emergency shelter 
kits are assumed to be: San Gabriel (200 kits), Bassig Street (600 kits), Gonzaga 
Street (400 kits), Lagundi Street (300 kits), Pallua Road (100 kits), Caimito Street 
(100 kits), Bartolome Street (100 kits), Atulayan Road (100 kits), Linao-Carig 
Road (300 kits), and Caritian Highway (200 kits). Each arc between a location for 
a LDC and a settlement location describes a footpath. Walking distances were cal-
culated using Google Maps. 

Secondly, data on the available logistics resources and relief items needs to be 
gathered. Each location for a LDC is characterized by a capacity to distribute 504 
emergency shelter kits per day. More exactly, each location is characterized by 
three available aid workers. Each aid worker is capable of working seven hours a 
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day and each aid worker needs 2.5 minutes for the distribution of one emergency 
shelter kit.  

Thirdly, the bounds necessary to calculate the performance of a certain config-
uration of LDCs are determined: they are, number of LDCs to be erected (one 
LDC), upper (and thereby lower) distance limits of coverage levels (0-2.99 km for 
a “high” coverage level, 3-4.99 km for a “medium” coverage level, and 5-7 km for 
a “low” coverage level), and the maximum percentage of a settlement’s demand 
that can be satisfied from LDCs providing a certain coverage level (maximum 
100% demand satisfaction from LDCs providing “high” coverage, maximum 50% 
from LDCs providing “medium” coverage, and maximum 10% from LDCs 
providing “low” coverage). The assumed planning horizon for the disaster re-
sponse is five days. 

Table A.3 (Appendix) comprises the data that is necessary to apply the OR 
model of Murali et al. (2012); i.e. to apply the corresponding program code pre-
sented in section 4.2.3. The results of the application to the case study are shown 
in Table A.4 (Appendix). Accordingly, a LDC is set up at the sport complex. Re-
sults were obtained using the CPLEX Optimization Studio version 12.5.1. 

5.3 Application of the transport specification toolkit 

The specification of transportation activities between the stationary warehouse 
at the Subic Bay airport and the LDCs, which are opened throughout Luzon in re-
sponse to the typhoon, can also be supported by the toolkit presented in chapter 4. 
It is assumed that 23 LDCs are opened in the aftermath of the typhoon – including 
the one in Tuguegarao City that was specified in section 5.2. Using the toolkit, the 
models of Balcik et al. (2008), Özdamar et al. (2004) and Vitoriano et al. (2011) 
could be chosen. While the OR models of Özdamar et al. (2004) and Vitoriano et 
al. (2011) only differ between supply facilities, transshipment facilities, and de-
mand facilities, Balcik et al. (2008) explicitly focus on the last leg of transporta-
tion activities between some sort of supply facility (e.g. a stationary warehouse) 
and LDCs. This is why the model of Balcik et al. (2008) is selected to specify the 
transportation activities between the single stationary warehouse at the Subic Bay 
airport and the 23 LDCs located all over Luzon island. Three types of data need to 
be gathered according to the model’s profile (Table 4.10, pp. 133ff): data concern-
ing the elements in the environment, the available logistics resources and relief 
items, and the necessary factors to determine the most advantageous configura-
tion. Table 5.4 gives an overview on the data to be gathered. The last column indi-
cates how the data relates to the parameters of the OR model. 

Firstly, data about the elements in the environment must be gathered. The loca-
tion of the supply facility is the Subic Bay airport. Locations for LDCs on regional 
scale are Alaminos, Aurora, Bambang, Bongabon, Cabagan, Cabanatuan, Cai-
guran, Daguapan City, Dipaculao, Iba, Lamut, Maddela, Malolos City, Maria Au-
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rora, Munoz, Roxas, San Miguel, Santa Cruz, Santiago City, Talavera, Tarlac 
City, Tuguegarao City, and Tumauini. There is a certain demand for emergency 
shelter kits at each location. Each route is characterized by the locations on the 
route, a distance, and speed limitations. The first route, with a total distance of 566 
km, goes along the locations of Malolos City, San Miguel, Cabanatuan, Tarlac 
City, Daguapan City, Alaminos, Santa Cruz, and Iba; the second route, with a total 
distance of 885 km, along the locations of Tarlac City, Bongabon, Maria Aurora, 
Dipaculao, Caiguran, Maddela, Lamut, Bambang, Muñoz, and Talavera; and the 
third route, with a total distance of 1095 km, along the locations of Tarlac City, 
Tuguegarao City, Cabagan, Tumauini, Roxas, Aurora, and Santiago City. Distanc-
es were calculated using Google Maps. Speed limits are fixed to 50 km/h due to 
some damages of the road infrastructure. 

Table 5.4. Necessary data for applying the OR model of Balcik et al. (2008) 

Category Data  OR model representation 

Location for a 
supply facility 

Coordinates Parameter tψϑ  

Locations for 
LDCs 

Coordinates 

Relief item demand 

Parameter tψϑ  

Parameter mrdmd  

Routes Locations 

Distance 

Speed limitations 

Parameter tψϑ  

Parameter tψϑ  

Parameter tψϑ  

Supply facility Location for a supply facility 

Relief items stocked  

Parameter tψϑ  

Parameter rtspl  

LDCs Location for a LDC Parameter tψϑ  

Transportation  
vehicles 

Speed of travel 

Transport space 

Transport weight 

Parameter tψϑ  

Parameter Ldψ  

Parameter Ldψ  

Relief item types Volume 

Weight 

Parameter Ldψ  

Parameter Ldψ  

Factors Costs for driving a transportation vehicle 
on a route 

Costs per 1% of unsatisfied demand for a 
relief item type at a location 

Parameter dcψϑ  

 
Parameter u

mrtc  

 
Secondly, data about the available logistics resources and relief items has to be 

gathered. The stationary warehouse at the Subic Bay airport is the starting and end 
point of each route. At the beginning of the first day, 10,000 emergency shelter 
kits are stocked in the warehouse – as determined in section 5.1. At the beginning 
of the third, fourth, and fifth day, 5,000 additional emergency shelter kits arrive at 
the airport. Five large trucks are available at the airport; each vehicle has a stand-
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ard 40-feet container as its transporter unit. Thus, the transport volume is 65 m³ 
and the transport weight is 26 t per vehicle (PAHO, 2001, p. 127). Still, the vol-
ume of an emergency shelter kit is 0.0122 m³ and its weight is 4.2 kg (IFRC, 
n.d.a). 

Finally, costs factors are necessary for calculating the performance of the 
transportation activities. Transportation costs are set to US$400 if a transportation 
vehicle operates on route #1, US$600 on route #2, and US$800 on route #3. 
Shortage costs occurring at demand facilities are set to US$500 per 1% unfulfilled 
demand at the end of the first time period, US$1,000 at the end of the second time 
period, US$2,000 at the end of the third time period, US$4,000 at the end of the 
fourth time period, and US$10,000 at the end of the fifth time period. 

Table A.5 (Appendix) gives an overview on the data that is necessary to apply 
the program code presented in section 4.3.1. The results of the application to the 
case study are shown in Table A.6. Accordingly, transportation vehicle #1 oper-
ates on route #1 in time period 1 with a load of 1,650 emergency shelter kits, 
transportation vehicle #3 operates on route #1 in time period 4 with a load of 900 
kits, transportation vehicle #4 operates on route #2 in time period 1 with a load of 
3,900 kits, and transportation vehicle #5 operates on route #3 in time period 1 with 
a load of 4,450 kits as well as on route #1 in time period 3 with a load of 5,000 
kits. Results were obtained using the CPLEX Optimization Studio version 12.5.1. 

5.4 Conclusions concerning an application of the online OR 
toolkit for humanitarian logistics 

The filled-out problem structuring schemes can be used to identify links be-
tween available OR models for humanitarian logistics. Several combinations are 
possible based on the included OR models. In this chapter, one combination was 
described; that of Balcik and Beamon (2008), Murali et al. (2012), and Balcik et 
al. (2008). Figure 5.3 shows the combination of OR models as presented in this 
chapter. 

After combining OR models, a practitioner as the toolkit-user can evaluate the 
usefulness of particular combinations. Even more, the toolkit-user can judge – 
based on the models’ profiles – about the usefulness of certain components of the 
models and about the applicability of the models’ result for a specific disaster re-
sponse (function 4, p. 180). To be precise, the toolkit-user can perform the con-
ceptual model validation and the operational validation of the overall model de-
velopment process (Figure 3.1, p. 20). For example, the user could judge the 
usefulness of certain constraints in a mathematical program (conceptual model 
validation) or judge the usefulness of selecting the sports stadium as the location 
for a LDC in Tuguegarao City in section 5.2 (operational validation). The evalua-
tion can be supported by available frameworks such as the one of Caplice and 
Sheffi (1994) for the evaluation of metrics used in logistics systems or the one of 
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Galindo and Batta (2013b) for the evaluation of assumptions made in OR models 
for disaster management. Based on the judgements, academics could update or 
remove their OR models from the online toolkit. 

Stationary warehouse 
specification

Transport
specification

Local distribution center specification

Balcik and Beamon 
(2008)

Hoerner and Downs 
(2010)

Vitoriano et al. 
(2011)

Lee et al. (2009) Murali et al. (2012)

Özdamar et al. 
(2004)

Balcik et al. (2008)

Döyen et al. (2012)

Rawls and Turnquist 
(2011)

Legend
Output of a model can be used as an input for another model

Output of a model is used as an input for another model

 
Figure 5.3. Exemplary combination of OR models as presented in chapter 5 
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6 Conclusions and outlook 

The present work is a step towards a ready-to-use online OR toolkit for human-
itarian logistics. Such a toolkit should be implemented as a website and should en-
able practitioners to tap the full potential of the available, published OR models 
for humanitarian logistics. Moreover, it should help bridge the gap between practi-
tioner needs and academic results. A gap between academic results in the field of 
OR and practitioner needs (in general, in disaster management, and in humanitari-
an logistics) has been identified multiple times (e.g. by Ackoff, 1987; Galindo and 
Batta, 2013b; Ormerod, 2002; Overmeer et al., 1997; Schulenberg, 2014; Sodhi 
and Tang, 2008; and Ortuño et al., 2013). Ormerod (2002) suggests that academics 
share their discoveries on some sort of market, and suggests that practitioners seek 
– on that market – available approaches to the problem they are addressing. An 
online OR toolkit, as outlined in the present work, could provide such a market for 
OR models in the field of humanitarian logistics. In this sense, it can be regarded 
as a web-based, inter-organizational market for decision technologies, envisioned 
by Bhargava et al. (1997). There has been no attempt yet to develop a platform to 
support practitioners in applying published OR models for humanitarian logistics. 
Furthermore, there has been no attempt to arrange published OR models of any 
particular focus by some sort of electronic market for decision technologies; alt-
hough there are several OR handbooks available for different fields of application. 

 
In the present work, a structure for an online OR toolkit is proposed (section 

3.4). More exactly, a hierarchical outline of the corresponding website is devel-
oped. The hierarchical outline guides toolkit-users to the model which best ad-
dresses their needs. The following seven steps were executed to arrive at the OR 
toolkit’s hierarchical outline: 

1. Definition of the crucial time frames of humanitarian logistics (i.e. disaster pre-
paredness phase and disaster response phase) – in chapter 2. 

2. Definition of the non-temporary and temporary elements of a humanitarian lo-
gistics network – in section 2.1. 

3. Definition of the tasks that occur within the two time frames to set up and run a 
humanitarian logistics network (e.g. stationary warehouse specification in dis-
aster preparedness) – in section 2.2. 

4. Definition of the critical dimensions and metrics to judge the performance of a 
humanitarian logistics network – in section 2.3. 

5. Definition of a problem structuring scheme to analyze completely and consist-
ently the organizational problems captured in OR models – in section 3.1. 

6. Definition of the OR methodologies that are commonly used in the field of dis-
aster management – in section 3.2. 

7. Sorting the available OR models that support the tasks of humanitarian logistics 
– in section 3.3. 
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A problem structuring scheme (step 5) is necessary to identify the problem 
components (i.e. environmental elements, organizational resources, and perfor-
mance measures) that are captured in the mathematical expressions of OR models 
and that may vary across available OR models. Obviously, only those problem 
components which vary across models can help toolkit-users in the selection pro-
cess when there is more than one model available for a certain task. So far, the 
problem structuring scheme has proved to be applicable to structure the underly-
ing problems of several types of mathematical programs. Further research is nec-
essary to show if simulation models and decision analysis models can also be cap-
tured by this scheme. Only recently, articles containing a simulation model 
(Mulyono and Ishida, 2014) and a decision analysis model (Roh et al., 2015) were 
published that have a focus on humanitarian logistics. Hence, these two OR mod-
els could provide a starting point for further research regarding the applicability of 
the proposed problem structuring scheme to other OR models than mathematical 
programs. Moreover, the problem structuring scheme was only applied to analyze 
OR models for humanitarian logistics. While the general structure of the scheme 
indicates its use also for other fields of application, this should still be validated by 
future research. 

 
In the present work, the proposed structure for an online OR toolkit for hu-

manitarian logistics was partly filled with available OR models (chapter 4). Due to 
the nature of the present work, this results into a shortened, paper version of the 
toolkit. This shortened version: 

• helps practitioners determine the cornerstones of any humanitarian logistics 
network and the interactions in between; i.e. the planning of stationary ware-
houses (section 4.1), LDCs (section 4.2), and transportation activities (section 
4.3); 

• helps practitioners find, adapt, and combine available OR models for their spe-
cific problem(s), thereby reducing the practitioners’ own modeling effort; 

• helps practitioners convert an OR model into a computerized model, thereby 
reducing the practitioners’ own implementation effort;  

• helps practitioners build a database for a computerized model, thereby reducing 
the practitioners’ own experimentation effort; and 

• helps academics analyze available OR models whereby open research questions 
can be identified and the risk of redundant or useless OR model building can be 
reduced. 

While this work is a step towards a ready-to-use toolkit, some more steps have 
to be made in order to develop the corresponding website. First, the information 
architecture as presented in this work must be validated by potential real users, 
e.g. by conducting workshops with groups of practitioners. Second, design sketch-
es of the user interfaces need to be drawn. Based on information architecture and 
design sketches, a detailed specification of the necessary technologies can be 
made. The Web Style Guide of Lynch and Horton (n.d.b) includes a complete list 
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of actions necessary to design and construct a ready-to-use website. Only after the 
OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics is online, can one of its central functions be 
validated; namely, supporting practitioners to catch up with academics as the OR 
model developers, whereby academics assist practitioners to adapt and apply their 
models while practitioners give feedback on the OR models’ assumptions (con-
ceptual model validation) and usefulness for their use cases (operational valida-
tion). The feedback can then be used again by the academics to update or remove 
their OR models. In the long run, the online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics 
should be hosted by an established scientific association that has a focus on disas-
ter management and that is trusted by academics (e.g. the ISCRAM community). 
Academics could then, out of altruistic motives, add their models to the toolkit – 
apart from presenting them at conferences or publishing them in a scientific jour-
nal.  

An online OR toolkit with several more models would support several more 
tasks than specifying stationary warehouses, LDCs, and transportation activities 
(see Table 3.5, p. 27) – and would prevent academics from building redundant OR 
models. However, even by supporting only some selected problems in the field of 
humanitarian logistics, the presented paper version of the toolkit can be used to 
specify the cornerstones and the interactions of any humanitarian logistics net-
work. How three of the included OR models can be combined to set up and run a 
small-scale humanitarian logistics network was demonstrated in chapter 5 using a 
case study applied to the Philippines. 

An online OR toolkit as outlined in this work is a website that enables practi-
tioners and academics to exchange information about available OR models (“web 
as media”). The final experimentations are executed locally and to perform these 
experiments, the practitioner would require the corresponding desktop applica-
tions (e.g. CPLEX Optimization Studio). In the long run, the online toolkit could 
make use of the web service concept. A web service is defined as a software sys-
tem running on a remote server which can be accessed through a web browser. In 
the case of the online OR toolkit, a web service could allow for the remote exper-
imentations on a computerized model to determine the most advantageous config-
uration of a humanitarian logistics network (“web as computer”) (Bhargava et al., 
2007; Valente and Mitra, 2007). 

Furthermore, the online OR toolkit should interconnect with web-based pro-
jects which support practitioners in the field of humanitarian logistics. The Sahana 
Eden software provides an open-source, web-based inter-organizational platform 
for humanitarian organizations to store and share their data about disasters, facili-
ties, human resources, relief item stocks, and other assets (SAHANA, n.d.). The 
Digital Humanitarian Network is a group of volunteers that analyzes data, moni-
tors mainstream and social media, and creates maps in the aftermath of a disaster, 
and provides the gathered information to humanitarian organizations (DHNet-
work, n.d.). Certainly, a ready-to-use online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics 
should make use of data that is stored on the Sahana Eden platform or that is gen-
erated by the Digital Humanitarian Network. 
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Indeed, a ready-to-use online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics can be of 
use for both academics and practitioners. The present work is a step towards such 
a toolkit. Generally speaking, the present work has three original contributions: 

• an information architecture of an online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics;  
• a problem structuring scheme (as part of the information architecture) to com-

pletely capture the inserted OR models’ underlying problems in a consistent 
way; and 

• an arrangement of available OR models which can be used to specify the cor-
nerstones of a humanitarian logistics network as well as the transportation ac-
tivities in between. 
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7 Summary 

There are several disasters per year that affect millions of people and trigger the 
need for relief items such as food, blankets, or tents. Humanitarian logistics net-
works organize the flow of relief items from various suppliers to the people in 
need. In the last ten years, several OR models were published by academics in sci-
entific journals that could support decision-makers to set up and run humanitarian 
logistics networks. The models’ practical application, however, is hampered be-
cause humanitarian organizations typically lack necessary resources and are often 
not included in the model development process. In this thesis, the concept and 
structure of an online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics are proposed. Such a 
toolkit should enable practitioners to tap the full potential of published OR mod-
els. 

Two major steps were necessary for the structuring of the toolkit. In the first 
step, characteristics of disaster management and humanitarian logistics were iden-
tified (chapter 2) and, in the second step, characteristics of available OR models 
for humanitarian logistics were described (chapter 3). A humanitarian logistics 
network consists of the necessary facilities, technical equipment, aid workers, and 
transportation vehicles to distribute relief items within an environment affected by 
a disaster. Transport corridors may be broken, unsafe, or unsecure, failed commu-
nication systems remove the logical links between the actors, and locations of 
beneficiaries may be dynamic or unknown in such an environment (section 2.1). 
Several tasks must be performed in order to set up the non-temporary parts of the 
network during the disaster preparedness phase and its temporary parts during the 
disaster response phase (section 2.2). The performance of a certain network can be 
determined by measuring a configuration’s input of logistical resources and relief 
items as well as by measuring a configuration’s many effects on beneficiaries, 
workforce, society, environment, and donation levels (section 2.3).  

OR models are conceptual representations of organizational decision problems. 
Problems are converted into OR models during a modeling process, OR models 
are computerized during an implementation process, and computerized models are 
solved during an experimentation process. The components of an organizational 
problem must be captured in the corresponding OR model’s formulation. These 
components are: an environment where the task takes place, fixed and variable at-
tributes of organizational resources, permitted interactions between resources and 
environment, and performance measures of the organization to determine whether 
a certain solution to a task is better than other solutions (section 3.1). OR method-
ologies are used to convert organizational problems into OR models. Mathemati-
cal programming, decision analysis, and simulation are the methodologies most 
often used in the field of disaster management (section 3.2). However, a review of 
available OR models for humanitarian logistics revealed that mostly mathematical 
programs were published in peer-reviewed scientific journals; and that most of the 
published programs are models for planning transportation activities (section 3.3). 
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After conceptualizing the fields of humanitarian logistics and OR, and after 
collecting available OR models for humanitarian logistics, the structure of an 
online OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics was determined (section 3.4). Accord-
ing to the structure, available models are first separated into those for tasks in the 
disaster preparedness phase and those for tasks in the disaster response phase. 
Second, models are assigned to the specific task they support – e.g. specifying the 
locations and relief item stocks of stationary warehouses. Third, models are as-
signed to the underlying OR methodology. Finally, each model is characterized by 
its mathematical formulation, by a translation of the mathematical formulation in-
to a suitable program code, and by a description of the underlying problem. A 
problem structuring scheme is developed as part of the toolkit’s structure in order 
to consistently and completely describe problems that are captured in OR models 
for humanitarian logistics. 

The proposed structure of the online toolkit is filled with nine published math-
ematical programs in chapter 4. These programs support the specification of sta-
tionary warehouses (Balcik and Beamon, 2008; Döyen et al., 2012; Rawls and 
Turnquist, 2011), of LDCs (Horner and Downs, 2010; Lee et al., 2009a; Murali et 
al., 2012), and of transportation activities (Balcik et al., 2008; Özdamar et al., 
2004; Vitoriano et al., 2011). Thereby, the cornerstones of any humanitarian logis-
tics network can be specified with the present version of the toolkit: stationary 
warehouses as sources of relief items, LDCs as the sinks of relief items, and trans-
portation activities in order to realize the flow of relief items from sources to 
sinks. It is shown that the proposed problem structuring scheme can completely 
characterize different types of mathematical programs in a consistent way. More-
over, it is indicated how the proposed structure of the toolkit can support academ-
ics in identifying open research questions – as well as support practitioners in 
finding, adapting, implementing, building databases for, and combining available 
OR models for humanitarian logistics. 

How practitioners could use the toolkit to combine available OR models is 
demonstrated in chapter 5. Exemplarily, a humanitarian logistics network in the 
Philippines is designed. Therefore, three of the models that were included in the 
toolkit (Balcik and Beamon, 2008, Murali et al., 2012; Balcik et al., 2008) are ap-
plied to set up a stationary warehouse in the disaster preparedness phase, to set up 
a LDC in response to a typhoon, and to determine the transportation activities in 
response to a typhoon. After applying a certain combination of models, the toolkit-
user is able to judge about the combination’s usefulness. Furthermore, the toolkit-
user can make judgments about the usefulness of certain parts of an OR model 
based on the problem structuring scheme. However, judgments about models and 
model combinations can only arrive digitally at responsible academics after the 
present version of the toolkit is transformed into an online platform. Only then, the 
toolkit can – virtually – bring together academics and practitioners. 

Consequently, future work is directed towards the technical implementation of 
the OR toolkit for humanitarian logistics as a website. After the website is online, 
other available OR models for humanitarian logistics should be assigned to the 
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toolkit structure in order to broaden the toolkit’s focus (e.g. by including available 
inventory models or models for the specification of temporary handling points). 
As a long term goal, the online toolkit could make use of the web service concept 
to allow practitioners to apply the included models through web browsers instead 
of desktop applications.  
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Appendix 

Table A.1 Data gathered for the application of the OR model of Balcik and Beamon (2008) 
to the Philippines case study 

Category Elements Properties 

Disasters Possible typhoon Region CAR 10% probability of occurrence 

 Possible typhoon Region I 10% probability of occurrence 

 Possible typhoon Region II 10% probability of occurrence 

 Possible typhoon Region III 

Possible typhoon Region IV 

Possible typhoon Region V 

10% probability of occurrence 

10% probability of occurrence 

10% probability of occurrence 

Locations for 
stationary 
warehouses  

Laoag airport 18°10′41″N, 120°31′55″E 

100,000 m³ 

Manila airport 14°30′30″N, 121°1′11″E 

100,000 m³ 

Subic Bay airport 14°47′39″N, 120°16′15″E  

100,000 m³ 

Locations for  
demand  
facilities 

Baguio (CAR) 16°25’ N, 120°36° E 

3,719 emergency shelter kits 

San Fernando-La Union  
(Region I) 

16°37’ N, 120°19° E 

10,921 emergency shelter kits 

Tuguegarao City (Region II) 17°37’ N, 121°43 E 

7,427 emergency shelter kits 

San Fernando-Pampanga  
(Region III) 

15°02’ N, 120°41 E 

23,317 emergency shelter kits 

Calamba (Region IV) 14°13’ N, 121°10 E 

29,003 emergency shelter kits 

 Legazpi (Region V) 13°08’ N, 123°44 E 

12,467 emergency shelter kits 

Arcs Arc 1 

 

Laoag airport 

Baguio 

282 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 2 

 

Laoag airport 

San Fernando-La Union 

223 km 

30 km/h 
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 Arc 3 

 

Laoag airport 

Tuguegarao  

311 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 4 

 

Laoag airport 

San Fernando-Pampanga 

428 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 5 

 

Laoag airport 

Calamba 

545 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 6 

 

Laoag airport 

Legazpi  

962 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 7 

 

Manila airport 

Baguio 

259 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 8 

 

Manila airport 

San Fernando-La Union 

281 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 9 

 

Manila airport 

Tuguegarao  

498 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 10 

 

Manila airport 

San Fernando-Pampanga 

83 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 11 

 

Manila airport 

Calamba 

46 km 

30 km/h 
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 Arc 12 

 

Manila airport 

Legazpi  

463 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 13 

 

Subic Bay airport 

Baguio 

230 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 14 

 

Subic Bay airport 

San Fernando-La Union 

252 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 15 

 

Subic Bay airport 

Tuguegarao  

469 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 16 

 

Subic Bay airport 

San Fernando-Pampanga 

64 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 17 

 

Subic Bay airport 

Calamba 

181 km 

30 km/h 

 Arc 18 

 

Subic Bay airport 

Legazpi  

598 km 

30 km/h 

Demand  
facilities 

Demand facility 1 (DF1) Baguio (CAR) 

Demand facility 2 (DF2) San Fernando-La Union (Region I) 

Demand facility 3 (DF3) Tuguegarao (Region II) 

Demand facility 4 (DF4) San Fernando-Pampanga (Region III) 

 Demand facility 5 (DF5) Calamba (Region IV) 

 Demand facility 6 (DF6) Legazpi (Region V) 

Transportation  
vehicle types 

Long truck 90 km/h 

65 m³ 

26 t 

10 vehicles on each arc 
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Relief item 
types 

Emergency shelter kit 0.0112 m³ 

4.2 kg 

Factors and 
bounds 

Setup costs per location for a 
stationary warehouse 

 

US$100,000 at Laoag airport 

US$200,000 at Manila airport 

US$100,000 at Subic Bay airport 

Transportation costs between 
locations per relief item type 
unit 

US$0.05 per emergency shelter kit and km 

Procurement and holding costs 
per relief item type unit and lo-
cation for a stationary ware-
house 

US$15 per emergency shelter kit at Laoag 
airport 

US$15 per emergency shelter kit at Manila 
airport 

US$15 per emergency shelter kit at Subic 
Bay airport 

 Lower time limit per coverage 
level 

0 h for coverage level “high” 

6 h for coverage level “medium” 

12 h for coverage level “low” 

 Upper time limit per coverage 
level 

5.99 h for coverage level “high” 

11.99 h for coverage level “medium” 

∞ for coverage level “low” 

 Importance factor per coverage 
level 

3 for coverage level “high” 

2 for coverage level “medium” 

1 for coverage level “low” 

 Importance factor per relief 
item type 

Budget in the disaster prepar-
edness phase 

Budget in the disaster response 
phase 

1 for category “very important” 
 

US$250,000  
 

US$500,000  
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/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Data Set for the Philippines case study 
 * Author: Henning Gösling 
 * Creation Date: 15.01.2015 at 13:59:46 
 *********************************************/ 
Scenarios =  
{TyphoonRCAR, TyphoonRI, TyphoonRII, TyphoonRIII, TyphoonRIV, 
TyphoonRV}; 
LocationsForStationaryWarehouses =  
{LaoagAirport, ManilaAirport, SubicBayAirport}; 
ReliefItemTypes = {EmergencyShelterKit}; 
CoverageLevels = {high,medium,low}; 
BudgetPreparedness = 250000; 
BudgetResponse = 500000; 
CostForAquiringAndHolding = [[15],[15],[15]]; 
CostForTransferring = [[[14.10,11.15,15.55,21.40,27.25,48.10]], 
[[12.95,14.05,24.90,4.15,2.30,23.15]], 
[[11.50,12.60,21.45,3.2,9.05,29.90]]];  
Demand = [[3719,10921,7427,23317,29003,12467]];        
CostSetupWarehouseAt = [100000,200000,100000]; 
Probability = [0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1]; 
SpaceAvailable = [100000,100000,100000]; 
SpaceNecessary = [0.0112]; 
TimeSatisfyingDemand = [[[9.4,7.4,10.4,14.3,18.2,32.1]], 
[[8.6,9.4,16.6,2.8,1.5,15.4]] 
[[7.7,8.4,15.6,2.1,6,20]]]; 
LowerTimeLimit = [[0],[6],[12]]; 
UpperTimeLimit = [[5.99],[11.99],[1000]]; 
ImportanceFactorReliefItemType = [1]; 
ImportanceFactorCoverageLevelReliefItemType = [[3],[2],[1]];   
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Table A.2 Solution for the Philippines case study determined with the OR model of Balcik 
and Beamon (2008) 

Category Elements Properties 

Stationary  
warehouses 

Stationary warehouse 1 
(SW1) 

Subic Bay airport 

10,000 stocked emergency shelter kits 

Demand  
facilities 

DF1 

DF2 

DF3 

DF4 

DF5 

DF6 

3,719 distributed emergency shelter kits 

10,000 distributed emergency shelter kits 

7,427 distributed emergency shelter kits 

10,000 distributed emergency shelter kits 

10,000 distributed emergency shelter kits 

10,000 distributed emergency shelter kits 

Transportation  
vehicle types 

Large truck 3,719 transferred emergency shelter kits from 
SW1 to DF1 

10,000 transferred emergency shelter kits from 
SW1 to DF2 

7,427 transferred emergency shelter kits from 
SW1 to DF3 

10,000 transferred emergency shelter kits SW1 
to DF4 

10,000 transferred emergency shelter kits from 
SW1 to DF5 

10,000 transferred emergency shelter kits from 
SW1 to DF6 

Inputs Warehousing resources: 
warehouse setup costs 

Relief items: procurement 
cost (incl. holding costs) 

Transportation resources: 
transportation costs in disas-
ters 

US$100,000  

 
US$150,000  
 

US$42,768 SW1 to DF1 

US$126,000 SW1 to DF2 

US$159,309 SW1 to DF3 

US$32,000 SW1 to DF4 

US$90,500 SW1 to DF5 

US$299,000 SW1 to DF6 

Outputs Delivered relief item quanti-
ty: percentage of fulfilled 
demand 

100 % satisfied at DF1 

91.6 % satisfied at DF2 

100 % satisfied at DF3 

42.9 % satisfied at DF4 

34.5 % satisfied at DF5 

80.2% satisfied at DF6 
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 Delivered relief item quality: 
percentage of fulfilled de-
mand 

100% satisfied DF1 of “very important“ 
relief items 

91.6% satisfied DF2 of “very important“  
relief items 

100% satisfied DF3 of “very important“  
relief items 

42.9% satisfied DF4 of “very important“  
relief items 

34.5% satisfied DF5 of “very important“  
relief items 

80.2% satisfied DF6 of “very important“  
relief items 

 Delivery time: demand facili-
ty coverage level 

Coverage level “medium” DF1 

Coverage level “medium” DF2 

Coverage level “low” DF3 

Coverage level “high” DF4 

Coverage level “medium” DF5 

Coverage level “low” DF6 

Objectives and 
requirements 

Limiting inputs in prepared-
ness phase 

Buffer 0 

 Limiting inputs in response 
phase 

 

Buffer US$457,232 

Buffer US$374,000 

Buffer US$340,691 

Buffer US$468,000 

Buffer US$409,500 

Buffer US$201,000 

 Maximizing outputs Objective function value 9,486.5 
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Table A.3 Data gathered for the application of the OR model of Murali et al. (2012) to the 
Philippines case study 

Category Elements Properties 

Disaster   

Locations for 
LDCs 

Tuguegarao City sports complex 17°37'14.9"N 121°43'24.7"E 

Tuguegarao City airport 17°38'35.3"N 121°44'08.5"E 

University of St Louis 17°36'36.7"N 121°43'22.2"E 

Cagayan State University 17°39'30.7"N 121°45'03.9"E 

Settlements San Gabriel  17°37'13.0"N 121°42'57.4"E 

200 emergency shelter kits 

Bassig Street 17°36'37.3"N 121°43'07.7"E 

600 emergency shelter kits 

Gonzaga Street 17°36'54.6"N 121°43'31.8"E 

400 emergency shelter kits 

Lagundi Street 17°35'39.8"N 121°42'12.5"E 

300 emergency shelter kits 

Pallua Road 17°37'29.0"N 121°42'02.1"E 

100 emergency shelter kits 

 Caimito Street 17°37'35.5"N 121°44'12.5"E 

100 emergency shelter kits 

 Bartolome Street 17°38'08.1"N 121°44'33.0"E 

100 emergency shelter kits 

 Atulayan Road 17°38'47.8"N 121°43'06.4"E 

100 emergency shelter kits 

 Linao-Carig Road 17°39'13.1"N 121°43'43.5"E 

300 emergency shelter kits 

 Caritian Highway 17°38'00.7"N 121°43'15.1"E 

200 emergency shelter kits 

Arcs Arc 1 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

San Gabriel 

1.8 km 

 Arc 2 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

Bassig Street  

2 km 

 Arc 3 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

Gonzaga Street 

0.9 km 
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 Arc 4 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

Lagundi Street 

4.5 km 

 Arc 5 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

Pallua Road  

3.2 km 

 Arc 6 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

Caimito Street  

2.2 km 

 Arc 7 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

Bartolome Street  

3.2 km 

 Arc 8 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

Atulayan Road 

3.3 km 

 Arc 9 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

Linao-Carig Road  

4.1 km 

 Arc 10 

 

Tuguegarao City sports complex  

Caritian Highway 

1.6 km 

 Arc 11 

 

Tuguegarao City airport  

San Gabriel 

5.2 km 

 Arc 12 

 

Tuguegarao City airport 

Bassig Street  

5.2 km 

 Arc 13 

 

Tuguegarao City airport 

Gonzaga Street 

4 km 

 Arc 14 

 

Tuguegarao City airport 

Lagundi Street 

7.7 km 

 Arc 15 

 

Tuguegarao City airport 

Pallua Road  

6.3 km 
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 Arc 16 

 

Tuguegarao City airport 

Caimito Street  

2.7 km 

 Arc 17 

 

Tuguegarao City airport 

Bartolome Street  

1.4 km 

 Arc 18 

 

Tuguegarao City airport 

Atulayan Road 

4.7 km 

 Arc 19 

 

Tuguegarao City airport 

Linao-Carig Road  

3.1 km 

 Arc 20 

 

Tuguegarao City airport 

Caritian Highway 

3.5 km 

 Arc 21 

 

University of St Louis 

San Gabriel 

1.7 km 

 Arc 22 

 

University of St Louis 

Bassig Street  

0.6 km 

 Arc 23 

 

University of St Louis 

Gonzaga Street 

0.9 km 

 Arc 24 

 

University of St Louis 

Lagundi Street 

3.1 km 

 Arc 25 

 

University of St Louis 

Pallua Road  

3 km 

 Arc 26 

 

University of St Louis 

Caimito Street  

3 km 

 Arc 27 

 

University of St Louis 

Bartolome Street  

4 km 
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 Arc 28 University of St Louis 

Atulayan Road 

4.6 km 

 Arc 29 University of St Louis 

Linao-Carig Road 

5.5 km 

 Arc 30 University of St Louis 

Caritian Highway 

3.1 km 

 Arc 31 Cagayan State University 

San Gabriel 

7.3 km 

 Arc 32 Cagayan State University 

Bassig Street  

7.2 km 

 Arc 33 Cagayan State University 

Gonzaga Street 

6 km 

 Arc 34 Cagayan State University 

Lagundi Street 

9.7 km 

 Arc 35 

 

Cagayan State University 

Pallua Road  

7.8 km 

 Arc 36 

 

Cagayan State University 

Caimito Street  

4.5 km 

 Arc 37 

 

Cagayan State University 

Bartolome Street  

3.3 km 

 Arc 38 

 

Cagayan State University 

Atulayan Road 

4.5 km 

 Arc 39 

 

Cagayan State University 

Linao-Carig Road  

2.9 km 
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 Arc 40 

 

Cagayan State University 

Caritian Highway 

5.4 km 

Supply facility Stationary warehouse 1 10,000 emergency shelter kits 

Aid workers Working time 7 hours per day per person 

 Number of aid workers at loca-
tions for a LDC 

3 at Tuguegarao City sports complex 

3 at Tuguegarao City airport 

3 at University of St Louis 

3 at Cagayan State University 

Relief item Time for distribution 2.5 minutes per distribution 

Factors and 
bounds 

Number of LDCs to be erected 1 

Upper distance limit per coverage 
level 

2.99 km for coverage level “high” 

4.99 km for coverage level “medium” 

7 km for coverage level “low” 

 Maximum percentage of demand 
at a settlement to be satisfied from 
LDCs that provide a certain cov-
erage level 

100% demand satisfaction with coverage 
level “high” 

50% demand satisfaction with coverage 
level “medium” 

10% demand satisfaction with coverage 
level “low” 

 Duration of disaster response 5 days 
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/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Data Set for the Philippines case study 
 * Author: Henning Gösling 
 * Creation Date: 16.01.2015 at 14:05:09 
 *********************************************/ 
Settlements = {SG,BassigSt,GonzagaSt,LagundiSt,PalluaRd,CaimitoSt, 
BartolomeSt,AtulayanRd,LinaoRd,CaritianHwy}; 
LocationsForLDCs = {SportsComplex,Airport,UniversityStLouis, 
StateUniversity}; 
CoverageLevels = {high,medium,low}; 
Capacity = [2520,2520,2520,2520]; 
Distance = [[1.8,2,0.9,4.5,3.2,2.2,3.2,3.3,4.1,1.6], 
  [5.2,5.2,4,7.7,6.3,2.7,1.4,4.7,3.1,3.5], 
   [1.7,0.6,0.9,3.1,3,3,4,4.6,5.5,3.1], 
   [7.3,7.2,6,9.7,7.8,4.5,3.3,4.5,2.9,5.4]]; 
Demand = [200,600,400,300,100,100,100,100,300,200]; 
NumberLDCs = 1; 
LowerDistanceLimit = [0,3,5]; 
UpperDistanceLimit = [2.99,4.99,7]; 
DemandShare = [1,0.5,0.1]; 
Supply = 10000; 
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Table A.4 Solution for the Philippines case study determined with the OR model of Murali 
et al. (2012) 

Category Elements Properties 

LDCs Local distribution center 1 Sports Complex 

1,950 distributed emergency shelter kits 

Transportation  
resource 

 1,950 transferred emergency shelter kits from 
SW1 to LDC1 

Inputs Distribution resources: num-
ber of LDCs 

1 

Outputs Delivered relief item quanti-
ty: amount of allocated relief 
items 

1,950 emergency shelter kits 

 Distance to LDCs: amount of 
allocated relief items collect-
ed from LDCs that provide a 
certain coverage level for a 
settlement 

Beneficiaries at San Gabriel collect 200 emer-
gency shelter kits from LDC1 providing cover-
age level “high” 

Beneficiaries at Bassig Street collect 600 emer-
gency shelter kits from LDC1 providing cover-
age level “high” 

Beneficiaries at Gonzaga Street collect 400 
emergency shelter kits from LDC1 providing 
coverage level “high” 

Beneficiaries at Lagundi Street collect 150 
emergency shelter kits from LDC1 providing 
coverage level “medium” 

Beneficiaries at Pallua Road collect 50 emergen-
cy shelter kits from LDC1 providing coverage 
level “medium” 

Beneficiaries at Caimito Street collect 100 emer-
gency shelter kits from LDC1 providing cover-
age level “high” 

Beneficiaries at Bartolome Street collect 50 
emergency shelter kits from LDC1 providing 
coverage level “medium” 

Beneficiaries at Atulayan Road collect 50 emer-
gency shelter kits from LDC1 providing cover-
age level “medium” 

Beneficiaries at Linao Road collect 150 emer-
gency shelter kits from LDC1 providing cover-
age level “medium” 

Beneficiaries at Caritian Highway collect 200 
emergency shelter kits from LDC1 providing 
coverage level “high” 
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Objectives and 
requirements 

Limiting number of distribu-
tion resources 

Buffer 0 

 Ensuring number of distribu-
tion resources 

Buffer 0 

 Maximizing delivered relief 
item quantity 

Objective function value 1,950 

 Limiting distance to LDCs Buffer 0 for San Gabriel regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “high” 

Buffer 100 for San Gabriel regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 20 for San Gabriel regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “low” 

Buffer 0 for Bassig Street regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “high” 

Buffer 300 for Bassig Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 60 for Bassig Street regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “low” 

Buffer 0 for Gonzaga Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “high” 

Buffer 200 for Gonzaga Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 40 for Gonzaga Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “low” 

Buffer 300 for Lagundi Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “high” 

Buffer 0 for Lagundi Street regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 30 for Lagundi Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “low” 

Buffer 100 for Pallua Road regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “high” 

Buffer 0 for Pallua Road regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 10 for Pallua Road regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “low” 

Buffer 0 for Caimito Street regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “high” 

Buffer 50 for Caimito Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 10 for Caimito Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “low” 

Buffer 100 for Bartolome Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “high” 
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Buffer 0 for Bartolome Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 10 for Bartolome Street regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “low” 

Buffer 100 for Atulayan Road regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “high” 

Buffer 0 for Atulayan Road regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 10 for Atulayan Road regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “low” 

Buffer 300 for Linao Road regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “high” 

Buffer 0 for Linao Road regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 30 for Linao Road regarding LDCs with 
coverage level “low” 

Buffer 0 for Caritian Highway regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “high” 

Buffer 100 for Caritian Highway regarding 
LDCs with coverage level “medium” 

Buffer 20 for Caritian Highway regarding LDCs 
with coverage level “low” 
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Table A.5 Data gathered for the application of the OR model of Balcik et al. (2008) to the 
Philippines case study 

Category Elements Properties 

Location for a 
supply facility 

Subic Bay airport 14°47′39″N, 120°16′15″E  

Locations for 
LDCs 

Alaminos 

 

16°09'18.9"N 119°58'48.0"E 

250 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

Aurora 

 

16°59'21.3"N 121°38'11.1"E 

500 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

Bambang 

 

16°22'52.9"N 121°06'25.1"E 

700 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

Bongabon 

 

15°37'42.2"N 121°08'50.8"E 

550 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Cabagan 

 

17°25'42.7"N 121°46'15.8"E 

800 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Cabanatuan 

 

15°28'37.3"N 120°57'32.5"E 

1,400 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Caiguran 

 

16°12'34.3"N 122°02'33.9"E 

500 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Daguapan City 

 

16°02'37.8"N 120°20'45.0"E 

1,400 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Dipaculao  

 

15°59'11.8"N 121°38'59.3"E 

200 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Iba 

 

15°19'36.9"N 119°58'08.8"E 

100 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Lamut  

 

16°38'59.7"N 121°13'25.6"E 

100 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Maddela  

 

16°20'41.7"N 121°40'56.3"E 

650 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 
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 Malolos City 

 

14°50'21.9"N 120°48'50.0"E 

3,100 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Maria Aurora 

 

15°47'50.0"N 121°28'31.4"E 

500 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Muñoz 

 

15°42'51.2"N 120°54'35.8"E 

200 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Roxas 

 

11°35'06.1"N 122°45'06.9"E 

800 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 San Miguel 

 

15°08'49.6"N 120°58'22.6"E 

100 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Santa Cruz 

 

15°45'45.8"N 119°54'38.2"E 

200 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Santiago City 

 

16°41'15.8"N 121°33'02.6"E 

300 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Talavera 

 

15°35'05.9"N 120°54'55.1"E 

500 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Tarlac City 

 

15°29'06.2"N 120°35'14.8"E 

1,000 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Tuguegarao City 

 

17°36'36.7"N 121°43'22.2"E 

1,950 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

 Tumauini 

 

17°16'45.0"N 121°48'31.1"E 

100 emergency shelter kits at the beginning of 
the time horizon 

Routes Route 1 Subic Bay airport, Malolos City, San Miguel, 
Cabanatuan, Tarlac City, Daguapan City, Ala-
minos, Santa Cruz, Iba, Subic Bay airport 

566 km 

50 km/h 

Route 2 Subic Bay airport, Tarlac City, Bongabon, Ma-
ria Aurora, Dipaculao, Caiguran, Maddela, 
Lamut, Bambang, Munoz, Talavera, Subic Bay 
airport 
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885 km 

50 km/h 

Route 3 Subic Bay airport, Tarlac City, Tuguegarao 
City, Cabagan, Tumauini, Roxas, Aurora, Santi-
ago City, Subic Bay airport 

1,095 km 

50 km/h 

Supply facility Stationary warehouse 1 Subic Bay airport 

10,000 emergency shelter kits on day 1 

5,000 emergency shelter kits on day 3 

5,000 emergency shelter kits on day 4 

5,000 emergency shelter kits on day 5 

LDCs LDC 1 Alaminos 

LDC 2 Aurora 

LDC 3 Bambang 

 LDC 4 Bongabon 

 LDC 5 Cabagan 

 LDC 6 Cabanatuan 

 LDC 7 Caiguran 

 LDC 8 Daguapan City 

 LDC 9 Dipaculao 

 LDC 10 Iba 

 LDC 11 Lamut 

 LDC 12 Maddela 

 LDC 13 Malolos City 

 LDC 14 Maria Aurora 

 LDC 15 Munoz 

 LDC 16 Roxas 

 LDC 17 San Miguel 

 LDC 18 Santa Cruz 

 LDC 19 Santiago City 

 LDC 20 Talavera 

 LDC 21 Tarlac City 

 LDC 22 Tuguegarao City 

 LDC 23 Tumauini 

Transportation  
vehicles 

Transportation vehicle 1 65 m³ 

26 t 

90 km/h 
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 Transportation vehicle 2 65 m³ 

26 t 

90 km/h 

 Transportation vehicle 3 65 m³ 

26 t 

90 km/h 

 Transportation vehicle 4 65 m³ 

26 t 

90 km/h 

 Transportation vehicle 5 65 m³ 

26 t 

90 km/h 

Relief item 
types 

Volume 

Weight 

0.0122 m³ 

4.2 kg 

Factors Transportation costs for a 
transportation vehicle on a 
route  

US$400 for each vehicle on route 1 

US$600 for each vehicle on route 2 

US$800 for each vehicle on route 3 

Costs per 1% of unsatisfied 
demand for a relief item 
type at a location 

US$500 on day 1 at each location 

US$1,000 on day 2 at each location 

US$2,000 on day 3 at each location 

US$4,000 on day 4 at each location 

US$10,000 on day 5 at each location 
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/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Data Set for the Philippines case study 
 * Author: Henning Gösling 
 * Creation Date: 08.04.2015 at 12:21:12 
 *********************************************/ 
TimePeriods = {1,2,3,4,5,6}; 
TransportationVehicles = {V1,V2,V3,V4,V5}; 
Routes = {R1,R2,R3}; 
LocationsForLDCs =  
{Alaminos, Aurora, Bambang, Bongabon, Cabagan, Cabanatuan, Caiguran, 
DaguapanCity, Dipaculao, Iba, Lamut, Maddela, MalolosCity, MariaAurora, 
Munoz, Roxas, SanMiguel, SantaCruz,  SantiagoCity, Talavera, TarlacCity, 
TuguegaraoCity, Tumauini}; 
LocationsOnRoutes =  
[{MalolosCity,SanMiguel,Cabanatuan,TarlacCity, 
DaguapanCity,Alaminos,SantaCruz,Iba},{TarlacCity,Bongabon, 
MariaAurora,Dipaculao,Caiguran,Maddela,Lamut,Bambang,Munoz, 
Talavera},{TarlacCity,TuguegaraoCity,Cabagan,Tumauini,Roxas, 
Aurora,SantiagoCity}]; 
ReliefItems = {RI1}; 
ReliefItemsOfType = [{RI1},{}]; 
CostForDriving = 
[[400,400,400,400,400],[600,600,600,600,600],[800,800,800,800,800]]; 
Capacity = [5327,5327,5327,5327,5327]; 
TransportationTime = 
[[0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5],[0.75,0.75,0.75,0.75,0.75],[0.92,0.92,0.92,0.92,0.92]]; 
Demand  = 
[[[250,0,0,0,0,0],[500,0,0,0,0,0],[700,0,0,0,0,0],[550,0,0,0,0,0],[800,0,0,0,0,
0],[1400,0,0,0,0,0],[500,0,0,0,0,0],[1400,0,0,0,0,0],[200,0,0,0,0,0],[100,0,0,
0,0,0],[100,0,0,0,0,0],[650,0,0,0,0,0],[3100,0,0,0,0,0],[500,0,0,0,0,0],[200,0,
0,0,0,0],[800,0,0,0,0,0],[100,0,0,0,0,0],[200,0,0,0,0,0],[300,0,0,0,0,0],[500,0
,0,0,0,0],[1000,0,0,0,0,0],[1950,0,0,0,0,0],[100,0,0,0,0,0]]]; 
CostForShortage = 
[[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2
000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10
000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1
000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,40
00,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[
500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,20
00,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,100
00,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,10
00,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,400
0,10000,0],[500,1000,2000,4000,10000,0]]]; 
Supply = [[10000,0,5000,5000,5000,0]];  
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Table A.6 Solution for the Philippines case study determined with the OR model of Balcik 
et al. (2008) 

Category Elements Properties 

Supply facility Stationary warehouse 1 3 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 3 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 4 

LDCs LDC 1 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

54 relief items distributed in period 1 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 3 

165 relief items distributed in period 3 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 4 

31 relief items distributed in period 4 

 LDC 2 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

500 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 3 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

700 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 4 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

550 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 5 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

800 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 6 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

305 relief items distributed in period 1 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 3 

927 relief items distributed in period 3 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 4 

168 relief items distributed in period 4 

 LDC 7 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

500 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 8 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

305 relief items distributed in period 1 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 3 

927 relief items distributed in period 3 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 4 

168 relief items distributed in period 4 

 LDC 9 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

200 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 10 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

21 relief items distributed in period 1 
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1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 3 

66 relief items distributed in period 3 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 4 

13 relief items distributed in period 4 

 LDC 11 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

100 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 12 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

650 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 13 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

677 relief items distributed in period 1 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 3 

2052 relief items distributed in period 3 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 4 

371 relief items distributed in period 4 

 LDC 14 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

500 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 15 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

200 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 16 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

800 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 17 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

21 relief items distributed in period 1 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 3 

66 relief items distributed in period 3 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 4 

13 relief items distributed in period 4 

 LDC 18 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

44 relief items distributed in period 1 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 3 

132 relief items distributed in period 3 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 4 

25 relief items distributed in period 4 

 LDC 19 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

300 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 20 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

500 relief items distributed in period 1 
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 LDC 21 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

218 relief items distributed in period 1 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 3 

662 relief items distributed in period 3 

1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 4 

120 relief items distributed in period 4 

 LDC 22 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

1950 relief items distributed in period 1 

 LDC 23 1 Transportation vehicle processed in period 1 

100 relief items distributed in period 1 

Transportation  
vehicles 

Transportation vehicle 1 Route 1 in period 1 

1,650 transferred emergency shelter kits  

 Transportation vehicle 3 Route 1 in period 4 

900 transferred emergency shelter kits  

 Transportation vehicle 4 Route 2 in period 1 

3,900 transferred emergency shelter kits 

 Transportation vehicle 5 Route 3 in period 1 

4,450 transferred emergency shelter kits  

Route 1 in period 3 

5,000 transferred emergency shelter kits  

Input Transportation resource: 
transportation costs 

US$2,600  

Output Delivered relief item 
quantity:  

- Maximum relief item 
shortage costs  

 

 

 

 

- Transferred relief items  

 
 

US$391 in period 1 

US$781 in period 2 

US$238 in period 3 

US$0 in period 4 

US$0 in period 5 

10,000 in period 1 

5,000 in period 3 

900 in period 4 

 Delivery time: Maximum 
relief item shortage costs 

US$391 in period 1 

US$781 in period 2 

US$ 238 in period 3 

US$0 in period 4 

US$0 in period 5 
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Objectives and 
requirements 

Minimizing input Objective function value 4,010,59 

 Maximizing minimum de-
livered relief item quantity 

Objective function value 4,010,59 

 Minimizing maximum de-
livery time 

Objective function value 4,010,59 

 Ensuring delivered relief 
item quantity 

Buffer 196 at LDC 1 in period 1 

Buffer 196 at LDC 1 in period 2 

Buffer 30 at LDC 1 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 1 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 1 in period 5 

Buffer 0 at LDC 2 in period 1 

Buffer 0 at LDC 2 in period 2 

Buffer 0 at LDC 2 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 2 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 2 in period 5 

Buffer 0 at LDC 3 in period 1 

Buffer 0 at LDC 3 in period 2 

Buffer 0 at LDC 3 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 3 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 3 in period 5 

Buffer 0 at LDC 4 in period 1 

Buffer 0 at LDC 4 in period 2 

Buffer 0 at LDC 4 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 4 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 4 in period 5 

Buffer 0 at LDC 5 in period 1 

Buffer 0 at LDC 5 in period 2 

Buffer 0 at LDC 5 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 5 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 5 in period 5 

Buffer 1095 at LDC 6 in period 1 

Buffer 1095 at LDC 6 in period 2 

Buffer 167 at LDC 6 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 6 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 6 in period 5 

Buffer 0 at LDC 7 in period 1 

Buffer 0 at LDC 7 in period 2 
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Buffer 0 at LDC 7 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 7 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 7 in period 5 

Buffer 1095 at LDC 8 in period 1 

Buffer 1095 at LDC 8 in period 2 

Buffer 167 at LDC 8 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 8 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 8 in period 5 

Buffer 0 at LDC 9 in period 1 

Buffer 0 at LDC 9 in period 2 

Buffer 0 at LDC 9 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 9 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 9 in period 5 

Buffer 79 at LDC 10 in period 1 

Buffer 79 at LDC 10 in period 2 

Buffer 12 at LDC 10 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 10 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 10 in period 5 

Buffer 0 at LDC 11 in period 1 

Buffer 0 at LDC 11 in period 2 

Buffer 0 at LDC 11 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 11 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 11 in period 5 

Buffer 0 at LDC 12 in period 1 

Buffer 0 at LDC 12 in period 2 

Buffer 0 at LDC 12 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 12 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 12 in period 5 

Buffer 2423 at LDC 13 in period 1 

Buffer 2423 at LDC 13 in period 2 

Buffer 370 at LDC 13 in period 3 

Buffer 0 at LDC 13 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 13 in period 5 

Buffer 0 at LDC 14 in period 1 

Buffer 0 at LDC 14 in period 2 
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Buffer 0 at LDC 22 in period 4 

Buffer 0 at LDC 22 in period 5 
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